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Abstract
Continuous technology scaling enables implementation of complex application
on a single chip. As a result, there is a design paradigm shift from single-core
to multicore systems and from core-centric to interconnect-centric designs,
emphasizing the importance of high performance, power efficient, and reliable
on-chip interconnects. In sub-90nm technologies, parameter variations are
increasing and cause considerable delay variations, which creates difficulty in
guaranteeing the reliability of on-chip interconnects.
In this thesis, high performance, variation tolerant and power efficient
global on-chip interconnects are presented. The design and implementation of
these interconnects are based on formulation and integration of different cir-
cuit level techniques. Since delay variations are inevitable, the thesis focuses
on self-timed delay-insensitive communication. In this regard, design and op-
timization of delay-insensitive data encoding/decoding schemes as well as for-
mulation of efficient communication protocols are performed. To compensate
the delay overhead of delay-insensitive communication, high speed signaling
techniques are developed and implemented. In addition, a novel high speed
completion detection technique is devised and implemented to solve the per-
formance bottleneck caused by conventional completion detection methods. A
high-throughput and power efficient serial interconnect is also designed to be
used as a long-range on-chip communication link.
Furthermore, an interconnect calibration technique after every power start-
up of a system is developed and implemented to ensure signal integrity of
the interconnects despite process, wearout and aging caused variations. A
runtime supply voltage and temperature variation tolerance technique is also
devised and implemented for the interconnects. These PVT variation tolerance
schemes make the interconnects adaptive to the effect of variations, enabling
continuous and reliable operation of the interconnect.
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The continuous development of semiconductor technology over the last five
decades has been the enabling factor that has driven many huge changes
in our everyday life. Personal computing, mobile communications, Internet,
broadband technology and automobile industry, are obvious examples. This
remarkable development is the result of technology scaling that led to fabri-
cation of Integrated Circuit (IC) with smaller feature sizes, higher levels of
integration and faster operating frequencies. The process of device scaling
evolved from few micrometers to nanometers today, and the circuit complex-
ity has advanced from Small-Scale Integration (SSI) in 1960s to Giga-Scale
Integration (GSI) in 2000s. It is predicted that this integration continues at
a faster speed towards a trillion transistors per chip, Tera-Scale Integration
(TSI) era, in 2020s. Today, not only digital devices and memories, but also
analog/mixed-signal blocks, MEMS based sensors, and other functional blocks
are being integrated on the same die to build a complete system. However, the
benefits of system integration are significantly reduced without efficient com-
munication between these blocks. Thus, this thesis addresses the problems of
global on-chip interconnects using novel circuit level techniques.
1.1 Emergence of Interconnect-Centric Design
The performance of transistors is continually improved through scaling. How-
ever, the impact of technology scaling on long wires is reverse. In order to




1.1.1 Device and Interconnect Scaling
The primary goals of technology scaling are decreasing gate delay, increasing
gate density, and reducing energy per storing/operating [1]. At the moment,
the feature size is scaling down at a rate of 0.7 per year [105] in compliance
with Moore’s Law [2]. This decreases the gate delay by 30%, doubles the
gate density and reduces the energy per switching by 65%. As the history of
integration density reveals, in 1960 one transistor consisted of 1020 atoms in a
volume of 0.1 cm3 and in 2000 these number were 107 atoms in 0.01 3, leading
to a higher capacity of integration. Similarly, the energy for storing/operating
1 bit is reduced because the energy required for charging and discharging
capacitors is lowered due to the reduction in capacitors area from 1 cm2 to
0.01 2 and furthermore the supply voltages are scaled down from 10 V to 1 V
[3].
Scaling down of transistor’s dimensions leads to improvements in both
transistor cost and performance. However, scaling down of interconnect cross-
sectional dimensions degrades performance. The ideal scaling of interconnect
assumes that the width and height of the wire are reduced with the same
scaling factor as gates’ dimensions, leading to taller and narrower wires. As
a result, the resistance of a unit length wire increases at the rate of 104%
per year. The length of local wires scales the same way as the logic, whereas
global wires tend to track the chip dimensions. In general, die area should
decrease by 50% per year in successive technology, but new designs integrate
more transistors and functionality per chip, resulting in a need for die area
increment. Die area has been increasing 13% per year. Consequently global
interconnect length increases at a rate of 6% per year, and its RC time constant
increases by approximately 130% per year.
To mitigate the increase in wire delay, various techniques have been de-
veloped from both geometric structure and materials perspective, such as
high aspect ratio, multiple-layer metalization, copper technology and low-k
dielectrics. A higher aspect ratio along with smaller wire pitch leads to a
reduction in RC delay but this approach has two problems. First, manufac-
turing of lines and vias with aspect ratio larger than 4 becomes unreliable due
to the difficulty in filling a deep and narrow trench completely with metal.
Second, the increase in line thickness due to a higher aspect ratio results in
a larger coupling capacitance to neighboring wires, which increases both the
RC delay component and the signal coupling noise. These two undesirable
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effects limit the practicality of this technique for nanometer technologies. In
multiple-layer metallization approach, different scaling factors for local and
global interconnects are used to satisfy the need for higher density, reduced
RC delay, and smaller resistive loss. In order to match the device density on
the substrate and maintain the RC delay, the pitches and length of local wires
scales at a much faster rate than the vertical dimensions. For global wires,
the scaling is determined by the length of the chip edge, and as a result signal
delay on global wires increases continuously from one technology generation to
the next. This reverse scaling of global interconnect is an undesirable conse-
quence of technology scaling. From materials perspective two major advances
have been done, the change in metal material from aluminum to copper and
the introduction of low-k dielectrics to replace silicon oxide (SiO2). However,
in nanometer technology, all these techniques are insufficient to achieve the
needed high-speed global on-chip communication. Hence, requiring additional
techniques and other approaches.
1.1.2 System-on-Chip and Multicore Systems
The continued scaling of the semiconductor technology creates the potential
of System-on-Chip (SoC) integration, that is, the integration of a complete
electronic system including all its periphery and its interfaces to the outside
world on a single die. SoC consists of several heterogeneous components with
different implementation styles such as programmable processors, dedicated
hardware to perform specific tasks, on-chip memories, input-output interfaces,
and on-chip communication architecture that serves as the interconnection
fabric for communication between these components. For instance, Intel’s
45nm Xeon R© EX processor ( Nehalem-EX ) is a SoC which has eight 64-bit
cores and a 24 MB shared L3 cache (Figure 1.1). At the top stripe it has
four Quick Path Interconnect (QPI) links, while the bottom stripe houses the
Scalable Memory Interconnect (SMI) links. It also has a system interface that
includes two memory controllers, two hub interfaces to the last level cache,
an 8-port router, the power control unit (PCU) and the DFX control box.
Usually such building blocks can be shared and also re-used as Intellectual
Property (IP) blocks, which further improves the productivity and reduces
time-to-market.
Today, SoC combines a diverse set of components using adaptive circuits,




Figure 1.1: Intel’s 45nm 8-core Xeon-EX processor [5].
parallelism to build products that are multicore and multi-function. Examples
of such prototypes are Intel’s 80 core TeraFLOPS [64], 167-processor compu-
tational platform [59], and FAUST chip (a reconfigurable baseband platform
consisting of 23 computing units that can be configured to support the func-
tions of specific baseband processing) [83]. This trend will continue and it will
open up the feasibility of a wide range of applications, such as data mining,
visual computing, and recognition, making use of massive parallel process-
ing and tightly interdependent processes which brings into front the underly-
ing interconnection capability. The interconnection between SoC components
should provide reliable routing of data from the source to destination. It must
also be able to guarantee latency or bandwidth to ensure that the application
performance constraints are met.
1.1.3 Network-on-Chip
The increasing number of IP cores that can be integrated on a single chip
enables implementation of complex applications using the SoC approach. The
huge communication demands of these applications and the abundant compu-
tation power available on-chip put tremendous pressure on the communication
architecture. Consequently, scalable communication architectures are needed
for efficient implementation of SoC. Simple on-chip communication solutions
do not scale up when the number of processing and storage arrays on a chip
increases. For example, on-chip buses can serve a limited number of units, and
beyond that performance degrades due to the bus parasitic capacitance and
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the complexity of arbitration. Network-on-Chip (NoC) is a communication
infrastructure targeted for SoC consisting of tens or hundreds of resources.
NoCs are an attempt to scale down the concepts of large-scale networks, and
apply them to SoC domain. It separates the concerns of communication from
computation by building on-chip communication structure. Each component
of a SoC is viewed as a node of the on-chip communication network. NoC
use packets to route data from the source to the destination component, via
a network fabric that consists of switches(routers) and point-to-point links,
which connect the resources to routers as well as the routers to each other to
form a network. NoC provides better scalability than on-chip buses because
as more resources are introduced to a system, also more routers and links are
introduced to connect them to the network. The additional links and routers
provide the communication capacity needed for the new resources. Many NoC
realizations inherently contain some redundancy in the communication media,
which can be used to provide a higher reliability and traffic balancing. This is
in contrast to bus structures, which rely on a single communication medium.
NoC has been initially proposed as a design paradigm for on-chip commu-
nication in the beginning of this millennium [15, 16, 17, 44, 74]. Today, there
are NoCs in commercial use such as ArterisTM [134] and STNoCTM [135, 136]
as well as industrial products which use NoC as a communication backbone.
The TILE64TM 64-core processor from Tilera [18, 61] and the 80-core Intel’s
TeraFLOPs processor [64] are recent examples of industrial products which
proves the feasibility and potential of NoC. The interconnects designed and
presented in this thesis can be used as a link between two NoC routers.
1.2 Challenges of Global On-Chip Interconnect
On-chip interconnect has become a primary challenge for high performance
high complexity SoCs. Transmitting clock, data, and communication signals
over large die areas requires long interconnections among the various circuit
modules. As technology scales, the interconnect cross section decreases while
operating frequencies increase. The impact of these trends on high perfor-
mance systems is significant. Long interconnects with smaller cross sections
exhibit increased capacitance and resistance, resulting in larger power con-
sumption, and higher latency. Furthermore, wire inductance can no longer
be ignored due to high signal frequencies and long wire lengths. The in-
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creasing number of cores per chip also places a premium on high-bandwidth,
low-latency and low-power links between cores.
1.2.1 Performance and Power Consumption
The higher wire resistance, the increase in wire length and reduced wire spac-
ing cause the global wire delay to increase considerably compared to the gate
delay [105]. The gap between global interconnect delay and gate delay in-
creases with technology scaling as can be seen from Figure 1.2. Furthermore,
the increase in die size due to increasing chip functionality makes it more diffi-
cult to deliver signals across the chip in one clock cycle [14]. According to the
prediction of International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS),
at 45nm technology node, the RC delay is 542 ps for a 1 mm long mini-
mum pitch copper global wire, whereas the clock frequency will reach 10 GHz
(equivalent to 100 ps cycle time). The conventional approach to deal with
this is to use pipelining in global signals, which increases the latency and
power consumption when routing signals across functional blocks. Also, the
total on-chip wire length will increase linearly with technology, reaching about
2.22 km/cm2 by the year 2010 [105]. This trend supports the assumption that
long interconnects will be significant in future technologies. To combat these
phenomena, traditional repeater insertion methods have been widely devel-
oped and adopted. Unfortunately, as interconnect lengths increase, the re-
quired number of repeaters increases tremendously. This results in significant
power dissipation, increased delay, and larger area.
Interconnects, especially the global wires have also become a major source
of power consumption. It has been reported that wire capacitance can take up
to 70% of the total chip capacitance in contemporary designs [6]. Moreover,
a rapid increase in chip operating frequencies further exacerbates the amount
of dynamic power dissipated in the interconnect. Magen et al. found that
interconnection power accounts for half the total dynamic power of a 130nm
microprocessor, and nearly 50% of the interconnect power is consumed by
global wires [7]. With a projection that without changes in design philosophy,
in the next five years up to 80% of microprocessor power will be consumed by
interconnect.
As discussed in Section 1.1.3, NoCs have emerged as the seemingly best
candidate to connect the cores on present and future SoCs. Latency and




Figure 1.2: Delay comparison [105]
addressed at all abstraction levels [156]. The latency of networks is too large,
leading to performance degradation when they are used in high performance
systems. The power consumption of NoC implemented with current techniques
is too high, by a factor of 10, to meet the expected needs of future SoCs. In
NoC the network interconnects consume a significant part of the total power
budget. For example, in TeraFLOPS [64] the network consumes up to 39%
of the total chip power (76 W when operating at 5.1 GHz) [8]. 17% of the
network power is consumed in the links (13 W at 5.1 GHz). Therefore, more
emphasis should be put on circuit techniques that increase signal velocity on
channels and reduce the power consumption of the interconnects.
1.2.2 Variability and Reliability
Variability has become a major challenge for designs in sub-100nm technology
nodes and it is considered one of the primary limiters for technology scaling [9]
- [12], [113]. It is affecting device as well as interconnecting wire parameters.
The inability to precisely control the manufacturing process leads to unpre-
dictable device and wire characteristics, which in turn cause performance and
power variability besides error-prone behavior [13], [113] - [125]. According to
ITRS, within a few years delay and power variability reaches 63% and 76%,
respectively [110]. In addition, systems performance is also affected by the




The performance of an on-chip interconnect is determined by the electri-
cal characteristics of the signaling circuit’s devices and the interconnecting
wire parasitics. From a process perspective, almost all manufacturing phases,
etches, thin-film deposition, hot processes, and even wafer clean processes,
influence device parameters and thus contribute to variabilities. Increased
process complexity related to subwavelength lithography, chemical-mechanical
polishing, and the implementation of low-k dielectrics leads to higher variabil-
ity of wire resistance and capacitance. Variations in operating environment,
spatial as well as temporal effects, can also have a similar impact. For ex-
ample, the effective supply voltage of a transistor may vary across the chip
due to changes in the voltage drop along the power grid. The local operating
temperature of a transistor is affected by local variations in power dissipation.
Crosstalk, resulting from capacitive and inductive coupling, could severely af-
fect the timing and signal integrity of an interconnect. Because each victim
wire experiences a different capacitive coupling length or a different inductive-
coupling return path, the interconnect exhibits varying signal propagation
delays under different switching patterns. All these variations cause the signal
propagation delay of the interconnect to be uncertain which in turn affects the
performance and reliability of the communication significantly.
Traditionally corner based analysis has been used to guard against yield
loss resulting from these variations; however, with increasing number of sources
of variation, corner based methods are becoming overly pessimistic and com-
putationally expensive. Self-timed design methodologies can make the com-
munication resilient to delay variations. More specifically, self-timed delay-
insensitive links can operate correctly in the presence of delay variations in
gates and interconnecting wires.
1.3 Global On-Chip Communication Techniques
SoC consists of many Intellectual Property (IP) blocks. The different func-
tions among different SoC blocks naturally cause them to work in different
clock rates for optimal performance. Hence, coordination and communication
between these components become challenging. Globally Asynchronous Lo-
cally Synchronous (GALS) scheme has been proposed as a solution. The idea
of GALS is to partition a system into separate clock domains, which run at
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different clock rates, and the separated domains communicate with each other
in an asynchronous manner.
1.3.1 GALS Communication
Globally synchronous communication is a thing of past because it is difficult to
design with growing chip sizes, clock rates, relative wire delays and parameter
variations. Moreover, high speed global clocks consume a significant portion
of system power budgets and lack the flexibility to independently control the
clock frequencies of submodules to achieve high energy efficiency. GALS fa-
cilitate the integration of independently designed blocks operating at different
frequencies as well as fast block reuse by providing wrapper circuits to handle
the inter-block communication.
NoCs with GALS clocking styles have been used in many proposed network
designs and are expected to be an attractive approach to overcome many of
the timing problems [74]. GALS simplifies clock tree design and results in
easily scalable clocking systems. It also allows better energy savings since
each functional unit can easily have its own independent clock and voltage [75].
Furthermore, it enables easy implementation of distributed power management
system for the entire chip [76].
Generally there are two different implementation of GALS NoC: fully asyn-
chronous (self-timed) and multi-synchronous. In self-timed GALS NoC, IP
blocks use locally generated clock and there is a synchronous⇔ asynchronous
interface between the network and the synchronous IP. Clockless networks
such as MANGO [81], ANoC [82], ALPIN [76], FAUST chip [83], and QNoC
[84] are examples of self-timed NoC. A systematic comparison between these
two implementations shows that the self-timed network gives better satura-
tion threshold, smaller average power consumption, slightly higher maximal
bandwidth and 2.5 times smaller packet latency than the multi-synchronous
implementation [53]. Furthermore, the risk of metastability introduced by the
multiple bi-synchronous FIFOs used in the multi-synchronous implementation
can be a critical issue. This risk is much lower in the self-timed approach since
the metastability is entirely confined in the synchronous ⇔ asynchronous in-
terface. Due to these advantages self-timed delay-insensitive interconnects are
designed in this thesis which can be used in clockless NoC.
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1.3.2 Self-timed Delay-Insensitive Communication
Delay-insensitive codes have been used in many applications for error detec-
tion and delay-insensitive communication. Their main feature is the ability
of allowing the correct interpretation of the code word independently of the
delay of individual bits. Hence, self-timed delay-insensitive data transfer is
one of the most promising approaches to deal with delay uncertainties in on-
chip interconnects. A self-timed delay-insensitive communication link assumes
nothing about the delays in the wires and devices except that they are fi-
nite and positive, and therefore the reliability of communication is unaffected
by the delay variations. Several delay-insensitive coding schemes have been
proposed, but effective Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS)
implementations are needed in order to make feasible self-timed on-chip in-
terconnect. Dual-rail and 1-of-4 codes are well known and mostly used for
on-chip delay-insensitive communication [54].
The delay insensitivity feature does not come free of cost, it has delay and
area overhead. The data encoding at the transmitting side and decoding at
the receiver side, as well as completion detection cause additional delay to the
communication. In this thesis, different performance enhancement techniques
for delay-insensitive interconnects are developed and implemented in order to
compensate the delay overhead and achieve high performance communication.
1.4 Scope of Thesis and Contributions
This thesis addresses the challenges of global on-chip interconnects, more
specifically performance, power consumption, delay variability and signal in-
tegrity. The author examines, develops, and integrates different circuit level
techniques and implements them in order to mitigate or withstand these prob-
lems. Since signal propagation delay variations are unavoidable in nanome-
ter CMOS technologies, the focus of this thesis is on design and optimiza-
tion of delay-insensitive on-chip interconnects. Therefore, a self-timed delay-
insensitive data transmission scheme is adopted for all interconnects designed
in this thesis. The presented interconnects use custom designed circuits as in
most of self-timed designs and can be integrated to an automated IC design
flow as an IP.
The main contributions of this thesis are fourfold. The first one is circuit
and signaling solutions to achieve high performance and power efficient delay-
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insensitive on-chip communication. Second, high speed completion detection
technique and its circuit implementation in order to overcome the performance
penalty of conventional detection methods. Third, high throughput and en-
ergy efficient semi-serial link for long-range on-chip communication. The last
contribution is circuit level techniques to ensure signal integrity of current
sensing interconnects despite PVT variations. A brief summary of each con-
tribution along with the related publications are discussed in the following
subsections.
1.4.1 Delay-Insensitive Current Sensing Interconnects
Self-timed delay-insensitive data transmission has delay overhead due to data
encoding/decoding and completion detection. To minimize this overhead in
power efficient manner, formulation, customization and integration of several
techniques are done. This encompasses data encoding/decoding, communi-
cation protocols and signaling schemes along with design of their data en-
coder/decoder, completion detector, driver and receiver circuits. Based on
the developed techniques and circuits, three low latency and high through-
put delay-insensitive current sensing interconnects are designed and verified
through transistor-level simulations. Their performance and power consump-
tion are analyzed and compared with conventionally implemented delay-insensitive
on-chip interconnects as well as each other.
Related Publications
1. Ethiopia Nigussie, Teijo Lehtonen, Sampo Tuuna, Juha Plosila and
Jouni Isoaho. High-Performance Long NoC Link Using Delay-Insensitive
Current-Mode Signaling. VLSI Design, Vol. 2007, Article ID 46514, 13
pages, Mar. 2007.
Technical Contributions: Implementation of high-performance inter-
connect based on multilevel current sensing signaling and delay-insensitive
two-phase 1-of-4 encoding is presented. A communication protocol which
enables power saving by using multilevel current signaling is developed.
Data encoder/decoder circuits which convert between two-phase bundled-
data and two-phase 1-of-4 encoding formats and completion detection
circuit are designed.In addition, multilevel current-mode driver and cur-
rent sensing receiver circuits are designed.
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2. Ethiopia Nigussie, Juha Plosila and Jouni Isoaho. Current-Mode On-
Chip Interconnect using Level-Encoded Two-Phase Dual-Rail Encoding.
In 2007 IEEE International Symposium on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS
2007), pages 649-652, May 2007.
Technical Contributions: As the exploration for efficient delay-insensitive
communication continues, another on-chip interconnect which uses LEDR
encoding and current sensing signaling is implemented and verified. LEDR
encoder and decoder circuits which convert between two-phase bundled-
data and LEDR encoding along with completion detection circuit is de-
signed. Furthermore, current-mode driver and current sensing receiver
is designed.
3. Ethiopia Nigussie, Juha Plosila and Jouni Isoaho. Area Efficient Delay-
Insensitive and Differential Current Sensing On-Chip Interconnect. In
IEEE International SoC Conference (SOCC 2008), Pages 143-146, Sept.
2008.
Technical Contributions: Implementation of area and power efficient
on-chip interconnect based on integration of two-phase dual-rail encod-
ing and differential current sensing signaling is presented. The contri-
bution includes developing a communication protocol which integrates
two-phase dual-rail encoding and differential current sensing signaling in
area and power efficient manner. Moreover, a signaling technique which
senses both the direction of current flow and current levels is formu-
lated and implemented. Data encoder, differential current-mode driver,
current direction sensor, current comparator, differential amplifier and
completion detection circuits are also designed.
1.4.2 Completion Detection Technique to Enhance Performance
Conventional completion detection requires logic circuitry, the delay of which
increases drastically when the channel bit width increases, making delay in-
sensitive interconnects problematic for high performance systems. In order to
solve this performance bottleneck, a novel completion detection technique for
delay insensitive current sensing on-chip interconnects is presented. The pro-
posed completion detection technique directly uses the current on each data
wire and carries out completion detection in the current mode, enabling high
12
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speed operation. Furthermore, its speed does not degrade when increasing the
channel bit width.
Related Publications
1. Ethiopia Nigussie, Juha Plosila and Jouni Isoaho. High-speed comple-
tion detection for current sensing on-chip interconnects. In Electronics
Letters, 45(11), pages 547-548, May 2009.
Technical Contributions: High-speed and bit width insensitive com-
pletion detection technique along with its CMOS implementation is pre-
sented. Its performance and power consumption are also analyzed and
compared with conventional detection scheme.
2. Ethiopia Nigussie, Juha Plosila, Sampo Tuuna, Jouni Isoaho and Hannu
Tenhunen. Boosting Performance of Self-Timed Delay-Insensitive Bit
Parallel On-Chip Interconnects. IET Circuits, Devices and Systems
Journal, under review.
Technical Contributions: Implementations of two delay-insensitive
current sensing interconnects which use the proposed completion detec-
tion method are presented. The benefit of the proposed completion de-
tection is verified through simulations by varying wire lengths and chan-
nel bit widths. In addition, performance, power efficiency and area com-
parisons with conventionally implemented interconnects are performed.
1.4.3 High Throughput Energy Efficient Semi-Serial Link
The throughput of the interconnects which are designed so far decrease con-
siderably in long-range communications. This is due to in part the need to
acknowledge every transmission, the backward latency. So, the goal here is to
achieve high-throughput and maintain it regardless of the communication dis-
tance. Furthermore, to dissipate low energy per bit. The presented serial link
implementation is based on the design of high speed serializer/deserializer
circuits, formulation of pulse dual-rail encoding, and integration of wave-
pipelining, pulse signaling and differential current-mode signaling. The for-
mulated pulse dual-rail encoding provides an opportunity to implement pulse
signaling at no cost and allows per word acknowledgment without losing the
delay insensitivity feature. The integration of wave-pipelining, pulse signaling
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and differential current-mode signaling schemes leads to significant power sav-
ings while maintaining the throughput. This integration also helps to achieve
fast decoding of data validity indicator signal.
Related Publication
1. Ethiopia Nigussie, Juha Plosila, Sampo Tuuna, Jouni Isoaho and Hannu
Tenhunen. Energy Efficient Semi-Serial On-Chip Link Through Circuit
Optimizations and Integration of Signaling Techniques . IEEE Transac-
tions on Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) Systems, under review.
Technical Contributions: Design of high throughput and energy effi-
cient semi-serial link is presented. A novel communication protocol and
delay-insensitive encoding are formulated. Integration and implemen-
tation of pulse signaling, differential current mode signaling and wave-
pipelining are done. Serializer/deserializer, pulse dual-rail encoder, dif-
ferential current mode driver, differential amplifier receiver, and data
validity decoder circuits are also designed.
1.4.4 Circuit Techniques for PVT Variation Tolerance
It has been verified that the current sensing interconnects which are designed
in this thesis have achieved higher performance, better power efficiency and
smaller area compared to optimally pipelined voltage-mode interconnects.
These interconnects use a current sensing receiver and the signal integrity of
this type of receiver can be affected by process, voltage and temperature (PVT)
variations. The conventional approach of allocating large current margin by
assuming worst-case variation has high power consumption cost. Hence, here
two techniques to guarantee signal integrity of a current sensing interconnect
with low power overhead are developed. The first one deals with process vari-
ation and the other one with voltage and temperature variations. To tolerate
the effect of process variation, interconnect calibration technique which ad-
justs the current by detecting the existing amount of variation at every power
start-up of the system is developed and implemented. Online monitoring of
receiver’s currents variation is devised and implemented in order to withstand
the effect of voltage and temperature variations. If the variation violates the
margin, receiver reconfiguration and request for retransmission will be carried
out. These two PVT variation tolerance schemes allow to maintain the signal




1. Ethiopia Nigussie, Juha Plosila and Jouni Isoaho. Process Variation
Tolerant On-Chip Communication Using Receiver and Driver Reconfig-
uration. In 11th IEEE International Symposium on Quality Electronic
Design (ISQED 2010), Pages 453-460, Mar 2010.
Technical Contributions: Process variation tolerance technique for
current sensing interconnects is developed and implemented. An error
detection scheme as well as a reconfiguration algorithm and methodology
are developed. Furthermore, reconfiguration control and communication
circuits in addition to reconfigurable driver and receiver circuits are de-
signed. The technique is implemented in two current sensing intercon-
nects and simulated for different bit width transmissions. In addition,
analysis of the calibration delays for best-, average- and worst-case vari-
ations, power and area overheads are performed.
2. Ethiopia Nigussie, Juha Plosila and Jouni Isoaho. Monitoring and Re-
configuration Techniques for Power Supply Variation Tolerant on-Chip
Links. In 2010 IEEE International Symposium on Circuits and Systems
(ISCAS 2010), 4 pages, May 2010.
Technical Contributions: A runtime power supply and temperature
variation tolerance technique for current sensing interconnects is de-
signed. Algorithm and methodology, which consists of sensing the effect
of variations, reconfiguration control, retransmission request and report-
ing error to higher level error controlling system, are developed. The
technique is implemented in two current sensing interconnects which in-
cludes the design of variation sensor, reconfiguration control, retransmis-
sion request and error reporting circuits. The two interconnects which
use the proposed technique are simulated. The power and area overheads
are examined for 2- to 64-bits transmissions.
1.5 Related Work
Increasing attention is placed on the design of on-chip interconnects due to
the dominant limitation of global interconnect signal delays, power dissipation
and delay uncertainty on overall system performance and reliability. It is im-
perative that future on-chip interconnect designs overcome these challenges.
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The conventional technique to improve the interconnect delay bottleneck is
to insert repeaters by breaking the wire into several sections [106, 149]. Usu-
ally these wire sections are highly capacitive and high strength repeaters are
needed. The adverse effect of this is increased power consumption; it has
been estimated that over 50% of the power in a high performance micropro-
cessor is dissipated by repeaters charging and discharging interconnects [6, 7].
The other approach is inserting register pipelines [151]- [154] to increase the
communication throughput. This approach increases the latency of the com-
munication, and furthermore, the number of registers needed increases with
the size and the complexity of the system. This in turn increases the power
consumption. These show that the conventional solutions are inadequate to
meet the overall performance requirements of high performance electronic sys-
tems in nanometer regime.
High Performance Interconnect
In order to solve the delay and power problems of global interconnects, sev-
eral alternatives have been proposed by ITRS [58]. Using different signaling
methods is among the proposed alternatives. This approach utilizes available
technology with innovative approaches to signaling and circuit operation to
implement high speed global interconnects. In [40], high speed on-chip signal-
ing method that relies on differential current-mode sensing to improve both
delay and energy dissipation has been proposed and implemented. High speed
and power efficient on-chip interconnect has been demonstrated using current
mode signaling along with circuit techniques in [33]. In [39], a 10Gbps/channel
on-chip signaling system has been fabricated in 90nm technology. It consists
of current mode logic driver and receiver, and differential transmission line.
By using impedance-unmatched driver it saves the energy per bit by 21%
compared with a conventional impedance-matched driver. Energy-aware dif-
ferential current sensing signaling through the use of differential leakage-aware
amplifier has been proposed in [137]. A method to propagate signal near the
speed of light has been demonstrated in [34], though the interconnect has
high power consumption. Wave-pipelining has also been proposed for on-chip
interconnects as a means to increase throughput [77, 103, 138, 150]. There
are researchers whose focus is on using signal conditioning, and high-speed
transceivers in order to improve interconnect throughput [139]-[143]. All of
these works concentrate in achieving high performance communication with-
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out dealing properly the reliability problem due to delay variations.
Variation Tolerant Interconnect
In nanometer scale technologies sources of variability are increasing and un-
avoidable, which creates several challenges in building reliable systems. Vari-
ability causes signal propagation delay uncertainty in interconnects which
in turn causes error. Due to this, variation tolerant on-chip interconnects
are needed. Self-timed design methodologies can make the interconnect ro-
bust to delay variations. Different self-timed delay-insensitive interconnects
have been proposed in [37, 55, 56, 107, 145, 146, 147, 148, 155, 108]. Most
of these works concentrate only in the delay insensitivity feature and ig-
nore the need for high performance interconnects. For example, the work in
[37, 55, 56, 107, 145, 155, 148] use four-phase handshaking, which requires four
traversals of the long wire per each data transfer. This decreases the perfor-
mance of such interconnects significantly. In [145], delay-insensitive encoding,
which minimizes the wiring overhead has been proposed but the encoder, de-
coder and completion detection logic complexity increases which increases the
delay overhead and consequently reduces the throughput of the communica-
tion. An asynchronous DI interconnect which uses two-phase dual-rail encod-
ing has been implemented and compared with synchronous interconnect in
[108]. To improve the throughput of this interconnect locally clocked pipeline
stages have been inserted, which increase both power consumption and the
required area.
High Performance and Variation Tolerant Interconnect
The aim of this thesis is to achieve both high performance and variation toler-
ant on-chip communication. The designed interconnects use two-phase hand-
shaking and self-timed delay insensitive data transfer. To compensate the de-
lay overhead due to delay-insensitive encoding, decoding and completion detec-
tion, different high-speed signaling techniques have been implemented. In ad-
dition, to minimize the delay overhead due to completion detection of wide bit
transmissions, bit width insensitive high-speed completion detection technique
has been developed and implemented. Furthermore, self-calibration, monitor-
ing and reconfiguration techniques have been developed to guarantee the signal





The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the design tech-
niques used to implement the presented high performance delay-insensitive
interconnects are discussed. Modeling of on-chip wires is also discussed in the
last section of this chapter. Design and analysis of the three delay-insensitive
current sensing on-chip interconnects are presented in Chapter 3. In addition,
analysis of their performance and power consumption as well as comparison
with conventional delay-insensitive on-chip interconnects are presented. In
Chapter 4, a high speed completion detection technique as well as its design
is presented in order to enhance the performance of the delay-insensitive in-
terconnects. Furthermore, two of the interconnects presented in Chapter 3
are redesigned and presented as case studies to demonstrate the advantage
of the presented completion detection. Analysis of their performance, en-
ergy dissipation and area besides comparison with the reference cases are also
presented. In Chapter 5, implementation and analysis of high-throughput se-
rial on-chip interconnect targeted for long-range communication is presented.
Also, comparison of throughput, energy and area between fully bit-parallel,
bit-serial and semi-serial links are performed. All the interconnects which are
presented in Chapter 3 and 5 are redesigned using 65nm CMOS technology
and their performance, energy dissipation, and area are compared in Chapter
6. In Chapter 7, circuit techniques as well as implementations to tolerate pro-
cess, supply voltage and temperature variation effects on the signal integrity
of the interconnects are presented. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and





In this chapter, power efficient design techniques for the delay-insensitive
global on-chip interconnects are presented. It is a foundation work for the
rest of the chapters. The chapter starts with the handshaking protocols and is
followed by discussion of data encoding, decoding, and completion detection
techniques. Furthermore, customized and advanced signaling techniques that
have been designed during the course of this thesis are also explained in detail.
The last section describes the electrical and magnetic view of interconnecting
wires and the way they are modeled.
2.1 Handshaking Protocols
In self-timed on-chip communication, handshaking protocol is used to trans-
mit data between a sender and a receiver. The sender delivers data onto the
channel and the receiver accepts data from the channel. The communica-
tion parties can be further classified as follows: active part initiates the data
transfer and passive part responds to the active. The transfer direction is
determined by the communication protocol.
The exchange of data through a channel is negotiated between the sender
and the receiver using a handshaking protocol. For every data transfer, a
request is transmitted by the active module which indicates the validity of
the data on the channel. An acknowledgment transmission from the passive
module indicates data acceptance and readiness of the receiver to accept the
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Figure 2.2: Pull channel.
next data. The transmission of request and acknowledgment signals may occur
on dedicated signaling wires or may be implicit in the data depending on
the data encoding technique used but in either case, one event indicates data
validity and the other data acceptance. The flow of data relative to the request
event determines whether the channel is a push or pull channel. In a push
channel data flows in the same direction as the request whereas in the pull
channel data flows in the same direction as acknowledgment signal. These two
types of channels are illustrated in Figure 2.1 and 2.2. The push channel is
assumed in all of the interconnects designed in this thesis.
In general, the request and acknowledgment signals may be transmitted
using one of the two protocols described below; a two-phase transition-based
handshaking also called a non return-to-zero protocol or a four-phase level-
based protocol (a return-to-zero scheme). There are other customized proto-
cols such as single-track [19, 20], and one-phase [21, 22, 23]. The advantage
of single-track handshaking is that it requires just two transitions per data
transfer as opposed to four in four-phase protocol and avoids the requirement
for event-triggered logic circuits of the two-phase protocol. However, the im-
plemented circuit will run correctly only if it is not exposed to heavy ambi-
ent noise because single-track protocol relies momentarily on high impedance
states on wires. The one-phase protocol requires only one communication ac-
tion between the sender and the receiver which makes it faster than both two
and four-phase handshaking. It uses a data coloring scheme to indicate data
validity and acceptance. The transmitted symbol consists of both bit value
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Figure 2.3: Four-phase handshaking protocol.
and color information. There is a color detector circuit at both the transmitter
and the receiver. The detector detects the signal in the wire and extracts the
color information. The receiver accepts the data and changes its color when
the color in the wire is the same as its own (data is valid). Also the transmit-
ter sends the next data with new color after its color is the same as the wire
color (data acceptance). Due to color detection at both sides, there is no need
to transmit either the data validity or acceptance to one another. Even if it
is attractive in saving communication time, it requires complex circuits and
incurs additional power consumption.
The four-phase handshaking protocol, shown in Figure 2.3, uses signal
levels to indicate the validity of data and its acceptance by the receiver. That
is the sender issues data and sets the request high, the receiver absorbs the
data and sets the acknowledgment high. The sender responds by setting the
request low (at this point data is no longer valid) and the sender acknowledges
this by setting the acknowledgment low. This requires two transitions per data
transfer on both request and acknowledgment signals. With increasing wire
delay due to the reverse scaling effect of long wires, accommodating the return-
to-zero phase leads to a significant reduction in throughput which makes the
four-phase handshaking unattractive for global on-chip communication.
Unlike the four-phase protocol the signal levels are unimportant in the two-
phase handshaking protocol where the information is carried by the transition.
Both rising and falling transitions are equivalent, each being interpreted as a
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Figure 2.4: Two-phase handshaking protocol.
handshaking event. A push channel that uses the two-phase protocol passes
data using a request signal transition, and acknowledges data reception with
an acknowledge signal transition. Two-phase handshaking is preferred for long
on-chip communication since it reduces the required number of transitions by
half and avoids the requirement of spacer compared to four-phase signaling
[25]. This saves communication time and energy of the system significantly.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the two-phase protocol.
Some may argue that the two-phase communication requires edge sensitive
control logic circuits, which leads to considerable delay overhead. But the
delays of edge-sensitive logic circuits are much smaller than the global wire
delay in nanometer CMOS technologies, which makes the use of two-phase
handshaking advantageous over the four-phase. For example, in 65nm CMOS
technology, global wire delay is nine times the gate delay [105].
2.2 Data Encoding Techniques
So far the two-phase and four-phase handshaking protocols are presented. An-
other dimension of self-timed communication is the use of data encoding. A
communication can be carried out using control wires separately of data. This
approach is known as bundled-data encoding where it is assumed that by the
time request arrives, data is already arrived and is stable. In other words,
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Figure 2.5: Delay-insensitive push channel.
the delay in data validity indicator (request) wire must be larger than the
delay in the data wire. To remove this timing constraints, the data valid-
ity indicator signal is included in the data itself resulting a delay-insensitive
communication. As already explained, delay-insensitive communication is a
necessity for global on-chip communication due to the unavoidable PVT vari-
ations and the resulting delay uncertainties in nanometer regime. Most of the
existing GALS communication wrappers however have bundled-data encoding
interface [26, 27, 28, 29]. Hence, there is a need to convert the single-rail data
representation to delay-insensitive encoding for global communication. There
are many types of delay-insensitive encodings, but the most commonly used in
on-chip implementations are dual-rail (1-of-2) and quad-rail (1-of-4) encodings
[54]. In a delay-insensitive channel, to transmit N -bit data in parallel it re-
quires 2N +1 wires. Only one handshake wire is required since data itself acts
as data validity or acceptance indicator depending on the channel type (only
acknowledgment wire for push channel and request wire for pull channel). A
delay-insensitive channel is shown in Figure 2.5.
Dual-rail encoding uses two signals to represent each bit of information,
and therefore, to transmit N bits of data 2N wires are required. Each bit
transfer will involve activity in only one of the two wires. As in all delay-
insensitive codes, timing information is implicit in the code, that is, it is
possible to determine when the entire data word is valid. This is done, for
instance, by detecting a level in a four-phase dual-rail data transfer or by
detecting a transition in a two-phase transmission on one of the two wires
for every bit in the word. A separate wire to convey data readiness is thus
not necessary. Transmission of four consecutive bits, 1001 using four and
two-phase dual-rail encoding is shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, respectively.
There are other customized dual-rail encodings such as Two-phase Level-
Encoded Dual-Rail (LEDR) encoding, one-phase dual-rail encoding and pulse
dual-rail encoding aimed at either minimizing the timing overhead or circuit
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complexity. LEDR encoding is used in one of the on-chip interconnects pre-
sented in this thesis (See Section 3.1). Pulse dual-rail encoding has been
formulated and used along with wave-pipelining in the serial on-chip link, pre-
sented in Chapter 5. It encodes each bit into Pulse and No Pulse (P, NP) pair
depending on bundled-data and request signal from the transmitter.
In 1-of-4 data encoding, a group of four wires is used to transmit two bits
of information per symbol. A symbol is one of the two-bit codes 00, 01, 10,
or 11 and it is transmitted through activity on one of the four wires. Since it
is possible to detect the arrival of each symbol at the receiver, 1-of-4 encod-
ing is delay-insensitive. Besides being delay-insensitive, 1-of-4 encoding has
more immunity against crosstalk effects as compared to single-rail (bundled-
data) encoding, because the likelihood of two adjacent wires switching at the
same time is much smaller. In dual-rail encoding, representation of a valid
N -bit value requires 2N transitions, whereas in 1-of-4 it requires only N tran-
sitions. The reduction of transitions in 1-of-4 encoding decreases the dynamic
power consumption due to the lower wire capacitance. Transmission of three
consecutive symbols using four-phase and two-phase 1-of-4 encoding is illus-
trated in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9, respectively. Four-phase 1-of-4 encoding
with voltage-mode pipelining signaling has been used in [56]. However, in
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Figure 2.6: Four-phase dual-rail encoded transmission
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Figure 2.7: Two-phase dual-rail encoded transmission
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Figure 2.9: Two-phase 1-of-4 encoded transmission
of four-phase handshaking has significant delay overhead as it requires four
communications per transfer. Therefore, the two-phase 1-of-4 data encoding
is used in one of the high-performance current sensing on-chip interconnects
presented in Chapter 3.
2.3 Data Decoding Techniques
In delay-insensitive data transmission, the receiver has to decode the trans-
mitted encoded data. The complexity of the decoding circuit depends on the
chosen encoding. The simpler the decoding logic is, the more attractive is the
encoding.
The decoder of four-phase dual-rail encoded channel detects whether one
of the dual-rail wires is set to high state or not. The high state indicates a
valid data. This detection can be done using an OR gate. The two-phase
dual-rail transmission requires more complex decoding logic because it has
to detect current transitions on both wires. Furthermore, the decoder has
to compare the current transition with the previous transition. Due to this
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it is not suitable for high-performance communication. In LEDR encoded
transmission, data is decoded directly from the state wire using an inverter or
buffer to make it full swing. This technique does not require complex decoding
logic and the required number of communication actions is two (similar with
two-phase dual-rail). Therefore, LEDR is a better alternative over two-phase
dual-rail. The pulse dual-rail encoded transmission together with differential
pulse signaling, requires no decoding logic. That is, the receiver output pro-
vided by the differential amplifier is the transmitted data. This increases the
throughput and it is one of the reasons for formulating this type of encoding
for the serial link presented in Chapter 5.
The decoding of 1-of-4 encoded data has similar problems as the dual-rail
encoding. That is, the decoder needs to sense the voltage levels of the wires,
which requires two 2-input OR gates per one 1-of-4 group. The decoding of
voltage-mode two-phase 1-of-4 encoded transmission is complex. The decoder
consists of XNOR gates which detect the transitions on the wires, NAND gates
and a SR latch to decode the data back into the single-rail form. The data
decoding in a current sensing 1-of-4 encoded interconnect becomes simpler and
faster than voltage-mode one because it does not need to detect transitions
and compare with the previous transitions. It consists of current comparators
and OR gates (section 3.2).
2.4 Completion Detection Techniques
In synchronous interconnects, the role of the clock is to define points in time
where signals are stable and valid. In a self-timed communication, the absence
of the clock means that there must be another way to detect when signals are
stable and valid. In a delay-insensitive channel, the validity of data is encoded
within the data by the transmitter and data validity test (completion detec-
tion) is performed by the receiver. The validity test is used to determine that
the arrived data is a valid value for the chosen delay-insensitive encoding. In
practice, it is also necessary to perform data neutrality test. The implemen-
tations of validity and neutrality tests play an important role in the efficiency
of a delay-insensitive communication channel.
The completion detection for a four-phase dual-rail (1-of-4) encoded chan-
nel is carried out by sensing voltage levels on each pair (one 1-of-4 group) of
wires. In a two-phase channel sensing voltage transitions of each pair (group)
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of wires is required, in this case it requires XOR gates instead of OR gates.
Completion detection logic of two-phase dual-rail and 1-of-4 encoded 32-bits
channel is shown in Section 4.1 Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.1, respectively. This
way of detecting data validity requires logic circuitry whose delay increases
drastically when the channel bit width increases, making delay-insensitive in-
terconnects problematic for high performance systems. A fast completion
detection technique, where its delay does not increase with transmission bit
width, is proposed in Chapter 4 for current sensing interconnects.
2.5 Self-timed Components
In this section, design of self-timed components which are used in the in-
terconnects are discussed briefly. A C-element is a basic building block of
self-timed logic. It is a state-holding element, a special kind of latch. When
all of its inputs are 0 or 1 the output is set to 0 or 1, respectively. For other
input combinations, it preserves its state. Its truth table is shown in Table
2.1 where t and t − 1 indicate the current and previous values, respectively.
Transistor-level implementation of a C-element is shown in Figure 2.10.






A resettable C-element is a variant of C-element which has a reset input.
Its output can be enforced to 0 using the reset input, independently of its
other inputs. Its circuit is shown in Figure 2.11. An active-low resettable C-
element has been used in one of the interconnects designed in this thesis, see
Section 3.2.3. An upper asymmetric C-element is also a variant of C-element
where one of its inputs acts like an active-low reset signal. When all inputs
are 1 its output is set to 1 and if the input that acts as active-low reset is low
the output is set to low regardless of the other inputs value. For other input
combinations, the C-element preserves its state. A 3-input upper asymmetric
C-element has been used in the serializer circuit presented in Section 5.2.2. Its
CMOS implementation is shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.11: Active-low resettable C-element
2.6 On-Chip Signaling Schemes
The signal transmission systems used in CMOS circuits can be broadly clas-
sified into two categories: voltage-mode and current-mode signaling. The
important difference between these two transmissions systems lies in the type
of the transmitted signal. That is, the signal can be transmitted using voltage
or current. Several design options for interconnect signaling exists, for exam-
ple, single-ended or differential signaling, pulse signaling, and wave-pipelining.
A designer has to choose the optimal signaling scheme and possibly customize
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Figure 2.12: 3-input upper asymmetric C-element
it. To do so, there is a tradeoff among latency, throughput, power and area
that should be considered. In this Section, different signaling techniques that
have been designed in order to improve the performance of delay-insensitive
on-chip interconnects are discussed. The conventional voltage-mode signaling
with repeater insertion and pipelining is also discussed since it has been used
as a reference case.
2.6.1 Current-Mode and Current Sensing Signaling
The key to current-mode and current sensing signaling is the low-impedance
termination at the receiver which results in reduced signal swings without
the need of separate voltage references and increased bandwidth performance.
Also this low-impedance termination shifts the dominant pole of the system
and leads to a smaller time constant and thus less delay. It is typically imple-
mented by terminating the line with a diode connected transistor. This signal-
ing can operate at a much lower noise margin than the voltage-mode network,
and at a much lower swing as well due to its immunity to power supply noise.
All these translate into increased bandwidth performance [30], decreased de-
lay and reduction in dynamic power dissipation and higher noise immunity.
The other important feature of current-mode signaling is its reduced delay
sensitivity due to process induced variations [31]. For these reasons, current-
mode signaling technique becomes a better alternative than voltage-mode for
contemporary and future high-speed noise-prone single-chip systems. Current-
mode and current sensing signaling have already been proven to provide drastic
speed enhancements for on-chip signaling [32, 33, 34]. It is also shown theo-
retically in [32] that current sensing signaling can be three times faster than
voltage-mode signaling.
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There are three sources of power dissipation in current-mode circuits:
static, dynamic, and short-circuit power dissipation. In current-mode sig-
naling static power dissipation is the major component of the total power
dissipation that arises from the constant current path from VDD to ground
via the termination. Static power dissipation can be minimized using different
circuit techniques which reduce leakage currents. Dynamic power is dissi-
pated when the parasitic capacitance of the wire is charged and discharged.
Since current-mode signaling operates at low voltage swing dynamic power
consumption is not as significant source of power dissipation as in voltage-
mode signaling. The third source of power dissipation arises from the finite
input signal edge rates that result in short-circuit current. Generally, careful
control of input edge rates can minimize the short circuit current component
to within 20% of the total dynamic power dissipation [35].
Inspired by the advantages explained above, different signaling techniques
based on customization of current-mode or current sensing signaling have been
designed and used in all of the presented on-chip interconnects (Chapters 3
and 5).
Current-mode and current sensing signaling refers to sensing a signal with
a low impedance termination at the receive-end which results in a shift or
extension in dominant pole position thereby increasing the bandwidth of the
line. The difference between these two is their receiver type. That is, in the
current-mode signaling the receiver senses the voltage at the end of the wire,
compares it with a reference voltage and then amplifies the result. On the other
hand, in the current sensing signaling, the receiver senses the current at the end
of the wire, compares it with a reference current and finally outputs the result
in voltage levels. The current sensing signaling makes the implementation of
a delay-insensitive interconnect circuits simpler, especially the data decoding
and completion detection circuits as will be discussed in Chapter 3.
Binary and Multilevel Current Sensing Signaling
In binary current sensing signaling either there is current I through the wires
or there is no current. The receiver compares the wire current with a reference
current in order to decode out the transmitted data and also to perform the
completion detection test. The LEDR encoded current sensing interconnect,
presented in Section 3.1, uses a binary current sensing signaling. It uses a
diode connected NMOS transistor both as termination load and to mirror the
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wire current to a current comparator. The current comparator compares the
wire current with a reference current.
Using a current comparator with more than one reference current, it is
possible to detect more than one current level in the wire. Multilevel cur-
rent sensing signaling has been proposed for both synchronous and self-timed
on-chip interconnects [36, 37, 38]. Multilevel current sensing signaling is very
attractive for delay-insensitive interconnects because it opens up the possi-
bility to represent each code with current level. This simplifies the encoding,
decoding and completion detection circuits implementation complexity besides
minimizing the delay incurred due to decoding and completion detection.
In a delay-insensitive transmission the data validity indicator is the trans-
mitted data itself. The transmission of every new bit needs to be seen in the
wire and detected in the receiver. Since two-phase handshake is preferred for
long on-chip interconnects either transition in voltage (in case of current-mode
signaling) or different current values can be used as data validity indicator.
Using transition in current-mode signaling may cause unnecessary power con-
sumption due to the constant current flow in some of the wires which pre-
viously made a transition to a high state. In order to save this power, the
interconnect presented in 3.2 allows current flow in the wires only during the
respective symbol transmission. If binary current mode signaling is used with
this type of power saving transmission scheme, the data validity indicator
cannot been seen in the wires when there is consecutive transmission of the
same symbol. Thus, in two-phase 1-of-4 encoded current sensing interconnect
implementation it becomes possible to differentiate between the consecutive
transmission of the same symbols using multilevel currents. The transmitted
multilevel current is first detected at the receiver by a detecting circuit based
on a current comparator. Then, the encoded voltages are estimated using
decoding circuitry.
Differential Multilevel Current Sensing Signaling
Differential current sensing signaling has better noise robustness than single-
ended signaling. It has been demonstrated that high speed and energy efficient
on-chip communication has been achieved using differential current sensing sig-
naling [39, 40, 41, 42]. In [43] comparisons between differential current sensing
signaling and voltage-mode signaling with optimal repeaters insertion have
been performed using 250nm, 130nm, 65nm and 45nm technologies. Besides
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its superiority in speed for longer wires, differential current sensing signaling
consumes less power than optimal repeaters insertion for activity of 50% and
higher and length 4mm and longer for 130nm, 65nm and 45nm technologies.
In order to get both noise and delay variations robustness, four wires per
bit are required if binary current sensing signaling is used. Two wires per bit
for the delay-insensitive encoding and two wires per each encoded wire to sup-
port differential signaling. This has a much larger area overhead and higher
power dissipation, as it requires four wires per bit transmission. By using cur-
rent directions and current values simultaneously both the delay-insensitivity
and differential signaling has been achieved with only two wires per bit trans-
mission instead of four. This technique has been implemented in the on-chip
interconnect presented in Section 3.3. A change in the current level on the
wire indicates arrival of new data (delay-insensitivity), while the direction of
the current flow reveals the logical value of the transmitted bit. This way of
integration leads to more power and area efficient robust communication. The
data transfer needs three current levels.
Wave-pipelined Differential Pulse Current-Mode Signaling
In pulse signaling only a small portion of the wire is charged during pulse
propagation, significantly reducing the amount of capacitance needed to be
charged and hence, saving a considerable amount of power over level-based
signaling. It has been shown that the use of pulse signaling can save up to
50% of energy compared to level-based signaling with repeater insertion [88].
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated through analytical models that more
than 70% power saving could be achieved by combining pulse signaling with
wave-pipelining technique without penalties of data throughput [89].
In [34], a prototype 8Gbps serial link employing pulsed current-mode sig-
naling was manufactured and measured. Sharp current-pulse data transmis-
sion was used to modulate transmitter energy to higher frequencies, where the
effect of wire inductance is maximized, allowing the on-chip wires to function
as transmission lines. In addition to power saving, pulse current-mode signal-
ing mitigates the effect of dispersion due to its return-to-zero signaling scheme
in which receiver termination is employed.
The serial link, presented in Chapter 5, employs differential current-mode
pulse signaling along with wave-pipelining since this helps to achieve both
high-throughput and low-power consumption for global communication. It
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has combined pulse dual-rail encoding with wave-pipelined differential pulse
current-mode signaling, enabling both delay variation and noise robustness.
2.6.2 Voltage-Mode Signaling: Reference
In voltage-mode signaling the voltage has to swing from rail-to-rail over the
entire length of the wire. This leads to large dynamic power consumption,
larger delay and it also generates power-supply noise [86]. The optimal re-
peater insertion technique [48, 106] used in voltage-mode signaling, was de-
veloped to reduce the wire delay and improve performance of lengthy global
interconnections. However, with the increase in number and density of in-
terconnects, the number of repeaters would increase manifold, presenting sig-
nificant overhead in terms of power and area. Furthermore, as the optimal
repeater insertion distance decreases with each technology node due to in-
creased resistive effects of interconnect, the overall improvement in delay can
be undermined by the exponential increase in the number of repeaters and
associated driver/repeater power dissipation. A higher throughput can be ob-
tained by using pipeline latches instead of repeaters to both amplify the signal
and spread the link delay over multiple pipeline stages. This further increases
power consumption and area costs compared to the simple repeater approach.
Since most of high performance delay-insensitive links use either voltage-mode
signaling with optimal repeater insertion or pipelining [56, 107, 108, 109], both
signaling techniques are employed for the delay-insensitive interconnect pre-
sented in Chapters 3 and 5. Comparison between the conventionally imple-
mented voltage-mode with repeaters/pipelining latches and current sensing
delay-insensitive interconnects helps designers to make appropriate decision
on which signaling techniques to use for specific circumstances.
2.7 On-Chip Wire Modeling
A chip is non-functional without wires that connect devices each other. Wires
carry signals from one place to another. On-chip wires constitute the lowest
level in a hierarchy that spans chip to package-level connections. On-chip wire
is not an ideal conductor with zero resistance, capacitance and inductance, but
rather it is an unwanted parasitic circuit element. With the increase in circuit
performance, complexity, density and levels of integration in nanometer tech-
nologies, it is essential to include all parasitic effects during the optimization
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process. However, this is not a feasible approach due to the large amount of
design variables in the optimization process and the overall complexity of the
chip. Furthermore, this approach has the disadvantage of not seeing the exact
problem, because at a given circuit node, only few dominant parameters affect
the overall performance. Thus, designers need to have a clear insight into the
parasitic wiring effects, their relative importance and their reduced-order mod-
els. Wire parasitics estimation is required to compare different interconnect
schemes because interconnect figures of merits (performance, power consump-
tion and noise coupling) [93, 94] are functions of wire parasitics. In this thesis
a wire refers to just the metal that interconnects different blocks and the inter-
connect refers to a wire with its driver and data encoder, load (receiver input
impedance) and receiver along with data decoder and completion detector.
This section discusses briefly methods and basis for estimating wire parasitics
and the electrical level modeling of wires.
2.7.1 Wire Parasitic Estimation and Extraction
Wire parasitic extraction is usually done by representing complex structures
as a collection of simple geometric elements and then each parasitic value
is combined using superposition or introducing scale factors to obtain the
parasitics of the complex structure. There are many commonly used tools
which extract the wire parasitics by assuming that the electromagnetic field
through interconnects are quasi-static; they ignore the displacement current
in maxwell equations. With such simplification, electrical fields remain static
outside conductors, but magnetic fields retain frequency dependency inside
conductors so that the skin effect can be accounted properly. Capacitance and
conductance of a structure are determined by electrical fields while resistance
and inductance are determined by magnetic fields. In other words, by ignoring
the displacement current, magnetic and electrical fields are decoupled in the
quasi-static theory. Because of this decoupling, a quasi-static field solver is
quicker and can solve much bigger problems than a full-wave solver. For
example, FastHenry [45] and FastCap [24] are among the quasi-static field
solvers.
The interconnects implemented throughout this thesis are assumed having
a microstrip configuration. A microstrip is a strip of metal over a return ground
plane, as shown in Figure 2.13, where w, h, and d are the wire width, wire
height, and wire length, respectively. The tox is the distance to the underlying
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Figure 2.13: Single microstrip wire
ground plane. An electric and magnetic field is created around the microstrip
if a driving circuit injects a voltage and current signal, respectively, onto it.
Resistance
The resistance of a wire is the ratio of potential difference of the two ends of




where Φ12 is the potential difference between the two ends of the wire and I
is the current flowing through the wire.
Resistance is dominated by the cross sectional area and the resistivity
(inverse of conductivity) of the signal conductor. The DC-resistance, rdc of a










where w, h, ρ are width, thickness and resistivity of the wire, respectively.
Since the thickness is usually a constant for a given technology, it is cus-
tomary to incorporate it with the resistivity and form a single constant called
sheet resistance of the material (Rsquare). At low signal frequencies, Equation
2.2 is sufficient since the entire cross section of the wire carries the current. As
the frequency increases, the current density inside is not uniform, but drops
away exponentially with depth into the conductor. This phenomenon is called
the skin effect since most of the current is now flowing through the skin of
the conductor. This leads to current crowding primarily on the surface and
the effective cross-section where current flows reduces. As a consequence, wire
resistance increases with the frequency. Skin effect is defined as the depth
below the surface of the conductor at which the current density decays to 1/e
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Skin effect starts to occur close to the cutoff frequency, fs where δe ≤
0.3h and is fully developed when δe << h (as a guideline δe ≤ 0.1h) [96].
The obvious and generally accepted term is to get the minimum of width and
thickness to obtain the cutoff frequency. For typical on-chip wires, δe is found
to be equal to 1.5hw/(h+w) with relative error less than 5% for 0.25 < h/w <
10 [95]. There is a widely used empirical formula which describes the frequency
dependent behavior of a wire over a ground plane (microstrip structure).
R(f) =





is referred as the break frequency at which this phenomenon begins to dom-
inate. Skin effect decreases the effective cross sectional area that carries the
current, which causes resistance to increase. The accurate frequency depen-
dent modeling of wire parameters is usually done considering both resistance
and inductance.
Besides the skin effect there are other causes that increase the resistivity of
a metal such as metal barrier and surface scattering. The purpose of the barrier
is to prevent the diffusion of copper into the surrounding dielectric. Since it is
fabricated from a higher resistivity metal, it is safe to assume that the copper
carries all the current but the effective area through which current conducts
reduces. Surface scattering has a significant contribution to the resistivity
when the minimum dimension of the metal line becomes comparable to the
mean free path of the electrons. Furthermore, temperature also affects the
resistivity of the copper, that is, its resistivity increases with temperature. In
all of the interconnects designed in this thesis, the resistance values of the wire
were extracted using FastHenry [45].
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Capacitance
When two conducting objects are charged to different electric potentials, an
electric field is created between them and a capacitance arises. It always takes
some time to build up a voltage between two objects. The capacitance can
be seen as the reluctance of voltage to instantaneously increase or decrease in
response to an input signal. The capacitance for the single isolated microstrip
wire shown in Figure 2.13, can be approximated by:






where Cparallel is the parallel-plate (bottom area-to-substrate) capacitance,
Cfringe is the fringing (side-wall-to-substrate) capacitance, and εox is the in-
sulator dielectric constant. This simplification is only useful for estimating
rough capacitance values. In reality, a wire is surrounded by a large number
of other wires on the same layer and adjacent layers in case of the multilevel
structure. Each wire is coupled not only to the grounded substrate, but also
to neighboring wires. To model the capacitance in such a complex environ-
ment is a non-trivial task and the above equation is not a good model for the
capacitance of a wire in such a complicated structure. In practice, field solver
extraction tools are utilized to numerically calculate the parasitic capacitance
values. Hence, capacitance values of the wires are extracted using a Linpar
[46] field solver for all interconnects designed in this thesis.
Inductance
Inductance is a measure of the distribution of the magnetic field near and
inside a current-carrying conductor. This measure is a property of physical
layout of the conductor and is also a measure of the ability of the conductor
to link magnetic flux or to store magnetic energy. The fundamental equation








where I is the current, B the magnetic field induced from I, and A is the
integration loop. The definition of inductance follows a loop property, the
current return path should be known to determine the inductance value. In
contemporary interconnect structures the return current is spread all over the
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range and the exact return path of a current is not known. In these cases,
the possible current return paths are the power distribution network and the
adjacent wires [97]. The loop formed by the wire and its return path can
potentially extend to several hundred micrometers away from the wire under
consideration. This vastly complicates the extraction of parasitic inductance
of a given wire, as it depends not only on the characteristics of a particular
wire, but also on several thousands of other wires. Therefore, in order to
find the inductance, the induced current is assumed to return at the infinity.
This method was first proposed in [98] and was further introduced for circuit
analysis in [99].
A simple approach for inductive parasitic extraction is to use a free space
relationship, which relates loop inductance (L) of a wire to its capacitance




This formulation is used in the tool Raphel RC2 [100], which is a two dimen-
sional parasitic extraction tool. Considering the middle conductor in a three



















where Cs and Cc are self and coupling capacitances, respectively. Unfortu-
nately in an IC, this assumption does not hold and more detailed methods
need to be used. For a wire with a finite conductivity, the magnetic flux exists
both inside and outside the conductor, subdividing the wire inductance into
internal and external components. The internal inductance of a wire is due to
the magnetic flux inside the wire and the external inductance is due to a mag-
netic flux outside the wire (loop or partial inductance is external to the wire).
When modeling the internal inductance, high frequency effect of the current
distribution has to be considered because of the skin effect. The current dis-
tribution inside a conductor also changes with frequency due to the proximity
effect, the current tends to concentrate closer to the current return path in or-
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der to minimize the inductance. Another effect of frequency on the inductance
is due to multi-path current re-distribution. In an integrated circuit, there are
many possible current return paths, e.g., the power/ground network, nearby
signal lines, and the substrate. The distribution of the return current among
these possible paths is determined by the impedance of the individual paths.
At different frequencies, the relationship among the impedances of different
paths will change, as well as the distribution of the return current. The return
current is distributed in a way that the total impedance is minimized at a
specific frequency. If the frequency dependent effects are very important to
consider in a desired frequency range, the cross-sections are subdivided into
sections smaller than the skin depth at the maximum frequency of interest.
Then, the current distribution in each filament can be regarded as uniform. To
calculate the partial inductances of rectangular cross-sectional wires, closed-
form equations proposed in [98] are used. In this manner, an inductively
coupled RL circuit can be formed for the conductor. By solving currents in
this circuit at several points in the frequency domain, the frequency depen-
dent resistance and inductance can be obtained [101]. This technique, which
is known as partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC) is the foundation for
frequency dependent parasitic extraction tools such as FastHenry [45]. For all
the interconnects presented in this thesis, the inductance values of the wires
were extracted using FastHenry.
2.7.2 Electrical Level Wire Modeling
In order to analyze the performance and signal integrity of an interconnect, it
is necessary to translate the wire layout and technology information such as the
width and length of the wire, neighboring line conditions and related dielectrics
into electrical parameters. Then these parameters can be combined with other
circuit components to evaluate performance. This is achieved through para-
sitics extraction. Based on the design and technology specifications, a physical
line is usually converted into a netlist composed of resistors, capacitors and
inductors (if necessary). Due to the technology scaling and increasing oper-
ating speeds, accurate modeling of wires has become a necessity. Wires have
traditionally been modeled as lumped RC segments but with circuit opera-
tion frequency on the rise, this model lacks the required accuracy to model a
high-performance interconnect.
The fundamental electrical behavior of a metal wire can be fully determined
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using Maxwell’s equations (Equation 2.10 - 2.14) in conjunction with the rule
of charge conservation (Equation 2.14).
∇ ·D = ρ (2.10)
∇× E = ∂B
∂t
(2.11)
∇ ·B = 0 (2.12)
∇×H = J + ∂D
∂t
(2.13)
∇ · J + ∂ρ
∂t
= 0 (2.14)
Since solving these equations requires a huge amount of computation, they are
usually simplified depending on the range of frequencies and wire lengths of
interest. As already discussed in the above subsection, the behavior of a wire
is frequency dependent. At DC it behaves as a resistor, causing both losses
in the voltage supply (IR drop) and static power consumption (IR2). Wire
activities are also affected by the interaction between electric and magnetic
fields when operating in AC range. In current IC designs, quasi-static assump-
tion is usually applicable since the signal frequency is relatively low and the
wire length is much shorter than the wavelength of the signal. For instance
at 10GHz, the wavelength is about 17cm for k=3.0 dielectrics. As explained
in Section 2.7.1, under the quasi-static assumption the electric and magnetic
field can be decoupled. Thus, wire capacitance and inductance can be defined
and extracted independently and the resulting wire is represented by an RC or
RLC equivalent circuit. To solve the electrical response, the wire is assumed
to be uniform, and therefore the Maxwell’s equations can be reduced to the









where x is the length dimension, t is the time and V is the voltage. A di-
mensionless ratio of the physical length of a wire to the signal wavelength, `λ ,
is referred as the electrical length. This ratio is used to determine whether
to model the wire using a lumped or distributed model. A wire is considered
to be electrically short if the electrical length is less than unity. These elec-
trically short wires belong to the classical circuit analysis and it is quite safe
to approximate the entire line as a lumped RC or RLC segment because the
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signal level along the entire length of the wire is almost constant. A rule of
thumb to determine whether a wire can be represented by a lumped circuit or
not is to test its length against the following criterion [102]:
length ≤ λ/20 (2.16)
where λ is the signal wavelength. Since the frequency spectrum that a digital
signal contains is more closely related to its rise time ( 13.14tr ) than to the
signal frequency itself, λ should be estimated from the rise time of the signal.
Transmission line modeling needs to be applied when the time of flight (time
required for a signal to travel round trip from the driver to the end of a line)
across the wire becomes comparable to the signal rise time. A transmission
line can be thought as a large number of lumped segments in series so that
they represent the distributed nature of the wire.
The importance of modeling inductive effects in wires is increasing because
of faster rise times and longer wires. Wide wires used in upper metal layers
can be especially susceptible to inductive effects due to their low resistance
[91]. Wires should be modeled as RLC lines if they satisfy the following two
conditions [91, 102]: input signal rise time is smaller than the time of flight and
the time of flight is greater than the Elmore delay of an RC line. The latter
criteria describes a situation where wire resistance is considerably smaller than













where R, L, and C are the resistance, inductance and capacitance per unit
length, respectively. In case the constraint on the left-hand side of Equation
2.17 is larger than the right-hand side, tr > 4L/R, the input signal is not fast
enough and the inductance effect can be ignored regardless of the wire length.
Since the interconnects designed in this thesis are targeted for high-performance
signaling over global wires, all wires are modeled using a distributed RLC
model by considering the inductance effect, as shown in Fig.2.14. In order
to accurately consider crosstalk noise effects, both capacitive and inductive
coupling between all wires was also included.
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Figure 2.14: Distributed RLC wire model with coupling
2.8 Chapter Summary
In this chapter self-timed delay-insensitive communication techniques, high
speed on-chip signaling schemes and wire modeling has been discussed. These
are the foundation topics for the next chapters. The techniques presented
in this chapter are the enabling factor to achieve delay-insensitivity, higher
performance and lower power consumption on-chip communication and they







Unlike synchronous design style which uses a globally distributed clock signal
to indicate moments of stability of the data, asynchronous circuits exchange
information using handshakes to explicitly indicate the validity and accep-
tance of data. Depending on the type of handshaking, data encoding, channel
type, and data-validity schemes there are a number of alternative communi-
cation protocols. As already discussed in Chapter 2, two-phase handshaking
is preferred for global on-chip communication since it reduces the number of
transitions and avoids the requirement of a spacer between consecutive data
symbols. This saves communication time and energy of the system. The
most common asynchronous data encoding in GALS design is bundled-data
(single-rail) encoding which uses N lines to represent N -bit information and
two additional handshake lines indicating data validity and acceptance. Since
this encoding has a timing constraint between control (data validity) and data
lines, communication through a long on-chip interconnect becomes sensitive to
delay variations. Therefore, converting bundled-data encoding to delay vari-
ation insensitive encoding is necessary for global on-chip interconnects where
delay variations are unavoidable. The general block diagram of conversion
between bundled-data and delay-insensitive encoding is shown in Figure 3.1.
The conversion between the two encodings requires a data encoder at the
transmitter side and a data decoder as well as a completion detector at the
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Figure 3.1: Bundled-data ⇔ delay-insensitive conversion
receiver side.
In this chapter design and analysis of three delay-insensitive current sensing
on-chip interconnects are presented. Their performance and power consump-
tion are analyzed and compared with conventional delay-insensitive on-chip
interconnects. The design of these interconnects is among the author’s contri-
butions. The design and analysis of each interconnect are presented in sepa-
rate sections. The performance, energy and area of these three interconnects
are compared to each other using the same technology and wiring models in
Chapter 6.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, design of an on-
chip interconnect which uses LEDR encoding and current sensing signaling is
presented. Analysis of its performance and power consumption along with two
dual-rail encoded reference interconnects are also discussed. The design and
simulation results of a 1-of-4 encoded multilevel current sensing interconnect
is presented in Section 3.2. Its performance and power efficiency has been
compared with two 1-of-4 encoded voltage-mode interconnects. In Section
3.3, area and power efficient two-phase dual-rail encoded differential current
sensing interconnect is presented. The summary of this Chapter is presented
in the last section.
3.1 Level-Encoded Dual-Rail Current Sensing In-
terconnect
LEDR encoding is among the preferred encoding schemes for global on-chip
communication, because it needs no resetting transitions that consume time
and power. Its completion detection and decoding circuitry is faster and much
simpler than that of two-phase dual-rail encoding since detection is level based
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rather than transition based. The conventional two-phase dual-rail protocol
has more complex and slower decoding and completion detection circuitry
compared to LEDR. In the two-phase protocol, if the transmitted data has
the value 0 there is a transition on one wire and a transition on the other wire
if 1 is transmitted. To detect completion and decode the data, the current
and previous state on both wires need to be detected. This makes the circuit
relatively complex and slow. The gate level implementations of the encoder,
decoder and completion detector of two-phase dual-rail encoded transmission
























Figure 3.3: Conventional two-phase dual-rail decoder and completion detector.
In LEDR one data bit is encoded into a 2-bit codeword as follows. A data
sequence D(i) of bits is encoded into a sequence DS(i) and DP(i) of state and
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phase bits, respectively.
DS(i) = D(i), ∀ i
Given DP (0),
if(DS(i+ 1) = DS(i)) then
DP (i+ 1) = ¬DP (i),
else
DP (i+ 1) = DP (i)
As each codeword has a phase, even or odd, it is possible to differentiate
between two consecutive same bit transmissions. Figure 3.4 shows the four
possible codewords organized into overlapping groups of value and phase. The


















Figure 3.4: Transitions between LEDR code.
3.1.1 Data Encoder and Driver
The encoder takes the request and data bit in the voltage-mode bundled-data
form and converts this information into current-mode LEDR signaling. The
conversion from the two-phase voltage mode to the LEDR current mode is
shown in Figure 3.5 at the protocol level. As shown in Figure 3.6, the outputs
of the double-edge-triggered flipflops 1 and 2 (DFF1 and DFF2 ) control the
current flow through the phase and state wires (DP and DS) by serving as
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gate voltages of the transistors Mn2 and Mn4. Considering the data phase
wire W(DP), the transistors Mp1 and Mn1 generate the source current. The
transistor Mp2 is used to mirror the generated current I from the current
source and drive this current through W(DP) when Mn2 is ’ON ’. The same










Figure 3.5: Protocol conversion.
3.1.2 Receiver, Decoder and Completion Detector
At the receiver side, the current comparator circuit, as depicted in Figure 3.6,
is composed of the diode-connected input NMOS transistor Mn6, the NMOS
transistor Mn7 connected to replicate this input current, the threshold cur-
rent generating pair of transistors Mn5 and Mp3, and the PMOS transistor
Mp4 that replicates the threshold current. In addition to serving as an input
transistor, Mn6 acts also as a termination load. The drains of the PMOS repli-
cating transistor Mp4 and NMOS replicating transistor Mn7 are connected
to generate the comparator circuit’s output voltage V(DP). The comparator
provides a logical high output voltage when the input current I(DP) is less
than the threshold current and a logical low output voltage when the input
current I(DP) is greater than the threshold current.
As shown in Figure 3.6, the decoder takes as input the output of the
state wire’s current comparator, V(DS), and reconstructs the data sent by
the transmitter. Unlike conventional two-phase transmission which needs to
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Figure 3.6: LEDR encoded current sensing on-chip interconnect.
detect both wires’ current and previous states (Figure ??), here the decoder
needs sensing voltage level of the state (W(DS)) wire using only an inverter.
The completion detection is carried out a using 2-input XOR gate, the outputs
of the two current comparators are the inputs for the completion detector. The
completion detection circuit is also simpler and faster, just one XOR gate per
each LEDR group is needed. For N bit transmission, completion detection is
carried out using N 2-input XOR gates connected to an N -input C-element.
The output of the C-element acts as the bundled-data request signal (Reqout)
passed to the receiving module.
3.1.3 Acknowledgment Transmission
The acknowledgment signal transmission circuitry is also shown in Figure 3.6.
The voltage-mode bundled-data acknowledge signal (Ackin), sent by the re-
ceiving module, is converted into a current-mode signal Ack during transmis-
sion and back into a voltage-mode signal (Ackout) at the transmitter side.
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As can be seen from Figure 3.6, the signaling circuits are basically equivalent
to the ones used for data transmission. When Ackin is high, current I flows
through the Ack wire causing an up-going transition on the signal Ackout at
the transmitter side. When Ackin goes low, the current is switched off and
Ackout eventually returns to zero.
3.1.4 Simulation Results and Analysis
Latency, throughput and average total power consumption are considered
as main parameters to evaluate the presented LEDR on-chip interconnect
(LEDRCm). Also the performance and power consumption of two reference
interconnects are analyzed. One of the reference interconnects uses LEDR
encoding along with voltage-mode signaling with repeaters (LEDRVm). The
other one uses two-phase dual-rail encoding and voltage-mode signaling with
repeaters(TPDRVm). This helps to determine the performance improvement
and power overhead due to the use of current-mode signaling along with LEDR
encoding over LEDRVm and TPDRVm. During simulations a transmission line
model of the wires was assumed by using 20 distributed RLC sections. Metal
4 of a 130nm CMOS technology with minimum metal width, spacing and
pitch was used to model the transmission line. The resistance and inductance
matrices of the interconnect structure were extracted using FastHenry [45],
while the capacitance matrices were extracted using Linpar [46]. The inter-
connect circuitry was designed and simulated using Cadence Analog Spectre
with 130nm CMOS technology from STMicroelectronics. The supply voltage
was 1.2V.
Here forward latency is defined as the delay from a transition on the
bundled-data request signal (Reqin) at the transmitter side to the correspond-
ing transition on the bundled-data request signal (Reqout) at the receiver side
(see Figure 3.6). Reverse latency is defined as the delay from a transition on
the bundled-data acknowledgment signal (Ackin) at the receiver side to the
corresponding transition on the bundled-data acknowledgment signal (Ackout)
at the sender side. The change in forward and reverse latency when the wire
length is varied from 1 to 11mm is shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 for LEDRCm,
LEDRVm and TPDRVm interconnects. The LEDRCm interconnect laten-
cies are much smaller than LEDRVm and TPDRVm interconnects for longer
wires. For example, at 7mm communication distance, the forward latency of
LEDRCm is about two-thirds of LEDRVm and half of the TPDRVm latencies.
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Figure 3.8: Backward latency of LEDRCm, LEDRVm and TPDRVm.
The forward latency of TPDRVm interconnect is higher than the two LEDR
encoded interconnects, showing the impact of its complex encoding/decoding
and completion detection logics. The latency difference between LEDRCm
and LEDRVm interconnects shows the use of current sensing signaling in en-
hancing the performance of delay-insensitive interconnects especially at global
wire lengths. The forward latency of 9mm long LEDRCm interconnect is only
46% of that of the LEDRVm interconnect’s latency with the same communi-
cation distance.
As in the latency, the LEDRCm interconnect throughput is higher than
that of the LEDRVm and TPDRVm interconnects. At 7mm long communi-
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Figure 3.9: Throughput of LEDRCm, LEDRVm and TPDRVm.
cation distance, throughput of LEDRCm interconnect is 1.55 and 1.94 times
higher than that of LEDRVm and TPDRVm, respectively. Its throughput is
not dropping as fast as the other two interconnects with the increase in the
communication distance, this can be seen from Figure 3.9. The LEDRCm in-
terconnect achieves 1.005Gbps throughput per one dual-rail group (two data
transmission wires + 1 acknowledgment wire) at 5mm wire length without
using repeaters or pipelining. The main reason for the higher throughput is
the use of current sensing signaling. If a number of these dual-rail groups
concatenate in parallel, throughput increases linearly albeit the completion
detection (data arrival and stability check) for all groups deviate the linear
increase slightly (see Chapter 4).
The average total power consumption of the one-bit LEDRCm interconnect
varies from 195µW to 1242µW when wire length is varied from 1 to 11mm.
Its power consumption is higher than that of the two reference interconnects
especially with long wires as shown in Figure 3.10. However, it is more power
efficient for longer communication distances as can be seen from the energy
per bit diagrams in Figure 3.11. At global wire lengths, that is, starting
from 5mm, it dissipates least energy per bit compared to the other two, and
TPDRVm dissipates the most.
To summarize the throughput improvement and energy savings of LEDRCm
interconnect over the reference interconnects (LEDRVm and TPDRVm), Ta-
bles 3.1 and 3.2 are presented. Table 3.1 shows the advantage of current
sensing signaling by comparing LEDRCm and LEDRVm interconnects. The
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Figure 3.11: Energy per bit dissipation of LEDRCm, LEDRVm and TPDRVm.
benefit of LEDR encoding along with current sensing signaling over conven-
tional two-phase dual-rail encoded voltage-mode interconnect is demonstrated
in Table 3.2. LEDRCm interconnect gains almost double throughput and 50%
energy savings compared to TPDRVm.
The simulation waveforms of the one-bit LEDRCm interconnect are shown
in Figure 3.12. As can be seen, there is a change in current only in one wire
per data transfer either on W(DS) or W(DP).
3.1.5 Effect of Crosstalk on Timing
Since LEDRCm is a delay-insensitive interconnect, crosstalk induced signal
propagation delay variations can cause only performance penalty, do not affect
its reliability. In this subsection the performance penalty caused by crosstalk
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Table 3.1: Comparing LEDRCm and LEDRVm interconnects.





Table 3.2: Comparing LEDRCm and TPDRVm Interconnects.






Figure 3.12: Simulation waveforms of LEDRCm interconnect
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is examined. In this analysis, 4-bit parallel data transmission is considered.
This requires 8 parallel physical wires since delay-insensitive encoding is used.
The wires are modeled as transmission lines with both capacitive and inductive
coupling between each other. Minimum wire separation distance of 210nm is
used with minimum global pitch specified in 130nm technology and 1.2V sup-
ply voltage. The worst-case switching pattern was defined by assuming that
capacitive coupling dominates inductive coupling, which is the most usual case
in on-chip parallel wires. The effect of crosstalk on performance of LEDRCm
interconnect is compared with bundled-data voltage mode (BundledVm) inter-
connect. Because the worst-case switching pattern of LEDRVm is the same as
LEDRCm. Furthermore, from crosstalk effect on timing perspective, bundled-
data encoded interconnect can represent synchronous transmission. The delay
variation percentage of the LEDRCm interconnect due to worst-case crosstalk
is less than one-third of that of a bundled-data voltage mode (BundledVm)
one, as shown in Table 3.3. This is because in LEDR encoded data transmis-
sion only the state wires (W(DS)) make transitions when there is a switching
in the input data. The phase wires (W(DP)) are quiet. At most the victim
wire has one nearest aggressor.
Table 3.3: Effect of crosstalk in LEDRCm and BundledVm.
Interconnect Worst-Case Switching % Delay Variations
BundledVm ↑↑↓↑ − −−− +141
LEDRCm − ↑ − ↑ − ↓ − ↑ +42
3.2 1-of-4 Encoded Current Sensing Interconnect
In 1-of-4 data encoding, a group of four wires is used to transmit two bits of
information per symbol. A symbol is one of the two-bit codes 00, 01, 10, or
11 and it is transmitted through activity on one of the four wires. Since it is
possible to detect the arrival of each symbol at the receiver, 1-of-4 encoding
is delay-insensitive, as are all the 1-of-N codes [47]. Besides being delay-
insensitive, 1-of-4 encoding has more immunity against crosstalk effects when
compared to bundled-data encoding, because the likelihood of two adjacent
wires switching at the same time is one-eighth times smaller. Furthermore,
dynamic power consumption due to wire capacitance is smaller for the 1-of-4
code than for the simpler 1-of-2 (dual-rail) code. This is because the 1-of-4
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code conveys two bits of information using only a single transition, while the
1-of-2 code requires two transitions for two bits of information.
In this section, implementation of a novel high-performance link based
on multilevel current sensing signaling and delay-insensitive two-phase 1-of-
4 encoding is presented. Current sensing signaling reduces communication
latency of global wires significantly compared to voltage-mode signaling, mak-
ing it possible to achieve high throughput without pipelining and/or using
repeaters. Performance of the proposed multilevel current-mode interconnect
is analyzed and compared with two reference voltage-mode interconnects.
The 1-of-4 Encoded Multilevel Current Sensing (PMCm) scheme converts
two-phase bundled-data voltage-mode signaling into pulsed 1-of-4 multilevel
current sensing signaling at the transmitter side. At the receiver side, delay-
insensitive current sensing signaling is turned back into bundled-data voltage-
mode communication. The PMCm scheme is logically equivalent to a 1-of-4
encoded voltage-mode scheme, the difference is that information is presented
as current pulse rather than voltage transitions, as shown in Table 3.4. Hence,
one of the four data wires draws current to indicate the presence of a new
two-bit data symbol. Similarly, an acknowledgment is signaled as current on
the acknowledgment wire. As explained in Chapter 2, such a current sensing
implementation is inherently much faster and more immune against power sup-
ply noise and delay variations compared to a voltage-mode implementation.
The communication protocol is shown in Figure 3.13 (from the receiver’s per-
spective) and the signaling circuits are depicted in Figures 3.14 and 3.15. The
advantage of this interconnect implementation is that high throughput and
low latency can be achieved without using area and power hungry pipelining
or repeaters.
The multilevel and pulsed nature of the PMCm scheme can be seen in
Figure 3.13. The current detected at the receiver has three different values:
0, I1 and I2. The values I1 and I2 are used when the voltage-mode request
signal Reqin at the transmitter side is low and high, respectively, reflecting the
adopted two-phase communication protocol. The value 0, in turn, means that
there is no symbol on a wire. It is used as the initial value of the data wires
and for switching off current on a wire when the 2-bit symbol to be transmit-
ted changes, making current on a wire pulse shaped. This feature reduces the
overall power consumption of the current-mode interconnect. The values of
I1 and I2 are determined by considering the speed, power consumption, and
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Table 3.4: Encoding and wire current of PMCm.
Bundled-data PMCm
D1D0 Reqin I(WQ3) I(WQ2) I(WQ1) I(WQ0)
00 0→ 1 0 0 0 I21→ 0 0 0 0 I1
01 0→ 1 0 0 I2 01→ 0 0 0 I1 0
10 0→ 1 0 I2 0 01→ 0 0 I1 0 0




























Figure 3.13: Communication protocol of PMCm.
noise margin of the interconnect. In the following consecutive sections, the im-
plementations of the encoder, decoder and completion detector are separately
discussed.
3.2.1 Encoder and Driver
The encoder takes the request and two data bits in the voltage-mode bundled-
data form and converts this information into multilevel current sensing 1-of-4
signaling. The double-edge triggered flip-flops shown in Figure 3.14 are used
to sample the value of the 2-bit data symbol at each transition of the two-
phase request signal Reqin. For instance, consider the encoder circuit of the
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wire Q3. Depending on the value of the signal Reqin, either transistor Mn1
or Mn2 conducts making either current I1 or I2 to flow through the wire
Q3 when the symbol 11 has arrived from the sender module. To prevent
the line from drawing current continuously, the transistor Mn4 is used to
ground the line when other than the symbol 11 is sent. The reset signal rst
is controlled by the transmitting module. When a data burst is about to
begin, rst is set to high enabling the sampling flip-flops. When the burst has
been completed, rst is initialized back to low, meaning that all the data wires
become grounded. This is necessary to prevent the data wires of the link
from drawing current (consuming power) during possibly long idle periods
between bursts. In nanometer scale technologies process variation effects are
one of the major concerns. The driver output currents may vary from their
expected values due to process variation effects. In order to minimize this
variation, transistors Mp1 and Mp2 which operate in the linear region form a
resistive path from the supply voltage to Mn1 and Mn2 which in turn keeps
the switching threshold of Mn1 and Mn2 transistors constant.
3.2.2 Receiver
At the receiver side, consider the current comparator circuit of Q3, as depicted
in Figure 3.15. It is composed of the diode-connected input NMOS transis-
tor Mn2, the NMOS transistors Mn3 and Mn4 connected to replicate this
input current, the reference or threshold current generating pair of transistors
Mn1 and Mp1, and the PMOS transistors Mp2 and Mp3 that replicate the
threshold current. In addition to serving as an input transistor, Mn2 acts also
as a termination load. The drains of the PMOS reference current replicating
transistors and line current replicating NMOS transistors are connected to-
gether to generate the comparator circuit’s output voltages, V (30) and V (31).
This comparator provides a logical high output voltage when its input current
I(Q3) is less than the threshold current and a logical low output voltage when
the input current I(Q3) is greater than the threshold current. Here the cur-
rent comparator compares current on the wire Q3 with two different threshold
currents, Iref1 and Iref2, in order to distinguish the three current levels. To
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Figure 3.14: Encoder and driver of PMCm.
be more specific,
If(I(Q3) < Iref1) then
(V (30) = 1) ∧ (V (31) = 1) //(initial state)
If(Iref1 < I(Q3) < Iref2) then
(V (30) = 0) ∧ (V (31) = 1)
If(I(Q3) > Iref2) then
(V (30) = 0) ∧ (V (31) = 0)
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In nanometer scale technologies, the line and reference currents at the in-
put of the receiver may vary from the nominal value due to supply voltage,
process and temperature variation effects. In Chapter 7 different techniques
are developed to ensure reliability of the communication by restoring the cur-
rent levels within the desired margins at power start-up.
3.2.3 Decoder and Completion Detector
As shown in Figure 3.15, the data decoder, composed of three inverters and
two OR gates, needs as inputs the outputs of the current comparators of the
wires Q3, Q2, and Q1 to reconstruct the two bits (D1out, D0out) sent from
the transmitter module. Only the comparator outputs of the threshold current
Iref1 (i.e., V (10), V (20), and V (30)) are needed for this purpose. Formally,
the logic is as follows:
If(V (30) = 0) ∧ (V (20) = 1) ∧ (V (10) = 1) then
(D1out = 1) ∧ (D0out = 1)
If(V (30) = 1) ∧ (V (20) = 0) ∧ (V (10) = 1) then
(D1out = 1) ∧ (D0out = 0)
If(V (30) = 1) ∧ (V (20) = 1) ∧ (V (10) = 0) then
(D1out = 0) ∧ (D0out = 1)
If(V (30) = 1) ∧ (V (20) = 1) ∧ (V (10) = 1) then
(D1out = 0) ∧ (D0out = 0)
The completion detector reads all current comparator outputs as illus-
trated in Figure 3.15. For each 4-wire block, the completion detection circuit
includes two 4-input NAND gates (N0 and N1 ), a 2-input NAND gate (N2 ),
and a resettable 2-input C-element (C1 ). To produce the receiver-side request
signal Reqout, the completion signals of the N/2 4-wire blocks are combined
with an N/2-input C-element, where N is the bit-width of the transmitted
data. The completion detection process is started by sensing the current val-
ues on the four wires. In this pulsed implementation of 1-of-4 encoding, current
flows only in one of the four wires. Current through the wire becomes I1 or
I2 when the transmitter-side request signal Reqin is low or high, respectively.
Hence, if the input current of the comparator is greater than the threshold
Iref2, then the output of the C-element C1 and subsequently the receiver-
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Figure 3.15: Decoder and completion detector of PMCm.
side request signal Reqout go high. Correspondingly, if the comparator input
current is between the thresholds Iref1 and Iref2, the output of C1 and the
signal Reqout go low. The completion detection logic uses as inputs the cur-
rent comparator outputs V (30) and V (31) of Q3, V (20) and V (21) of Q2,
V (10) and V (11) of Q1, and V (00) and V (01) of Q0. For instance, consider
again the receipt of the symbol 11 through the wire Q3. Assuming that the
transmitter-side request signal Reqin is high, the current on the wire Q3 is I2.
Consequently, the comparator outputs V (30) and V (31) become low, and all
the other comparator outputs remain high since no current flows through the
wires Q2, Q1, and Q0. This makes the outputs of the NAND gates N1 and
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Figure 3.16: Acknowledgment transmission of PMCm.
N2 high, causing an up-going transition on the output of the C-element C1.
Formally, the completion detection logic for the symbol 11 is as follows (The
output of a gate X is denoted by O(X)):
(V (30) = 0) ∧ (V (31) = 0) (current is I2)
⇒ (O(N0) = 1) ∧ (O(N1) = 1)
⇒ (O(N2) = 1)
⇒ (O(C1) = 1)
(V (30) = 0) ∧ (V (31) = 1) (current is I1)
⇒ (O(N0) = 1) ∧ (O(N1) = 0)
⇒ (O(N2) = 0)
⇒ (O(C1) = 0)
3.2.4 Acknowledgment Transmission
The voltage-mode bundled-data acknowledge signal (Ackin), sent by the re-
ceiver module, is converted into a current-mode signal during transmission
and back into a voltage-mode signal (Ackout) at the transmitter side. In
this interconnect design, transmission of the acknowledgment signal also uses
multilevel current sensing signaling. The driver and receiver circuits of this
transmission along with distributed RLC model of the Acknowledgment wire
is shown in Figure 3.16. The current through the acknowledgment wire be-
comes I1 or I2 when the acknowledgment signal from the receiving module is
low or high, respectively. The receiver uses a current comparator circuit to
detect the value of the current through the acknowledgment wire and output
the result in voltage form. An inverter is used to amplify the comparator’s
output to full-swing.
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3.2.5 Reference Voltage-Mode Interconnects
This reference interconnect also uses a two-phase protocol and 1-of-4 encod-
ing, the difference being that it is implemented using voltage-mode signaling.
In the TPVm scheme one of the four wires makes a transition to indicate the
presence of a new two-bit symbol. When this new symbol arrives to the re-
ceiving module, the receiver accepts the symbol and sends an acknowledgment
to the sender module by changing the state of the acknowledge signal. Since
voltage-mode signaling is used, the voltage on the interconnect swings from
rail-to-rail over its entire length. This leads to large dynamic power consump-
tion, large delay, and generation of power-supply noise. The usual approach to
improve the performance of a voltage-mode interconnect is to insert repeaters
or pipeline latches. Inserting repeaters decreases the signal propagation delay
at the cost of increasing power consumption and chip area. A higher through-
put can be obtained by using pipeline latches instead of repeaters to both
amplify the signal and spread the link delay over multiple pipeline stages.
This further increases power consumption and area costs compared to the
simple repeater approach. Here both schemes are considered for the reference
TPVm interconnect. The pipelined and repeater-based implementations are
called TPVmP and TPVmRep, respectively. In the TPVmP implementation
pipeline stages are inserted in every 2mm along the link wire. This is based
on the assumption that the typical distance between two neighboring (adja-
cent) routers in the on-chip mesh structure is 2mm [44] and that the local link
length can be considered an upper limit for pipeline-free signal transmission
as in [73]. In the TPVmRep implementation optimal repeater insertion is used
for both data and acknowledgment transmission. The required optimal num-
ber of repeaters and optimal size of the repeater are calculated using equation
(36) of [48]. Using this equation the required number of optimal repeaters be-
comes 2.22 ∗ L and the optimum size of the repeater becomes 76.5∗minimum
size inverter, where L is the wire length in mm.
The straighforward gate level implementations of the encoder which con-
verts the two-phase bundled-data input to the delay-insensitive two-phase 1-
of-4 protocol, the pipeline stage, and the decoder and completion detector
which converts the delay-insensitive code back to the two-phase bundled-data
form at the receiver side are shown in Figures 3.17, 3.18, and 3.19, respectively.
The encoder consists of NOR gates which generate the select inputs for the
multiplexers depending on the two-bit input codes, double-edge triggered flip-
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Figure 3.17: Encoder of TPVm.
flops which are used to sample the symbol value at both edges of the request
signal, and multiplexers each of which allows transition on the corresponding
flip-flop output only when the appropriate input symbol is present. The de-
coder and completion detector circuit consists of XNOR gates which detect
the transitions on the wires, NAND gates and a SR latch to decode the data
back into the bundled-data form, and a four-input XOR gate together with
an N/2-input C-element for detecting completion. An inverter is used as both
driver and receiver for the transmission of the two-phase acknowledgment sig-
nal between the pipeline stages in the TPVmP implementation, as shown in
Figure 3.18.
3.2.6 Simulation Results and Analysis
Simulation of PMCm and the two reference voltage-mode interconnects (TPVmP
and TPVmRep) was carried out in Cadence Analog Spectre and Hspice using
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Figure 3.19: Decoder and completion detector of TPVm.
130nm technology from STMicroelectronics, and the supply voltage was set
to 1.2V. Since high-performance signaling over long wires is considered, the
wires were modeled using a distributed RLC model of metal 4. In order to
accurately model crosstalk noise, both capacitive and inductive coupling be-
tween all wires was included. The bus consisted of eight parallel wires. The
RLC values of the wires were extracted using FastHenry [45] and Linpar [46]
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Figure 3.20: Forward latency of 1-of-4 encoded interconnects.
field solvers as in LEDR encoded interconnect in Section 3.1. The wire length
was varied in the simulations from 2mm to 12mm.
Performance Analysis
Latency and throughput are considered the main parameters to analyze the
performance of the multilevel current sensing on-chip interconnect along with
the two reference voltage-mode interconnects. In the first reference intercon-
nect, TPVmP, pipeline stages are inserted every 2mm assuming that the local
wire length (between neighbor routers in a network) is 2mm. This improves
the throughput at the expense of increased forward latency, power consump-
tion and chip area. In the second reference interconnect, TPVmRep, optimal
size repeaters are inserted at optimal distances.
Here forward latency is defined as the delay from a transition on the
bundled-data request signal (Reqin) at the transmitter side to the correspond-
ing transition on the bundled-data request signal (Reqout) at the receiver side
(see Figure 3.1). In other words, the time required for one flit to traverse from
the sending router to the receiving router. The change in the forward latency
of the three interconnects when wire length is varied from 2mm to 12mm is
shown in Figure 3.20. Since the PMCm interconnect uses current sensing
signaling, its forward latency is much smaller than the latency of the two ref-
erence interconnects. The PMCm’s forward latency was less than one third of
TPVmP’s latency for all simulated wire lengths. The forward latency of the
pipelined voltage-mode interconnect was greater than 1.5 times TPVmRep’s
latency for 4mm and longer communication distances.
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Figure 3.21: Throughput of 1-of-4 encoded interconnects.
The throughput of PMCm, along with the two reference interconnects,
is shown in Figure 3.21. The throughput of PMCm varied from 5.102Gbps
to 1.602Gbps when the wire length was varied from 2 to 12mm. At global
communication distance of 8mm, the throughput of PMCm was 1.53 and 1.88
times the throughput of TPVmP and TPVmRep, respectively. In the case of
the reference interconnects, TPVmP achieved a throughput of 1.597Gbps while
the throughput of TPVmRep varied from 2.534Gbps to 1.041Gbps when the
wire length was varied from 2 to 12mm. The reported latency and throughput
values are for one group of 1-of-4 encoding.
The PMCm interconnect is a better alternative than TPVmP or TPVmRep
to realize high-performance long-range links. In addition to achieving high
performance, PMCm circuitry takes a smaller chip area compared to voltage-
mode reference interconnects, TPVm. This is because the complexity and
required chip area of the encoder and decoder of both TPVm and PMCm
interconnects are almost the same. However, the number of required pipeline
stages and the number of repeaters increase with wire length, which leads to
increase in layout complexity and required area.
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Figure 3.22: Power consumption of 1-of-4 encoded interconnects.
Power Analysis
The average total power consumption for 2-bit data transfer on the proposed
current sensing and the two reference interconnects when communication dis-
tance was varied from 2 to 12mm is shown in Figure 3.22. PMCm has con-
sumed 38% or more power than that of TPVmP at all wire lengths. The power
consumption of TPVmP increases at a faster rate with wire length compared
to PMCm due to the increase in the number of pipeline stages. As a result
the power consumption difference between these two interconnects decreases
at global wire lengths. PMCm’s power consumption was 10 to 36% lower
than that of TPVmRep starting from 6mm wire length, this is because of the
increase in the number of repeaters inserted at global lengths of the wire.
The power dissipated by the TPVmRep interconnect was higher than 2 times
TPVmP’s consumption for all wire lengths.
The energy per bit of the interconnects is shown in Figure 3.23. The
energy per bit of PMCm was 26 to 58% less than that of TPVmRep and 15
to 37% larger than the TPVmP’s energy dissipation. TPVmP and TPVmRep
dissipate least and highest energy, respectively at all wire lengths.
Noise Analysis
The impact of crosstalk noise on latency and throughput was also studied.
In this analysis, 4-bit parallel data transfer was assumed. This requires 9 (8
parallel data transmissions + 1 acknowledgment) physical wires since 1-of-4
encoding is used. The acknowledgment wire was designed as having shielding
from the parallel data transmission wires, to counteract the coupling effect.
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The wires were modeled as transmission lines which have both capacitive and
inductive coupling between each other. During this analysis, minimum wire
separation distance with minimum global pitch specified in 130 nm technology
and 1.2V supply voltage were used. The delay variation due to both capacitive
and inductive coupling was simulated by considering the worst-case and best-
case switching patterns. These switching patterns depend on the RLC values
of the wire. In the simulation setup it is assumed that the capacitive coupling
dominates the inductive coupling which is the most usual case in on-chip
parallel wires. The effect of crosstalk on latency and throughput when the
wire length was varied from 2mm to 12mm is shown in Figures 3.24 and 3.25,
respectively.
During best-case and worst-case switching, the latency variation of TPVmP
was slightly less than that of PMCm. For example, at a wire length of 8mm,
the increase in latency due to best-case switching from the crosstalk free la-
tency of TPVmP and PMCm was 59.8% and 62.3%, respectively. In worst-case
switching, the TPVmP and PMCm latency variations were 144% and 147%,
respectively, at the same wire length. In fact, these percentage values are
rather large because in the nominal case shown in Figure 3.20 the considered
capacitive loads were only to ground. In other words, the nominal case ca-
pacitive loads do not consider the loading effect of the coupling capacitances.
The decrease in throughput due to crosstalk was greater for TPVmP than for
PMCm, specially at long wire length. For example at 12mm wire length, the






























Figure 3.23: Energy per bit dissipation of 1-of-4 encoded interconnects.
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Figure 3.25: Crosstalk effect in throughput of PMCm and TPVmP.
3.3 Dual-Rail Encoded Differential Current Sensing
Interconnect
As already discussed in Chapter 1, global on-chip interconnects get slower with
technology scaling and dissipate more power. At the same time signal integrity
issues become challenging due to crosstalk, PVT variations and noise. PVT
variations cause the signal propagation delay to be uncertain, which in turn
affects the performance and reliability of the interconnect significantly. It has
been demonstrated that high speed, energy efficient and better noise immunity
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Figure 3.26: Simulation waveforms of PMCm.
can be achieved using differential current-mode signaling (See Section 2.6.1).
In addition, reliable on-chip communication in the presence of delay variations
is possible through the use of self-timed delay-insensitive data transfer. Thus,
integrating differential signaling with delay-insensitive data transfer enables
high-performance as well as robustness towards both noise and delay varia-
tions. However, integrating these two techniques has considerable area and
power overhead as it requires four wires per bit (two for delay-insensitive en-
coding and two for differential signaling). In this section, a high-performance
on-chip interconnect based on novel area and power efficient integration of
delay-insensitive data transfer and differential current sensing signaling is pre-
sented.
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The proposed Dual-rail encoded differential current sensing interconnect
(Dualdiff ) implements both delay-insensitive and differential signaling schemes
with only two wires per bit by using a novel encoding and differential current
sensing. This leads to a smaller area and smaller power consumption. Its
encoding technique and circuits are discussed in the next subsections. As in
the other interconnects presented in this chapter, both its input and output
signals are assumed to be in the two-phase bundled-data encoded form.
3.3.1 Encoding and Its Implementation
In conventional delay-insensitive data encoding transmission of N -bit of data
requires 2N wires. The doubling of the wire count compared to bundled-data
encoding has a significant effect on the wiring area and routing complexity.
Delay-insensitive data transmission using N instead of 2N wires for four-phase
[37] and two-phase [36] handshaking has been proposed using single-ended
multilevel current-mode signaling. Both of these works use different current
levels to encode the data and data validity indicator together.
In the novel encoding technique considered here, current directions and
current values are used simultaneously to get both delay-insensitivity and dif-
ferential signaling features. A change in the current level on the wire indicates
arrival of new data (delay-insensitivity), while the direction of the current
flow reveals the logical value of the transmitted bit. The encoding protocol is
shown in Table 3.5. When the transmitted bit is 1 the driver sources current
to one of the wires and sinks current from the other wire, and vice versa for
bit 0 transmission. The value of the current on the wires switches between I1
and I2 at every new transmission event. The communication protocol of this
interconnect is shown in Figure 3.27.
The encoder receives as inputs data (Din) and request (Reqin) signals in
the bundled-data form. It encodes the data and request together and outputs
voltage pulses which serve as inputs to the driver. The encoder circuit is shown
in Figure 3.28. The En signal is used for enabling transmission and it is an
active-high signal. That is, it is high during transmission and low during idle
periods. The edge sensitive flip-flops sample the data input at the edges of the
bundled-data two-phase request input (Reqin). Only one of the AND gates
(N1 to N4 ) outputs voltage pulse at every transmission event. The encoder
outputs, Ind1, Ind2, Ind3 and Ind4 are inputs to the differential driver.
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Table 3.5: Encoding protocol of Dualdiff interconnect.
Din Reqin En Ind1 Ind2 Ind3 Ind4
0 1→ 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0→ 1 1 0 0 1 0
1 1→ 0 1 0 1 0 0
































Figure 3.27: Communication protocol of Dualdiff interconnect
3.3.2 Driver, Receiver and Completion Detector
The designs of driver, receiver and completion detector circuits are presented
in this section and shown in Figures 3.29 and 3.30. As shown in Figure 3.29,
source coupled CMOS bipolar current-mode drivers are used. Such a driver
conveys two currents of the same amplitude but opposite polarity to the wires
such that not only the effect of supply voltage fluctuations on the wires is
minimized, but also the noise injection from the driver to the substrate is
minimal. Two bipolar current-mode drivers are used in order to drive the
two current levels I1 and I2. At every transmission event, the driver sources
current to one of the wires and sinks the same amount of current from the
other wire.
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Figure 3.29: Driver of Dualdiff interconnect.
The receiver senses the direction of the current flow to retrieve the trans-
mitted data. The receiver of this interconnect has two stages, a current direc-
tion sensor and a differential amplifier as shown in Figure 3.30. The current
direction sensing circuit is a modified version of the one presented in [49]. In
our design, the termination transistor is diode connected to ensure its satura-
tion operation and also to mirror the wire current. Furthermore, unlike in [49]
the current sensor output is not connected back to the termination transistor
gate to avoid its effect on output switching. Thus, the Mn3 and Mn6 transis-
tors provide a low impedance path to ground for current sourced by the driver
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and serve as best matched impedance termination since they operate in sat-
uration. Consider the top current sensor in Figure 3.30. The transistor Mp1
provides negative feedback to transistor Mn1. It turns the gate of Mn1 on and
off as required and helps in modulating the input impedance. The transistor
Mp2 provides a constant current bias hence regulating the transconductance
of Mn1. The source terminal of the transistor Mn1 is connected to dwire.
When current is sunk by the driver Mn1 becomes on and pulls the output of
the current sensor to low. When current is sourced by the driver, the source
voltage of Mn1 rises thus turning it off. In this case the current flows through
the load transistorMn2 to the output making the output voltage of the current
sensor high.
The output of the current sensor is not full swing. In addition, the receiver
needs to have high common-mode noise rejection capability in order to take
full advantage of differential signaling. Due to these, the second stage, a
high-speed self-biased differential amplifier is used. The amplifier consists of
source coupled NMOS and PMOS transistors (Mn8, Mn9, Mp6, and Mp7 ). It
operates at high speed because its output switching currents are significantly
greater than its quiescent current. It has also a higher differential-mode gain
compared to conventional amplifiers and a large common-mode input range
because its bias condition adjusts itself to accommodate the input swing [86,
90]. The bundled-data input to the receiving module, Dout, is the output of
the amplifier without requiring additional data decoding logic.
Since the receiving side has a bundled-data interface, it requires a separate
data validity indicator (Reqout in Figure 3.30). Based on the encoding, it
is known that the current on the wire becomes ±I2 when the request from
the sending module is high and ±I1 when the request is low. To decode the
request signal the output currents of both wires are compared separately with
the reference current using a current comparator as shown in Figure 3.30. The
currents in dwire and dwireb are mirrored into transistors Mn10 and Mn11,
respectively. These mirrored wire currents will be compared with the reference
current, which is generated by diode connected Mp8 and Mn12 transistors.
The reference current value is 0.5 ∗ (I1 + I2). If either of the wire output
currents is greater than the reference current, Reqout will be high and if the
current in both wires is less than Iref then Reqout will be low.
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Figure 3.30: Receiver and completion detector of Dualdiff interconnect
3.3.3 Acknowledgment Transmission
In this interconnect design, an acknowledgment is sent for each transmitted bit
from the receiving module. The voltage-mode bundled-data acknowledgment
signal (Ackin) is converted into a differential current signal during transmis-
sion and back into a voltage-mode signal (Ackout) at the transmitter side. The
acknowledgment transmission also uses differential current sensing signaling.
The driver and receiver circuits of this transmission along with distributed
RLC model of the acknowledgment wire is shown in Figure 3.31. The current
through the differential acknowledgment wires, Ackwire and Ackwireb becomes
+I and −I , respectively when Ackin is high and vice versa when Ackin is
low. The two current direction sensors, which are the same as in data receiver,
detect the direction of current flow. The self-biased differential amplifier re-
trieves the transmitted acknowledge signal using the output of the current
sensors.
3.3.4 Simulation Results and Analysis
The wire properties were set according to the ITRS 65nm technology node
for global wiring. RLC matrices of the wire were extracted using FastHenry
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Figure 3.31: Acknowledgment transmission of Dualdiff interconnect
and Linpar fieldsolvers. During extraction, both wire width and separation
distance were set to 210nm and the wire thickness was set to 242nm. In the
interconnect simulation, the wires were modeled as a distributed RLC using
the extracted per unit values. The circuits were designed and simulated in Ca-
dence Analog Spectre using 65nm CMOS technology from STMicroelectronics
and 1V supply voltage. The simulation waveforms are shown in Figure 3.32.
It consists of the input data and request, current and voltage of the wire, the
amplifier output, the request output, and acknowledgment input and output.
A reference interconnect is designed and simulated to compare the perfor-
mance, power consumption and area of the Dualdiff interconnect. In order
to determine the contribution of the novel integration scheme in Dualdiff, the
reference interconnect uses conventional integration of delay-insensitive data
transfer with differential current sensing signaling. It uses LEDR data encod-
ing due to its simpler data decoding and completion detection schemes. It
requires four wires per bit, that is, two for differential phase and the other two
for differential state transmissions as in [78]. The same signaling circuits are
used as in the Dualdiff interconnect to have proper comparison. The reference
LEDR encoded differential current sensing interconnect (LEDRdiff ) is shown
in Figure 3.33. It requires two bipolar differential current-mode drivers, four
current direction sensors, and two differential amplifiers. Its data encoding
and data validity indicator decoding circuits are also shown in Figure 3.33.
The forward latencies of both interconnects when the wire length varies
from 1 to 5mm are shown in Figure 3.34. The latency of the proposed in-
terconnect is much smaller than that of the reference one. For example, at
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Figure 3.32: Simulation waveforms of Dualdiff.
2mm wire length its latency was less than one-half of that of the reference.
As shown in Figure 3.35, the throughput of the Dualdiff interconnect is 1.92
and 1.54 times that of the reference interconnect for 1 and 5mm long links,
respectively. It has a throughput of 1.34Gbps at 5mm wire length. The per-
formance penalty of the reference interconnect comes mainly from its encoding
and completion detection circuits.
The power consumption of the proposed interconnect is smaller than that
of the reference interconnect as expected (Figure 3.36). At 5mm wire length
24% power savings has been gained compared to the reference interconnect.
The average energy dissipated per every transmitted bit is also examined for
both interconnects and is shown in Figure 3.37. The energy per bit of Dualdiff
interconnect is much smaller than the reference energy dissipation. Its energy
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Figure 3.33: LEDR encoded differential interconnect
per bit is less than one-third and one-half of that of the reference at 1 and 5mm
wire lengths, respectively. The reference interconnect energy dissipation in-
creased much faster than the proposed one for longer wires. All these analyses
show the superiority of the proposed interconnect over the conventional delay-
insensitive differential interconnect. Moreover, the proposed interconnect is
area efficient since it reduces the required number of wires by half. It requires
15% less active area and 40% less wiring area for 2mm long interconnect (See
Table 3.6).
Table 3.6: Area comparison between Dualdiff and LEDRdiff.
























































Wire Length [mm] 
Dualdiff
LEDRdiff
Figure 3.35: Throughput of Dualdiff and LEDRdiff.
3.4 Chapter Summary
The design and analysis of three high-performance and delay-insensitive global
on-chip interconnects were presented. The delay-insensitivity makes the com-
munication robust and attains average-case performance rather than worst-
case which is the situation in communication based on timing constraints.
The first interconnect presented in this chapter, LEDRCm, has achieved higher
throughput and dissipated lower energy per bit than the conventionally im-
plemented LEDRVm and TPDRVm interconnects. The second interconnect
presented in this chapter, PMCm, uses two-phase 1-of-4 encoding and multi-
level current sensing signaling. The performance analysis showed that PMCm
has achieved higher throughput and lower latency than its two reference in-
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Figure 3.37: Energy per bit dissipation of Dualdiff and LEDRdiff.
terconnects, TPVmP and TPVmRep. In addition, the energy per bit dissipa-
tion of PMCm was lower than that of the TPVmRep. The last interconnect
presented in this chapter is based on a novel integration of delay-insensitive
encoding and differential current sensing signaling. Only half number of wires
are required compared to conventional integration of the two schemes, making
it both area and power efficient. It has achieved higher performance than a
reference interconnect, LEDRdiff. It has also consumed lower power and dissi-
pated lower energy per bit than the LEDRdiff. Therefore, the presented three
on-chip interconnects are prominent candidates for high-performance, energy





In the previous chapter, designs of high-performance and delay-insensitive cur-
rent sensing interconnects have been presented. In delay-insensitive transmis-
sion, validity of the data is encoded within the data itself at the transmitter,
and the data validity test, i.e., completion detection, as well as data decoding is
performed at the receiver. The delay incurred due to completion detection in-
creases with bit width of the transmission channel and affects the performance
of the communication significantly. In order to overcome this overhead, a high
speed completion detection technique along with its CMOS implementation
is designed and presented in this chapter. Unlike the conventional detection
circuits, the delay of the presented completion detection circuit is not affected
by the bit width of the channel. This optimizes the performance of delay-
insensitive current sensing links further since it was already demonstrated in
Chapter 3 that the current sensing interconnects achieve higher performance
and better power efficiency than the interconnects using voltage-mode signal-
ing with repeaters or pipelines.
The chapter is organized as follows. First delay-insensitive bit parallel
transmission and the overhead of completion detection in such transmission
are discussed. The novel high speed completion detection technique and its
implementation details are presented in Section 4.2. Two delay-insensitive
links, which use the proposed completion detection technique are presented as
case studies in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. The design of the acknowledgment
interconnect for the the case study links are discussed in Section 4.3.3 and the
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design of reference links are explained briefly in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5
simulation details and analysis of performance, power, energy and area of the
case studies as well as reference links are presented. The summary presented
in Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.
4.1 Delay-Insensitive Bit Parallel Transmission
A GALS communication method is used in almost all proposed NoC designs
and is expected to be an attractive approach to overcome many of the timing
problems [50]. The GALS approach simplifies clock tree design and results in
easily scalable clocking systems. It also enables better energy savings since
each functional unit can easily have its own independent clock and voltage
[51]. Furthermore, it allows easy implementation of a distributed power man-
agement system for the entire chip [52]. A fully self-timed NoC in the GALS
clocking scheme gives a better network saturation threshold, smaller aver-
age power consumption, slightly higher maximal bandwidth and much smaller
packet latency (2.5 times smaller) than the multi-synchronous NoC implemen-
tation [53]. A number of fully asynchronous GALS NoCs have been proposed
and implemented, such as MANGO [81], ANoC [82], ALPIN [76], FAUST
chip [83] and QNoC [84]. Hence, due to the advantages of a fully self-timed
GALS NoC and given its ability to work reliably in the presence of variations,
a self-timed delay-insensitive link between NoC routers is a natural choice.
In bit parallel transmission, the throughput of a delay-insensitive link de-
creases when the bit width of a channel increases, because of the increase in
the delay of completion detection. Conventionally, completion detection is car-
ried out by sensing either voltage transitions or levels on each data wire. This
requires logic circuitry whose delay increases drastically when the channel bit
width increases, causing a bottleneck to achieve high performance communi-
cation using a delay-insensitive interconnect. The completion detection logic
for two-phase dual-rail and 1-of-4 encoded links are shown in Figure 4.1 and
4.2 for 32-bit parallel transmission. These two encodings are the simplest and
the most commonly used on-chip delay-insensitive codes [54], requiring two
signal wires per each transmitted bit. In 32-bit 1-of-4 encoded transmission,
the delay incurred due to the completion detection is the sum of delays of a
4-inputs XOR gate and four 2-input C-elements, see Figure 4.1. The comple-
tion detection logic of 32-bit two-phase dual-rail encoded transmission has an
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Figure 4.1: Completion detector of 32-bit Two-Phase 1-of-4 Transmission
extra delay of a 2-input C-element compared to 1-of-4 as shown in Figure 4.2.
On the other hand, its XOR gates have only 2-inputs. In 65nm technology the
completion detection delay of 32-bit two-phase dual-rail encoded transmission
is 217ps. For example, if the data receiving block runs at 5GHz, it has to
wait more than one clock cycle only because of the completion detection. The
delay of completion detection for N-bit two-phase 1-of-4 encoded transmission
is the sum a 4-input XOR gate delay and (log2N − 1)*2-input C-element de-
lay. In case of two-phase dual-rail encoded N-bit transmission, the delay of
completion detection is the sum of a 2-input XOR gate delay and log2N*2-
input C-element delay. So, the larger the channel bit width is, the longer is
the overall time spent in completion detection, because each detection circuit
becomes a tree of logic elements.
Traditionally, optimal repeater insertion together with pipelining is the
method to achieve high throughput in global voltage-mode on-chip intercon-
nects. If such a pipelined interconnect is delay-insensitive, each pipeline stage
including the transmitter and receiver themselves, requires area, power, and
time consuming completion detection logic. At the receiver side completion
detection is needed to indicate the validity of the arrived data and at the
transmitter side to indicate the acceptance of the transmitted data, since in
a pipelined channel an acknowledgment is sent per group instead of for the
whole channel. For example, in [56] an acknowledgment is sent per each 1-of-
4 group, this helps to reduce the speed penalty due to large detection logic
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Figure 4.3: Completion detection in a pipelined voltage-mode link
at each pipeline stage. A block level diagram of a delay-insensitive pipelined
voltage-mode link is illustrated in Figure 4.3 showing delay causing completion
detection blocks at the pipelines latches, receiver and transmitter.
A delay-insensitive current sensing link does not require repeaters nor
pipelining to boost its throughput, indicating that completion detection is
carried out only once at the receiver, and therefore it achieves higher perfor-
mance and better power efficiency than a pipelined voltage mode interconnect.
This has been proved in Chapter 3 where, however, wire currents are first con-
verted to voltages, and the actual completion detection is carried out in the
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voltage mode, resulting in a significant speed penalty. Hence, a high speed
completion detection technique which uses the wire currents directly without
conversion to voltage mode and carries out completion detection in current
mode is proposed and presented in this chapter. Unlike with the conventional
completion detection logic, delay of the proposed scheme does not increase
with the link bit width, it is bit width independent.
4.2 High-Speed Completion Detection Technique
The proposed completion detection technique uses directly the current on each
data wire and carries out completion detection in the current mode. The idea
is to sum the currents on all the data wires of a channel and then compare
this sum current to a reference current. Implementation of this technique
requires only current mirrors, a current source, and a current comparator. The
comparator takes as inputs the sum current and the reference, and outputs a
full-swing completion detection signal. This signal becomes high when the sum
current is greater than the reference current, indicating the validity of every
received data signal. Unlike with the conventional voltage mode scheme, the
speed of the proposed scheme is not affected by the channel bit width, because
the current summation is carried out by wiring and its delay is only due to
comparing currents.
The completion detection circuit is shown in Figure 4.4. It supports de-
tection of dual-rail (1-of-2) and 1-of-4 encoded data, both of which use 2N
wires to convey N -bit data, so that the number of active wires per trans-
mission is N in the 1-of-2 case and N/2 in the 1-of-4 case. The diode con-
nected transistors Mw(1) to Mw(2N) (one transistor per wire) are used to
input the currents on the wires and mirror them to Ms(1) to Ms(2N) transis-
tors, respectively, which are connected together to generate the sum current
I(sum) ≡ Code × (S−1) × N × I(w). Here I(w) is the nominal current on a
single data wire, N is the number of bits, S is the current down-scaling factor
(S ≥ 1) indicating the current drive ratio between the transistors Mw(i) and
Ms(i), and Code is either 1 (1-of-2 code) or 0.5 (1-of-4 code) indicating the
number of active wires per transmitted bit. By using a scaling factor (S) larger
than 1 the power consumption of the circuit can be efficiently reduced. The ref-
erence current, I(ref), is generated using an addition based process invariant
current source [57]. Its value is I(ref) ≡ Code × (S−1) × (N−0.25)× I(w).
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This value is chosen in order to compare after the wire current of the last bit
reaches 75% of its current. The comparator transistor MpC1 mirrors I(sum)
to MpC2, and MnC1 mirrors I(ref) to MnC2. The comparator output be-
comes high (low otherwise), when the current of MpC2 is greater than that of
MnC2. Due to process and supply voltage variations, the sum and reference
currents may vary from their nominal values affecting the reliability of com-
pletion detection. In order to have correct operation, condition 4.1 has to be
fulfilled.
∆(I(sum)) + ∆(I(ref)) < (S − 1) × (I(w)2 ) (4.1)
∆(I(sum)) ∼= Code × (S − 1) N × I(we) (4.2)
For I(sum) the variation can be expressed as in Equation 4.2, where I(we)
is the worst case variation of the current on a single wire. For I(ref), according
to an extensive Monte Carlo analysis of the circuit for N = 2 to 64-bit, I(w)
= 200µA to 300µA, and S = 1 to 5, it is safe to assume that the variation is
within the bound expressed in Equation 4.3.
∆(I(ref)) < (S − 1) × I(w)6 (4.3)
Substituting Equations 4.2 and 4.3 into Equation 4.1 and solving for N
yields the following constraints:
N <
1
3 × SNR (4.4)
N <
2
3 × SNR (4.5)
where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio of a single data wire and expressed in
Equation 4.6. Condition 4.4 is for the 1-of-2 (Code = 1) and Condition 4.5 is
for 1-of-4 (Code = 0.5) codes.
SNR = I(w)
I(we) (4.6)
The higher the SNR is the larger number of bits (N ) can be reliably trans-
mitted and detected. Furthermore, for a given SNR, a 1-of-4 encoded channel
can be twice as wide as a 1-of-2 encoded channel, because the number of active
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wires is half of that of the 1-of-2 case. The relation between N and SNR for
the 1-of-2 and 1-of-4 encoded channels is shown in Figure 4.5.
 




















Figure 4.5: Bit-width versus SNR of a wire for a reliable detection.
4.3 Case Studies
In this section, the redesign of PMCm (Section 3.2)and Dualdiff (Section 3.3)
interconnects in order to use the proposed completion detection technique is
presented. In the initial design of these two interconnects, the wire currents
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have been converted to voltages and then conventional completion detection
has been carried out in voltage mode. In the analysis section, the performance
improvement due to the novel completion detection will be presented.
4.3.1 1-of-4 Encoded Current Sensing Interconnect
As already discussed in Section 3.2, in the PMCm interconnect the two-phase
bundled-data voltage-mode data and request signals are converted into pulsed
1-of-4 multilevel current sensing signaling at the transmitter side. At the
receiver side, delay-insensitive current sensing signaling is turned back into
bundled-data voltage-mode communication. On the wires information is rep-
resented as current rather than voltage transitions, one of the four data wires
draws current to indicate the presence of a new two-bit data symbol. The
current detected at the receiver has three different values: 0, I1, and I2. The
values I1 and I2 are used when the voltage-mode request signal Reqin at the
transmitter side is low and high, respectively, reflecting the adopted two-phase
communication protocol. The value 0, in turn, means that there is no symbol
on a wire, representing the idle period. Since the design of encoder, driver,
receiver and data decoder of this interconnect is the same as in Section 3.2,
only the completion detection implementation is discussed here. The PMCm
interconnect which uses the proposed completion detection technique is called
PMCmFCD.
The completion detection circuit for 4-bit transmission using PMCmFCD
interconnect is shown in Figure 4.6. This detector requires two current com-
parators because of the power saving scheme of the PMCm interconnect. That
is, during the idle period of the transmission the currents on the wires are
switched off. This switching off should not affect the state of the two-phase
bundled-data Reqout signal, which is the output of the completion detector.
The main comparator, composed of Mp2 and Mn2, compares the sum of wire
currents with a reference current. For N -bit transmission, this reference cur-
rent Iref is in the range of S × N/2 × I1 < Iref < S × N/2 × I2, where S is
the wire current scaling factor. If the current through the transistor Mp2 is
greater than the reference current in the transistor Mn2, the output C1 goes
high, otherwise it goes low. C1 is latched to the output of the completion de-
tector only when there is current on the wires. To determine the availability of
current on the wires, an additional comparator is required. This comparator
compares the sum of wire currents with a small reference current Iref1, which
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Figure 4.6: Completion detection circuit of 4-bit PMCmFCD link.
is in the range of 0 < Iref1 < S×N/2×0.5× I1. As long as the current in the
transistor Mp3 is greater than Iref1 (the reference current that is mirrored to
transistor Mn3 ), the output C1 is latched to Reqout. If the current in Mp3
is less than Iref1, the output C0 becomes low, which in turn causes the latch
to enter the hold mode, and there is no change in the Reqout signal. Winv in
Figure 4.6 is a weak inverter which is used as a keeper.
The major performance improvement due to the use of this completion
detection scheme becomes significant when the number of bits transmitted in
parallel increases. In PMCm, where the completion detection is carried out
in the voltage mode after converting the wire current, one 1-of-4 group (2-bit
transmission) detector requires eight current comparators, two 4-input NAND
gates, a 2-input NAND gate and a 2-input C-element. For N -bit transmission,
it requires (N/2) times the components of one 1-of-4 group detector in addition
to the (N/2)-input C-element. Thus, the speed penalty due to the completion
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detection becomes considerable especially in a high performance system. For
example, in 65nm technology, the delay of a 64-bit transmission detector of
PMCm is 124ps, whereas in PMCmFCD it is only 52ps. Detailed analysis will
be presented in Section 4.5.
4.3.2 Dual-rail Encoded Differential Current Sensing Inter-
connect
In this interconnect, differential current sensing signaling and two-phase dual-
rail encoding are integrated in an area and power efficient manner. Both
current directions and current values are used simultaneously to get both
delay-insensitivity and differential signaling features. A change in the cur-
rent level on the wire indicates arrival of new data (delay-insensitivity), while
the direction of the current flow reveals the logical value of the transmitted bit.
As already discussed, retrieving the data validity signal is necessary because
the receiving module has a bundled-data encoded interface. The arrival of new
data on the wire is indicated by either of the two wire current levels I1 and
I2, enabling the use of the proposed completion detection technique as a more
appropriate choice. This is because it is fast, consumes less power and area
compared to the Dualdiff interconnect (Section 3.3) where each wire current
is first sensed, then converted to voltage and detection is carried out in the
voltage mode. The Dualdiff interconnect which uses the proposed completion
detection technique is here called DualdiffFCD.
In Dualdiff the current on the wire becomes I2 when the request input
from the sending module is high and it becomes I1 when the request input is
low. During the idle period of transmission, the wire current is switched off
to save power. The completion detection circuit of DualdiffFCD is shown in
Figure 4.7 for 4-bit transmission. It is the same as the completion detection
circuit of PMCmFCD since both use three current levels, 0, I1 and I2.
4.3.3 Acknowledgment Transmission
The designs of acknowledgment transmission circuits are the same for the two
case study interconnects. The voltage mode bundled-data acknowledgment
signal (Ackin), sent by the receiver module, is converted into a current mode
signal during transmission and back into a voltage mode signal (Ackout) at
the transmitter side. Current sensing differential signaling is used.
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Figure 4.7: Completion detection circuit of 4-bit DualdiffFCD link.
A source-coupled differential current-steering driver, shown in Figure 4.8,
is used. It is fast because it has an extremely sharp transient response. It has
also an advantage of reducing the AC component of the power supply noise
because the circuit draws constant current from the supply. The complemen-
tary outputs of the driver are attached to the differential pair of wires. The
other end of the transmission is parallel terminated into a positive voltage.
When Ackin makes a transition from low to high, there is current in wire0
and no current in wire1. When Ackin makes a transition from high to low
there is current in wire1 and no current in wire0. Diode connected Mpt0 and
Mpt1 transistors are used as termination loads. The transconductance of these
transistors is regulated through the use of Mpr0 and Mpr1. The receiver is a
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Figure 4.8: Acknowledgment signal transmission.
high speed self-biased differential amplifier, which has a high differential-mode
gain.
4.4 Reference Cases
Four interconnects are designed to serve as reference cases. Two of them are
used to determine the performance improvement enabled by the presented high
speed completion detection technique. They are the ones presented in Sections
3.2 and 3.3, where the wire currents are converted into voltages and comple-
tion detection is carried out in the voltage mode. The purpose of the other
two is to analyze the contributions of the current sensing signaling along with
the high speed completion detection. They use optimally pipelined voltage-
mode signaling. The pipeline stages are inserted at distances where optimal
throughput can be achieved. One uses two-phase 1-of-4 encoding (1of4VmP)
and the other uses two-phase dual-rail encoding (DualVmP). The implemen-
tation details of the 1of4VmP interconnect are mostly the same as in Section
3.2.5. The only difference is that here the pipeline stages are inserted at op-
timal distances, where the highest possible throughput can be achieved. The
encoding, decoding and completion detection of the DualVmP circuits are the
same as the ones presented in Section 3.1. Their gate-level implementations
were shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. In the two pipelined links, one acknowl-
edgment wire per 2-bit transmission is used to minimize the delay due to
completion detection. With this configuration, completion detection is carried
out per each 2-bit group at each pipeline stage and for all bits only at the
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receiver and transmitter sides.
4.5 Simulation Results and Analysis
4.5.1 Wire Model
The wire properties are set according to ITRS 65nm technology node for global
wiring [58]. The RLC values of the wires are extracted using field solvers
from microstrip configuration. In the model, both wire width and separation
distance are set to 210nm (two times minimum pitch for global wiring) and
the wire thickness is set to 242nm. The resistance and inductance matrices are
extracted using FastHenry [45], while the capacitance matrices are extracted
using Linpar [46].
A number of data transmission wires with different bit widths and with
both capacitive and inductive coupling are modeled to analyze the performance
enhancement due to the proposed completion detection scheme. Parallel data
transmission of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64-bits are considered. To implement these
transmissions in the current sensing interconnects 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128
parallel wires with coupling are modeled and used in the simulation. Their
acknowledgment transmission wire is assumed to be shielded at both sides
with grounded wires and hence there is no coupling between the data and
acknowledgment wires. In case of the two pipelined reference links 5, 10, 20,
40, 80, and 144 parallel wires with both capacitive and inductive coupling
are modeled and used in the simulations. The required number of wires is
different for the pipelined links since an acknowledgment is sent for each 2-bit
group. Performance, power consumption and energy dissipation per bit of the
interconnects are examined by varying the wire length from 1 to 5mm during
simulations.
4.5.2 Simulations Setup
All simulations are carried out in Cadence Analog Spectre using 65nm CMOS
technology from STMicroelectronics and 1V supply voltage. A number of sim-
ulations are carried out in order to analyze and compare the performance and
power consumption of the presented on-chip interconnects including the ref-
erences. In order to avoid confusion between the interconnects the following
naming conventions are used. The current sensing two-phase 1-of-4 encoded
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and two-phase dual-rail encoded differential links with the proposed comple-
tion detection are called PMCmFCD and DualdiffFCD, respectively. The
current sensing two-phase 1-of-4 encoded and two-phase differential dual-rail
encoded interconnects, which use the conventional completion detection tech-
nique are called PMCm andDualdiff, respectively. The voltage-mode pipelined
two-phase 1-of-4 and dual-rail encoded interconnects are called 1of4VmP and
DualVmP, respectively.
The PMCmFCD and DualdiffFCD interconnects are simulated for 2-bit
transmission by varying the wire length from 1 to 5mm. They are also sim-
ulated for 2-, 4-, 8-, 16-, 32- and 64-bit transmission with the wire length of
2mm. The 2mm distance is chosen because there is a manufactured prototype
in 65nm technology from Intel where the distance between neighboring tiles
is 2mm [64]. Furthermore, PMCm and Dualdiff interconnects are redesigned
and simulated in 65nm technology for 2-, 4-, 8-, 16-, 32- and 64-bit trans-
mission and 2mm communication distance. The improvement in performance
due to both fast completion detection technique and current sensing signaling
was analyzed through design and simulations of the 1of4VmP and DualVmP
interconnects. The simulations are carried out for 2-, 4-, 8-, 16-, 32- and 64-bit
transmission and 2mm long links. The distance between the pipeline registers
is determined in such away that the interconnect achieves optimal through-
put, that is, when the sum of encoder, driver and wire delays (both forward
and backward) becomes greater than the delay of completion detection at the
pipeline stage. It is 0.4mm for both 1-of-4 and dual-rail encoded transmission
as determined from the simulation.
4.5.3 Performance Analysis
Latency and throughput are used as main parameters to analyze the perfor-
mance of all the interconnects. The forward latency of the PMCmFCD and
DualdiffFCD links are shown in Figure 4.9. This latency is the sum of the
encoder, driver, wire, receiver, and completion detection delays. The Duald-
iffFCD link has a smaller forward latency and the difference in latency between
the two links becomes larger with the increasing wire length. This is because
the dual-rail link uses differential current sensing signaling which is faster than
the single-ended current sensing signaling used in PMCmFCD. The backward
latency is the same for both links since they use the same acknowledgment
transmission interconnect. The backward latency is smaller than the forward
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Figure 4.10: Throughput of links with high-speed completion detection.
latency since there is no encoding, decoding or completion detection involved.
The throughput of the PMCmFCD and DualdiffFCD links is analyzed for
2-bit transmission because it is the smallest possible transmission for a 1-of-4
encoded channel. The result is shown in Figure 4.10. The PMCmFCD and
DualdiffFCD links achieve throughputs of 6.920Gbps and 7.936Gbps, respec-
tively for the 1mm communication distance. When the communication dis-
tance increases to 3mm their throughputs become 3.788Gbps and 4.705Gbps,
respectively, which indicates 45% and 41% reduction in throughput, compared
to the 1mm case.
The major contribution of the high speed completion detection scheme
comes into picture when the transmission bit width increases. The throughput
of the two-phase 1-of-4 encoded links (PMCmFCD, PMCm and 1-of4VmP)
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Figure 4.11: Throughput of two-phase 1-of-4 encoded 2mm interconnects.
is shown in Figure 4.11 for different bit widths and the wire length of 2mm.
The difference in throughput between PMCmFCD and the other two becomes
larger when the bit width increases, showing the advantage of the proposed
high speed completion detection technique. For example, in the 64-bit case,
throughput of PMCmFCD becomes 1.29 times that of PMCm and 2.07 times
that of 1of4VmP. The throughput gap between PMCmFCD and PMCm shows
the performance improvement due to the high speed completion detection,
because the difference between the two links is only in the implementation
of completion detection. The difference between PMCmFCD and 1of4VmP
reveals the advantage of current sensing signaling along with the proposed
completion detection technique.
In the case of two-phase dual-rail encoded interconnects, the DualdiffFCD
interconnect achieves a higher throughput than the others as expected and
the gap increases with the bit width. Its throughput for 64-bit transmission
becomes 1.54 and 1.72 times that of Dualdiff and DualVmP, respectively.
The throughput of these interconnects is shown in Figure 4.12. It can be
seen that the current sensing interconnect with the presented fast completion
detection technique is a better alternative. It improves the performance of
the delay-insensitive links significantly, especially for wider bit-parallel trans-
missions, compared to the conventional implementation based on pipelined
voltage-mode signaling.
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Figure 4.12: Throughput of two-phase dual-rail encoded 2mm interconnects.
4.5.4 Power Analysis
The average total power consumption of the three 1-of-4 encoded 2mm inter-
connects for different bit widths is shown in Figure 4.13. The PMCm intercon-
nect consumes the highest power compared to the other two. For example, in
64-bit transmission PMCm consumes 10.6% and 20.1% more power than that
of PMCmFCD and 1of4VmP, respectively. Similarly, the dual-rail encoded
interconnect with conventional completion detection, Dualdiff, consumes the
highest power compared to the other two. It consumes 19.5% to 26.2% more
power than that of DualdiffFCD. For 64-bit transmission, the Dualdiff inter-
connect consumes 32.2% more power than that of the DualVmP. DualdiffFCD
consumes slightly more power than DualVmP, for instance, for 32- and 64-bit
transmissions it consumes 6.9% and 4.8% more power compared to DualVmP
power consumption. The power consumption of the three dual-rail encoded
interconnects is shown in Figure 4.14.
In order to determine the power efficiency of these links, the energy per
bit dissipated by the individual interconnects is examined. The energy per bit
metric combines the power consumption and performance figures, which allows
to judge the efficiency of these interconnects in a reliable manner. The energy
per bit of the 1-of-4 and dual-rail encoded links with 2mm wire length and 2
- 64-bit transmission is shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16, respectively. For 2-
and 4-bit transmission, the conventional links, 1of4VmP and DualVmP have
a better power efficiency. When the bit-width is more than 4 bits, Dualdiff-
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Figure 4.14: Power consumption of dual-rail 2mm encoded interconnects.
FCD is the most energy efficient and closely followed by the PMCmFCD link.
Regarding the two voltage-mode reference links, energy efficiency deteriorates
with increase in bit width because the completion detection circuit becomes an
increasingly large tree of logic elements causing a significant power overhead.
Hence, the current sensing delay-insensitive links with the proposed comple-
tion detection technique not only boost the performance of communication but
also improve the power efficiency. This makes them most appropriate global
interconnects in nanometer technologies where delay variations and power con-
sumption are the major concerns.
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Figure 4.16: Energy per bit dissipation of dual-Rail encoded 2mm Links
4.5.5 Area Comparison
Minimizing the area overhead of any module in a chip has been one of the
concerns especially in the current giga-scale integration era. The link area,
which consists of global wires and their signaling circuits, takes a significant
portion of the total chip area. In this regard, it is wise to examine the areas
of the proposed links and compare them with the conventionally implemented
links. The areas of 2mm long 64-bit wide interconnects calculated from the
link schematics, are presented in Table 5.3. The two current sensing links
with high speed completion detection, PMCmFCD and DualdiffFCD, require
a smaller silicon and metal area than their voltage-mode counterparts. The
current sensing links require only 82% of the wiring area of the pipelined links.
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The reason for this is that in pipelined links one acknowledgment wire is needed
for every 2-bit transmission to minimize the delay incurred due to completion
detection at each pipeline stage. Only one acknowledgment wire is required
for the whole link in the current sensing links since completion detection needs
to be performed only at the receiver. The current sensing links also require
less silicon area compared to the pipelined voltage-mode ones because there
are no area consuming pipeline stages.
Table 4.1: Area comparison of interconnects.






A performance boosting technique by using a high speed completion detection
circuit for delay-insensitive on-chip interconnects has been presented. Delay-
insensitive data transfer is a necessity for global links in nanometer-scale tech-
nologies where delay variations are inevitable. The performance and power
analysis shows that using the presented high speed completion detection tech-
nique improves throughput and power efficiency compared to the conventional
implementations. It also requires less silicon and metal area. Therefore, using






Design and analysis of a high-throughput self-timed serial on-chip communica-
tion link is presented. Using fully bit-parallel interconnects that are presented
in the previous two chapters for long-range communication links incurs consid-
erable area overhead, routing difficulty, severe crosstalk noise and significant
leakage power, making serial links a better alternative. The analysis between
parallel and serial links in [103] and [104] shows the tradeoff between link
length, latency, dynamic and leakage power as well as active and wiring area.
For a given throughput the serial link is always preferable in terms of wiring
area and incurs less routing congestion than parallel links. The serial link also
takes smaller active area and consumes less leakage and dynamic power than
the parallel link for long global communication [104].
In source-synchronous serial communication a clock is injected into the
data stream at the transmitting side and the clock signal is recovered at the
receiver side. Such clock-data recovery (CDR) circuits often require a power-
hungry PLL, which may also take a considerable amount of time to converge on
the proper clock frequency and phase at the beginning of each transmission.
If the receiver and the transmitter operate in different clock domains, the
transaction must also be synchronized at both ends, incurring additional delay
and power consumption. One such link is presented in [103], it uses wave-
pipelined multiplexed routing technique and its performance is limited by the
clock skew and delay variations. In [34], circuits that had originally been used
for off-chip communications [79, 80] were adopted to design a serial on-chip
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link. It uses output multiplexed transmitter architecture due to its ability to
deliver better performance than input multiplexing. However, this comes at
the expense of much higher output capacitance that grows linearly with the
bit-width. Both transmitter and receiver use multi-phase DLL circuits and
clock calibration is required at the receiver side. A prototype chip has been
fabricated in 180nm CMOS technology and a 3mm long link has achieved a
throughput of 8Gbps. Total power consumption or energy per bit of this link
is not reported. Another high-speed serial link was presented in [77], where
the serializer/deserializer are based on a chain of MUXes. The link is single-
ended and employs wave-pipelining. As a timing reference, constant delay
elements are used instead of clock. Furthermore, the operation is based on the
assumption that the introduced unit delays for the serializer and deserializer
are the same. However, getting the same delay is almost impossible in the
sub-100 nanometer CMOS technology due to considerable PVT variations,
which in turn makes the reliability of communication using this approach
questionable. A test chip was manufactured using 180nm CMOS technology
and the measured throughput was 3Gbps. The power consumption or energy
per bit dissipation of this link is not reported.
An alternative approach is to use self-timed communication which em-
ploys handshake instead of clocks. This enables robustness to delay variations
through the use of delay-insensitive encoding and data transfer. A high data
rate asynchronous bit-serial link for long-range on-chip communication is pre-
sented in [78]. It uses two-phase LEDR data encoding, fast asynchronous shift
registers for both serializer and deserializer and wave-pipelined differential
current-mode signaling. Due to direct integration of LEDR and differential
signaling, this communication requires four wires per one link, increasing the
required area and energy per bit of the bit-serial link. It achieves one-gate
delay data bit cycle (67Gbps throughput in 65nm CMOS technology). It has
been shown that a 4mm long link with 16-bits word length dissipates 150mW.
In today’s SoCs power dissipation is a major design constraint that limits
battery life and reliability, emphasizing the need for low-power on-chip com-
munication links, which is the major motivation of this work. The argument
is that it is possible to achieve 67Gbps throughput using one bit-serial link by
restricting the data cycle to gate delay. However, the power dissipation of such
a link is unacceptably high [78]. On the other hand, it is possible to achieve
the same or even higher throughput with smaller power consumption by hav-
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ing few bit-serial links in parallel which are designed from simple customized
circuits and combination of techniques. Thus, the serial link presented in this
chapter adopts the low-power approach.
This Chapter is organized as follows. In the next Section the need for
long-range on-chip communication link in NoC is discussed. The proposed
serial link communication protocol and detailed design of its circuits (serializer,
deserializer, driver, receiver and data validity decoder) are presented in Section
5.2. Spice-level simulation results and analysis of the link performance, power,
energy and area are discussed in Section 5.3. Comparison of fully bit-parallel,
bit-serial and semi-serial links in terms of performance, energy and area is
presented in Section 5.4. Finally, Section 5.5 presents the summary of this
Chapter.
5.1 Long-Range Link in NoC
Most of NoC research has been focused on microarchitecture improvement and
routing algorithms. However, selecting an appropriate topology is also one
of the most critical decisions because it bounds critical performance metrics
such as the network’s zero-load latency and its capacity [66] and affect energy
efficiency. The most common NoC topologies that have been used so far are
2-D mesh [63]. For example, the 80-node Intel’s TeraFLOPS [64], the 64-node
chip multiprocessor from Tilera [61], and the 167-processor computational
platform [59] are implemented using 2-D mesh network. These networks have
short wires in the architecture, but they have long network diameter. This
causes energy inefficiency because of extra hops and furthermore consumes
area. For instance, the 16-tile MIT RAW on-chip network consumes 36% of
total chip power [65] and intel’s TeraFLOPS link and routers consume 28% of
the tile power [64].
There are NoC topologies which require long-range links such as torus
(not folded-torus) [66], flattened butterfly [67], Spidergon [69], and concen-
trated mesh with replicated subnetworks and express channels [68]. It has
been shown in [67] that using flattened butterfly with high-radix router offers
lower latency and power consumption than 2-D mesh. That is, the latency
and power consumption of flattened butterfly has been reduced by 28% and
38%, respectively compared to 2D-mesh. In [68], detailed area and energy
models for different on-chip networks have been developed and their design
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Figure 5.1: 64 nodes flattened butterfly topology [67]
tradeoffs are analyzed. It has been shown that concentrated mesh with repli-
cated subnetworks and express channels provides a 24% improvement in area
efficiency and a 48% improvement in energy efficiency over other topologies
(mesh, folded-torus, concentrated mesh, fat-tree and tapered fat-tree). The
express channel contributes 23% area and 38% energy efficiency. The area
overhead is negligible because the express channels are routed over processor
tiles in otherwise unused metal tracks and use preexisting router ports. The
significant energy efficiency improvement is due to the decrease in completion
time and due to the increased routing efficiency. That is, it is more efficient to
route packets over express channels than through intermediate routers. Both
flattened butterfly and concentrated mesh with express channels require long-
range links which span more than one tile (see Figure 5.1 and 5.2). There
are also other NoC topologies such as Spidergon [69], [70] and torus which
are efficient and require longer links (Figure 5.3). Furthermore, in [71] topolo-
gies with fewer hops and longer channels have been proposed as promising
solutions for energy and area efficient on-chip interconnection networks. It
has also been demonstrated that adding few additional long-range links in a
mesh network reduces the average packet latency significantly and improves
the achievable throughput substantially [73]. Experiments involving real data
traffic from telecom applications shows that the insertion of long-range links
provides 36.3% improvement in critical traffic load, and 61.4% reduction in
packet latency [73]. All these show the importance and need for high-speed
and low-power long-range link, where its length spans two or more tiles.
Using fully bit-parallel communication in long-range NoC links that tra-
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Figure 5.3: 16 nodes NoC topologies requiring long-range links
verse two or more tiles becomes costly because it requires larger chip area,
introduce routing difficulties, severe crosstalk noise and considerable leakage
power (due to large driver/receiver to communicate through long lossy wires).
Most of these issues can be addressed by using a high-speed serial link. There-
fore, a high-throughput and low-power long-range serial on-chip link that can
be used in NoC topologies which require long-range links inherently or when
customized is presented. This in turn increases the overall network throughput
and decreases the power consumption besides minimizing traffic congestion.
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5.2 High-Throughput Serial On-Chip Interconnect
A high-throughput and low-power serial on-chip communication link employ-
ing integration of pulse dual-rail data encoding, wave-pipelining, pulse sig-
naling and differential current-mode signaling is presented. Two-phase pulse
dual-rail encoding is performed at low cost using two AND gates, one for data
bit ’1’ and the other for ’0’. This encoding enables usage of pulse signaling
along with differential signaling directly. Furthermore, both the latency and
the power consumption are reduced because data decoding logic is not needed
at the receiver. The ability to detect each bit through pulse signaling in the
wave-pipelined communication makes the link delay-insensitive and also en-
ables acknowledging the transmission per word instead of per bit, improving
throughput and saving energy.
In the presented serial link customized circuits and logics for serializa-
tion/deserialization and fastest possible stoppable local clock in the serializer
are implemented. High-speed differential pulse current-mode signaling circuits
are also designed. In addition, fast and robust data validity decoding circuits
are designed. With this, one serial link achieves 9.09Gbps throughput. The
serial link consists of serializer and deserializer, dual-rail encoder, driver, re-
ceiver and data validity decoder, as shown in Figure 5.4. In the subsequent
subsections, the communication protocol, design details of the link circuits






































Figure 5.4: High-throughput serial on-chip communication link.
5.2.1 Communication Protocol
Similarly with the other interconnects, presented in this thesis, it is assumed
that the sender and receiver modules have two-phase bundled-data interface.
As soon as there is a request from the sender module which informs the data
to be sent are ready and stable, the data will be loaded into the shift register.
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In addition to the data, the Stop bit is also loaded which will be used to stop
the shifting in the deserializer without the need for additional control logic
such as data bit counter. The locally generated clock starts running after
parallel data loading is completed. It is used for data shifting and dual-rail
data encoding. It is a stoppable clock that runs only when there is data in
the shift register to be transmitted and stopped at all other time, saving the
communication power significantly. Data is shifted at the negative edge of the
clock and encoded when the clock is in high state. The counter counts at the
negative edge of the clock and signals the completion of data shifting when it
reaches the maximum count value, which in turn stops the clock.
Dual-rail and differential pulse current-mode signaling is used for data
transmission through the wire. Acknowledgment is sent per word instead of
per bit thanks to the devised delay-insensitive wave-pipelining in the wire. In
the receiving side, the transmitted data is retrieved directly from the receiver
without the need for data decoding logic. The extracted data validity indicator
is used as a clock for shifting the data in the deserializer. Shifting is performed
at both edges of the data validity indicator signal. The arrival of Stop bit at
the last flip-flop of the deserializer indicates that shifting is completed and
the data are ready for parallel bit out. At this point, request to the receiving
router will be sent. The deserializer shift register will be cleared when an
acknowledgment from the data receiving module is received.
The overall communication protocol of the serializer is shown as a timing
diagram in Figure 5.5. Req2L and Ack2L are the two-phase bundled-data
request and acknowledgment signals of the sender. Req_pulse is used to enable
parallel data loading in the shift register. SRout is the serializer’s shift register
data output and Clk is the locally generated clock. Count is the counter output
signal and becomes high when all data are shifted out from the serializer’s
shift register. Ack_pulse is generated from Count, and it is used to stop the
clock. It also saves communication time between data bursts by allowing data
loading to be performed whilst waiting for acknowledgment to arrive from the
receiving side. Reset is a locally generated signal which is used to reset the
counter’s registers besides allowing the clock to start running again by putting
down the Ack_pulse to low.
The deserializer consists of a shift register and interfacing circuit between
the serial link and receiving router. Its communication protocol is shown in
Figure 5.6. The data receiver output Wdout is shifted in the deserializer shift
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Figure 5.5: Serializer communication protocol.
register at both edges of data validity indicator signal, DVIout. The shifting
process will be stopped when the Stop bit reaches to the shift register’s last
flipflop. Req2R and Ack2R are the bundled-data interface between the link
and receiving block (Figure 5.4). RstH signal resets the deserializer’s shift
register.
5.2.2 Serializer and Pulse Dual-Rail Encoding
The bit parallel data from the sender is serialized using a novel shift register
which uses the locally generated clock to shift the stored data. As shown in
Figure 5.7, the serializer consists of shift register, counter, clock generating
circuit and other interfacing elements. The design of the shift register is based
on True Single-Phase-Clocked (TSPC) flip-flops [86] and customized to have
parallel data loading ability. TSPC is chosen because of its ability to embed
logic, parallel data loading in this case, with very little delay overhead. In
addition, it has much smaller setup time and propagation delay compared
to other dynamic flip-flops, making it the most suitable to realize high-speed
shift registers. The customized TSPC circuit with parallel loading is shown in
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Figure 5.6: Deserializer communication protocol.
Figure 5.8. In the loading phase, transistors Mns and Mnr are used to load
bit ’1’ and bit ’0’, respectively and transistor Mps decouples D from node L1
(preventing error when D is ’0’ and data to be loaded is ’1’). The tri-state
weak inverter is used as a keeper for the loaded data. There are two 3-input
upper asymmetric C-elements (C1 and C2 ) in the serializer circuit, shown in
Figure 5.7, that are used to generate the local clock and keeper enable signals.
The output of the two NOR gates act as the active-low reset signal for C1 and
C2.
One-hot counter is designed from shift register so that its delay becomes
equivalent to the data shift register in the serializer. As in the serializer’s
shift register, the counter shifts its one-hot code at the negative edge of the
clock. Its shift register is designed from TSPC flip-flops which are customized
to support active-low reset as shown in Figure 5.9. For N -bit word counter,
N TSPC flip-flops are connected in series and the last flip-flop’s output is
inverted and fedback to the first flip-flop’s input.
As already discussed in Chapter 1, the delay-insensitive data transfer, such
as the dual-rail encoded interconnect, is a necessity in global interconnects of
a nanometer SoC [87]. The delay-insensitivity makes the data transfer robust,
because the sender and the receiver modules can communicate reliably regard-
less of delays in the transceivers and wires. Delay-insensitive data encoding
technique requires 2N wires to transmit N -bit data. Pulse dual-rail encoding,
where the presence of a new valid bit is represented by a pulse instead of volt-
age transitions or levels, is formulated and used in the presented serial link.
This encoding enables straightforward use of pulse signaling. Furthermore,
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Figure 5.7: Serializer and pulse dual-rail encoder.
it has simpler and faster encoding/decoding logic when it is used along with
differential signaling than the transition based protocols. When the clock is
high, the dual-rail encoder, shown in Figure 5.7, encodes each bit into Pulse
and No Pulse (P, NP) pair depending on its value. For example, when the
output of the shift register is bit ’1’, and the clock is high, there is a pulse
at the output of AND1 and no pulse at the output of AND0, as shown in
Figure 5.10. Since there is no pulse in both wires between transmission of
two consecutive bits, the receiver is able to detect each bit. That is, each bit
can propagate at its own speed and can be detected reliably at the receiver
regardless of the propagation delay variations.
5.2.3 High-Speed Differential Pulse Current-Mode Signaling
In pulse signaling only a small portion of the wire is charged during pulse prop-
agation, significantly reducing the amount of capacitance need to be charged
and hence, saving considerable amount of power over level-based signaling. It
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Figure 5.8: Shift register’s TSPC flip-flop with parallel data loading.
has been shown that the use of pulse signaling can save up to 50% of energy
compared to level-based signaling with repeater insertion [88]. Furthermore, it
has been demonstrated through analytical models that more than 70% power
saving could be achieved by combining pulse signaling with wave-pipelining
technique without penalties of data throughput [89]. Since the main goal
of this work is to achieve both high-speed global communication and low-
power consumption, pulse signaling along with wave-pipelining is employed.
In addition, differential current-mode signaling is used because of its high
performance, better energy efficiency and noise immunity features [39]-[42].
Integration of dual-rail encoding and differential signaling has been realized
using only two wires per link instead of four(two for dual-rail and two for dif-
ferential signaling). This further reduces both power and required area of the
link.
In addition to power saving, pulse current-mode signaling mitigates the
effect of dispersion due to its return-to-zero signaling scheme in which sharp
current pulses are used to transmit data and receiver termination is employed.
To make use of these promising advantages, the wires need to be modeled with
consideration of the lossy on-chip environment. Wider and thicker wires with
larger spacing than the minimum is preferred to ease attenuation and preserve
pulse integrity. This can be realized with smaller area overhead in a serial link
than in parallel links.
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Figure 5.10: Pulse dual-rail encoder input and output signals.
Driver
In this link, a source-coupled differential current-steering driver, shown in
Figure 5.11, is used. It is fast because it has an extremely sharp transient
response. The driver has also an advantage of reducing the AC component
of the power supply noise because the circuit draws constant current from
the supply when it is operating. This driver is naturally suited to drive a
balanced differential pair of wires. The complementary outputs of the driver
are attached to the two wires. The other end of the transmission is parallel
terminated into a positive voltage. Depending on the output of the dual-rail
encoder, in other words input to the driver, current will be steered in one
of the wires from the current source. When bit ’1’ is transmitted, a voltage
pulse drives the gate of Mnp1 this in turn steers current pulse in wire1 and no
current in wire0. And when bit ’0’ is transmitted, the current pulse is steered
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Figure 5.11: Driver, receiver and data validity decoder of serial link.
through Mnp0, which in turn steers the current pulse in wire0 and no current
in wire1.
Receiver and Data Validity Decoder
The termination load and receiver design is shown in Figure 5.11. Diode
connected Mpt0 and Mpt1 transistors are used as termination load. In ad-
dition to termination, they are also used to mirror the wire current which
will be needed to decode out data validity indicator. The transconductance
of these transistors has been regulated through the use of Mpr0 and Mpr1.
The receiver needs to have high common-mode noise rejection capability in
order to take full advantage of differential signaling. Due to this, a high-
speed self-biased differential amplifier is used. The differential amplifier used
in this design has less sensitivity to process, temperature and supply voltage
variations. It operates at high speed because its output switching currents
are significantly greater than its quiescent current. Furthermore, the adopted
amplifier has higher differential-mode gain than conventional amplifiers and
a large common-mode input range because its bias condition adjusts itself to
accommodate the input swing [86, 90].
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In delay-insensitive transmission, decoding of data and data validity in-
dicator at the receiving end is necessary. The transmitted data is received
and decoded out directly in the receiver without the need for separate data
decoding logic. This is due to the novel integration of pulse and differential
signaling. The remaining issue is data validity indicator, which will also be
used as a clock to shift the data bit in the deserializer. From the encoding,
it is known that there will be current only in one of the wires when there is
valid bit transmission and no current in both wires between two consecutive
bit transmissions. Each wire’s current is compared with a reference current
using a current comparator and the output of the two current comparators
is fed to a differential amplifier. The output of the differential amplifier is
the data validity indicator (DVIout). This way of completion detection makes
the communication robust to both delay variations and noise because it takes
into account both wires and the used differential amplifier, which has a high
common-mode noise rejection ratio. Both edges of DVIout signal indicate the
availability of valid and new data at the receiver output. The circuit of the
data validity decoder is shown in Figure 5.11.
5.2.4 Deserializer
The deserializer consists of a shift register and interfacing circuit (between the
receiving module and the deserializer) as shown in Figure 5.12. In shift register
data is shifted out at both edges of the DVIout signal. The shift register is
designed from double-edge-triggered flip-flops. This flip-flop is designed by
tying together the outputs of a negative and a positive edge-triggered TSPC
flip-flops, obtaining multiplexer function for free. It stores dynamically during
opposite clock phases and drives its output actively on both clock edges. The
circuit of a double-edge-triggered flip-flop is shown in Figure 5.13. Mnrs1 and
Mnrs2 transistors are used for resetting the flip-flop. When Stop bit reaches
the last FF, the shifting will be stopped and data can be read out in parallel.
The bundled-data two-phase request signal for parallel data receiving module
is generated using a D-FF as shown in the interfacing circuit (Figure 5.12).
As soon as an acknowledgment is received, the deserializer’s shift register will
be cleared (resetted).
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Figure 5.13: Double edge-triggered TSPC flip-flop.
5.2.5 Acknowledgment Transmission
As already discussed, acknowledgment is sent from the receiver per word in-
stead of per bit. The same signaling technique as in data transmission is used
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except that there is no wave-pipelining, as it is not necessary (there is only
one bit to transmit at a time). Since the receiver has a two-phase handshaking
interface, a pulse is generated and transmitted at each transition edge of the
acknowledgment signal. The pulse generator circuit, shown in Figure 5.14,
generates a pulse for low-to-high and high-to-low transitions. Its driver and
receiver circuits are similar with the data transmission circuit, shown in Figure
5.11, but the wires are narrower. This is due to the fact that the performance
of acknowledgment transmission is not detrimental for the throughput of the








Figure 5.14: Pulse generator for acknowledgment signal transmission.
5.3 Simulation Results and Analysis
The performance, power consumption, and energy per bit of the presented
serial link is discussed in this section. In addition to the bit-serial link, semi-
serial (two, four and eight bit-serial) links are simulated and analyzed. In
the bit-serial case, simulation is carried out for different wire lengths (1 to
8 mm) and in case of semi-serial, the simulation is performed for 4mm long
communication. All simulations are performed using 65nm CMOS technology
from STMicroelectronics with supply voltage of 1 V. Depending on the link
circuits operating condition requirements, low-power low-vt or low-power high-
vt transistors are used.
5.3.1 Wire Model and Simulation Waveforms
A distributed RLC-model is adopted to accurately model signaling over long
on-chip wires. Furthermore, both capacitive and inductive coupling is added
between wires to take into account crosstalk noise. The wire properties were
set according to ITRS 65nm technology node for global wiring [58]. In the
serial data transmission wire modeling, wide and upper metal layers are as-
sumed. Its wire width and separation distance were set to 1µm and 1.5µm,
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respectively. In the acknowledgment wire modeling, both wire width and sepa-
ration distance were set to 210nm. The RLC values of the wires were extracted
using field solvers, FastHenry [45] and Linpar [46].
The simulation waveforms of major signals of the serial link are shown in
Figure 5.15. The two-phase bundled-data handshake signals of the two com-
municating parties are Req2L, Ack2L and Req2R and Ack2R (see Figure 5.4).
The parallel load enable signal of the serializer’s shift register is Req_pulse.
The locally generated stoppable clock is Clk and the serialized data output
of the serializer is SRout. The pulse dual-rail encoder outputs (the differ-
ential driver inputs) are Pulse_1 and Pulse_0. Wdout and DVIout are the
receiver and data validity decoder outputs, respectively. Signal which informs
the receiving router the availability of all data for parallel output is StopShift.
5.3.2 Performance
The throughput of the presented bit-serial link is 9.091Gbps (110ps bit cycle)
for all simulated link lengths and it is limited by the capacity of the clock
generation circuit. It is known that the fastest clock that can be generated
using a ring oscillator is bounded to 6 − 8τ4 [80], resulting in 90 to 125ps
clock period for 65nm technology. Bit shifting is performed at the negative
edge of the clock and pulse dual-rail encoding during high state of the clock.
The delay between consecutive data words is minimized since data loading to
the shift register is performed while waiting for the acknowledgment to arrive
from the receiver. As soon as the acknowledgment signal arrives, clock starts
running and then shifting out the bit for transmission. The throughput of the
semi-serial link increases linearly with the number of bit-serial parallel links.
For instance, from eight parallel bit-serial links, a throughput of 72.728Gbps
was achieved.
5.3.3 Power and Energy Consumption
The bit-serial link is simulated for 32-bit word and the length of the link is
varied from 1 to 8mm. Its overall (including all link circuits) average power
consumption and energy per bit is listed in Table 5.1. The power consumption
of 32-bit serializer and deserializer is 2.198mW and 1.416mW, respectively.
The power consumption of the link and its energy dissipation per bit do not
increase steeply with the wire length because of the pulse signaling, where
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Figure 5.15: Simulation waveforms of serial link.
only a small portion of the wire needs to be charged. In addition, due to
wider spacing of the wires the link has smaller coupling capacitance which
allows the required driving current to be smaller and this in turn reduces the
power consumed by the link.
It is known that if N number of the presented bit-serial links are used in
parallel, the overall throughput of the channel becomes N times the through-
put of one bit-serial link. But what about the power efficiency or energy
dissipation per bit. In order to answer this question, a semi-serial link is de-
signed and simulated. This link consists of eight bit-serial links each of which
has 8-bit word length. The simulation results of the semi-serial link are then
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compared with 64-bit one bit-serial link. The wire length is varied from 1 to
8mm for both semi-serial and bit-serial links simulations. As shown in Fig-
ure 5.16, the semi-serial link has smaller energy dissipation than the bit-serial
link. To be more precise, the energy dissipation of the semi-serial link is less
than one-third of the bit-serial link. There are two reasons for this: first, pro-
portional increase in channel bandwidth is much higher than the increase in
power consumption. Second, equal amount of power is dissipated in both links
due to serializer/deserializer and their control circuits, because the size of the
transmitted word is the same and there is no need to replicate the control and
clock generating circuits. Only proper buffering is required since the locally
generated clock is also used for pulse dual-rail data encoding. In addition, even
if the semi-serial link has eight wires, the dynamic power consumption on the
wire is reduced significantly due to the use of both pulse signaling and wave-
pipelining. Therefore, semi-serial link is a better alternative for long-range
high-throughput and energy efficient on-chip communication.
Assuming that the sending and receiving modules have 64-bit wide data
and they are placed 4mm apart each other, three different semi-serial links are
simulated. The energy per bit of these links is presented in Table 5.2. While
the throughput doubles and quadruples with the number of parallel links, the
power consumption (energy) does not. The reason is that the control and
clock generating circuits of the serializer are shared, and there is no need to
replicate them for each link. This decreases the energy dissipation per bit of
the semi-serial link as the number of parallel bit-serial links increases (Table
5.2). In case of eight parallel links, a throughput of 72.728Gbps is achieved
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Figure 5.16: Energy per bit of 64-bits word bit-serial and semi-serial links.
with 16.596mW power consumption. If this result is compared with [78], which
achieves a throughput of 67Gbps with a power consumption of 150mW for 16-
bit word and 4mm long bit-serial link, the power consumption of the proposed
semi-serial link is almost one-tenth of [78] besides achieving a slightly higher
throughput.







2 18.182 7.958 0.437
4 36.364 11.730 0.322
8 72.728 16.419 0.226
5.4 Fully Bit-Parallel vs Serial Links
With increasing number of complex, non-uniform sized nodes in a NoC, high-
throughput low-power and area efficient long-range links become necessity.
For example, the node size is 2mm by 1.5mm the same as in TERAFLOPS
[64] and the NoC consists of 20 nodes. To connect the farthest nodes in
regular mesh structure or for end-around channel of a torus an 8mm long
link is required. In order to analyze the trade-off between bit-serial and fully
bit-parallel long-range channel of a NoC, fully bit-parallel link with optimal
repeater insertion is designed as it is a conventional way of global on-chip
interconnect implementation. Also, a semi-serial link consisting of eight bit-
serial links in parallel is designed and simulated.
The presented serial link is delay-insensitive, and therefore the optimally
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repeated bit-parallel link is also designed as a delay-insensitive link using two-
phase LEDR encoding. The LEDR encoding is chosen due to its simpler and
faster completion detection and data decoding logics than two-phase dual-rail
encoding. In the fully bit-parallel link, the wires were modeled narrower than
the wires in the serial link to minimize the wiring area overhead. That is, the
pitch of the wire is two times the minimum pitch of a global wire according
to ITRS [58].
To illustrate real life applications, 64-bit wide data transmission is used in
all links. As can be seen from Figure 5.17, the throughput of a fully bit-parallel
link is greater than both bit-serial and semi-serial links for 1mm and 2mm long
communication distances. However, its throughput decreases rapidly with the
increase in communication distance, and it becomes less than the semi-serial
link throughput starting from 3mm. Consider a NoC, which consists of 2mm
by 2mm nodes. In such a network, the semi-serial link gives higher throughput
than the fully bit-parallel one when communicating nodes are two or more hops
away. For 8mm long communication, the semi-serial link achieves 1.97 times
the throughput of a bit-parallel link. The throughput of the fully bit-parallel
link is considerably affected by the time required to carry out completion
detection, which needs to be done to maintain its delay-insensitive behavior.
The energy dissipated per bit transmission of these three links is shown
in Figure 5.18. The semi-serial link dissipates the least energy at all lengths
of the wire and the bit-parallel link dissipates more energy than the two links
when wire length is 4mm or longer. The energy dissipation of the bit-parallel
link rises sharply with wire length, because the required number of repeaters
and dynamic power consumption due to the wire capacitance increases. It con-
sumes 15.3 times more energy than the semi-serial link for 8mm long commu-
nication. Hence, the semi-serial link is a better alternative than both bit-serial
and bit-parallel links for long-range NoC links since it gives higher throughput
with smaller energy dissipation.
The required active and the wiring areas of the three 64-bit word links
with 8mm long transmission are shown in Table 5.3. The active area taken
by the fully bit-parallel link is much larger than the other two. That is, it
is 75 times larger than the semi-serial link area. This is because the LEDR
encoder and the repeaters take 98% of the total active area of the bit-parallel
link. One-bit encoder consists of three double-edge triggered flip-flops, five
inverters and one XOR gate. The repeater size is 96 times the minimum sized
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Figure 5.18: Energy per bit of 64-bit word serial and parallel links.
inverter. The wiring area of the fully bit-parallel link is also larger than the
other two. The semi-serial link takes only 73% of the wiring area compared
to the bit-parallel link. Thus, the bit-parallel link costs much more chip area
than both the semi-serial and bit-serial links.
Table 5.3: Area comparison between serial and parallel links.
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5.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter design and analysis of a high-throughput and low-power serial
on-chip communication link is presented. The combination of pulse dual-
rail encoding, wave-pipelining, pulse signaling and differential current-mode
signaling besides customization of serializer/deserializer circuits leads to a re-
alization of high-throughput serial link with low power consumption. This
link is a promising candidate for long-range NoC channels, which are needed
inherently due to topologies or through customization of regular 2D networks.
In addition, its delay-insensitive data transfer makes it more appropriate for
nanoscale NoC interconnects where delay variations are inevitable. A 32-
bit word 8mm long bit-serial link achieves a throughput of 9.09Gbps with
0.58pJ/bit energy dissipation while a 64-bit word 4mm long semi-serial link
achieves a throughput of 72.72Gbps with 0.22pJ/bit energy dissipation. A
semi-serial link which consists of eight of the presented bit-serial links outper-
forms the fully bit-parallel link both in throughput and energy efficiency as




Comparison of the Designed
Interconnects
In the previous three chapters (3, 4, and 5), design and analysis of delay-
insensitive and high-performance on-chip interconnects have been presented.
These interconnects are suitable for any kind of point-to-point on-chip com-
munication, such as in a SoC to connect nearby or far away system blocks
and in a NoC between two routers. The purpose of this chapter is to make
a generalized summary of the presented interconnects as well as comparisons
between them. In order to do so, all interconnects are redesigned and sim-
ulated in 65nm CMOS technology from STMicroelectronics with 1V supply
voltage.
6.1 Summary of the Interconnects
The presented four interconnects use different encoding/decoding, completion
detection and signaling techniques. Each approach has its own advantages and
limitations but all have the same goals: delay variation robustness, high perfor-
mance and energy efficiency. The generalized summary of these interconnects
is presented in Table 6.1. LEDRCm, PMCmFCD, and DualdiffFCD intercon-
nects are designed for fully bit-parallel transmission. Whereas the Bit-Serial
interconnect is for serial transmission of bits and the Semi-Serial is made up
of few bit-serial interconnects in parallel. In Bit-Serial and Semi-Serial in-
terconnects the bits are wave-pipelined on the wire and acknowledgment is
transmitted per word.
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Chapter 6 Comparison of the Designed Interconnects
6.2 Comparison of the Interconnects
In this section, comparison between LEDRCm, PMCmFCD, DualdiffFCD,
Bit-Serial, and Semi-Serial interconnects in terms of performance, energy and
area will be carried out for a number of transmissions with different bit widths.
Except in the case of the serial link, acknowledgment signal transmission is
performed using the same signaling scheme and circuits (the same as the one
presented in Section 4.3.3). In the serial communication, acknowledgment is
sent per word using differential pulse current-mode signaling. In order to have
a proper comparison between the bit-parallel interconnects, their drivers are
designed so that they have the same output current values. Since the LEDRCm
interconnect uses binary signaling while the other two use multilevel current
sensing signaling, the driver output current of LEDRCm is set to one of the
current levels (I2) of the other two interconnects.
6.2.1 Performance
In the LEDRCm interconnect the proposed high-speed completion detection
technique is not implemented, because data validity decoding can be done only
by detecting transitions, as LEDR encoding is based on data phase and state.
The PMCmFCD and DualdiffFCD interconnects use the high-speed current-
mode completion detection circuit. The throughputs of the three interconnects
are listed in Table 6.2 for 2-bit transmission and 1-5 mm long communication
distances. Two-bit transmission is considered in order to have a proper com-
parison with the 1-of-4 encoded link, PMCmFCD, since the smallest possible
transmission in the 1-of-4 encoded link is two bits. When the communica-
tion distance increases the throughput of all the interconnects decreases. The
DualdiffFCD interconnect achieves the highest throughput among the three
interconnects because of its differential signaling scheme. The throughput
of PMCmFCD interconnect is higher than that of the LEDRCm link. The
throughput of bit-serial and semi-serial links is not affected by the wire length
as they use wave-pipelining, and an acknowledgment is sent per word instead
of per bit. The Bit-Serial link achieves a throughput of 9.09Gbps and the
throughput of Semi-Serial link increases linearly with the number of parallel
bit-serial links.
The current sensing interconnects have also been designed and simulated
for a number of different bit widths from 2 to 64 bits. The communication
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1 5.988 6.92 7.936
2 4.662 4.784 5.714
3 3.809 3.861 4.705
4 3.205 3.262 3.968
5 2.597 2.828 3.322
distance is assumed as 2mm for all the interconnects. Their throughput is
shown in Figure 6.1. For 2- and 4-bit transmissions there is no big difference
between the throughputs. Starting from 8-bit transmission the current sensing
interconnect’s throughput becomes higher than the pipelined voltage-mode
links. The throughput gap between the current sensing and pipelined voltage-
mode links increases with the bit width. For example, the throughput of
DualdiffFCD is 1.4 and 1.7 times the throughput of DualVmP for 8- and 64-
bit transmissions, respectively. The DualdiffFCD link achieves the highest
throughput because of the differential signaling, followed by the PMCmFCD
link. In 64-bit transmission the throughput of DualdiffFCD is 1.19 and 1.59
times PMCmFCD and LEDRCm links throughput, respectively. For 32- and
64-bit transmissions the LEDRCm link’s throughput is considerably lower
than that of the two current sensing links due to the difference in completion
detection.
The purpose of the serial link is to communicate blocks of data over a
long distance. Therefore the comparison with the bit-parallel current sens-
ing links is carried out for 64-bit 5mm long transmission. Among the serial
communication links one bit-serial and three semi-serial links are considered.
The Semi-Serial8, Semi-Serial12, and Semi-Serial16 links in Table 6.3 are
links consisting of 8, 12, and 16 bit-serial links in parallel, respectively. The
throughputs of these interconnects are presented in Table 6.3. Compared to
the Bit-Serial and Semi-Serial8 links, the two bit-parallel links perform better.
6.2.2 Power Efficiency
The energy per bit dissipation of LEDRCm, PMCmFCD, and DualdiffFCD
interconnects are determined for 1 to 5mm long transmissions. As it can be
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Figure 6.1: Throughput versus bit width of links
Table 6.3: Throughput of 64-bit word 5mm long links.







seen in Figure 6.2, the LEDRCm interconnect dissipates the highest amount
of energy per bit for all communication distances. One of the reasons for this
is that it uses voltage-mode completion detection which contains a large num-
ber of power-consuming logic gates. The PMCmFCD interconnect dissipates
lowest energy per bit at 1 and 2mm long communications and after that its en-
ergy consumption becomes higher than that of the DualdiffFCD interconnect.
This is due to the single-ended signaling used in the PMCmFCD interconnect.
As the purpose of these links is to provide transfer of data between two
points at a global distance with minimum possible energy, their energy per bit
consumption is analyzed for 2 to 64-bit 2mm long transmission. Besides the
three current sensing links, the conventional two-phase dual-rail and 1-of-4 en-
coded and optimally pipelined voltage-mode interconnects’ energy dissipation
per bit is examined and presented. The LEDRCm interconnect dissipates the
highest energy per bit and the DualdiffFCD link dissipates the least energy
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Figure 6.3: Energy per bit versus transmission bit width of links
starting from 4-bit transmission (Figure 6.3). For instance, 64-bit transmission
using LEDRCm interconnect dissipates 0.507pJ/bit which is 2.96 times higher
than the energy per bit dissipation of DualdiffFCD link. For 2-bit transmission
the pipelined voltage-mode interconnects are preferable, consuming the lowest
energy. Starting from 8-bit transmission both PMCmFCD and DualdiffFCD
links consume the lowest energy, thanks to the current-mode completion de-
tection scheme.
The Bit-Serial and Semi-Serial8 links dissipate 0.886pJ/bit and 0.190pJ/bit
energy, respectively for 64-bit 2mm long transmission. The semi-serial link dis-
sipates almost the same energy as the PMCmFCD link and 11.1% more energy
compared to the DualdiffFCD link.
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6.2.3 Area
In today’s interconnect-centric and ultra integration era, area is among the fore
front design parameters. Comparison of silicon and wiring area is performed
for the LEDRCm, PMCmFCD, DualdiffFCD, Bit-Serial and Semi-Serial8 in-
terconnects for 64-bit 2mm long communication. The active area taken by the
LEDRCm is 237% and 186% more than the area of PMCmFCD and Duald-
iffFCD interconnects. The reason is that one bit LEDR encoding requires
three double-edge triggered flip flops and one 2-input XOR gate. In addition,
63 2-input C-elements are needed for the completion detection. The active
area required by PMCmFCD and DualdiffFCD links is also smaller than the
pipelined voltage-mode links but larger than the serial links. The LEDRCm,
PMCmFCD and DualdiffFCD links take only 82% and 58% wiring area of the
pipelined voltage-mode and Semi-Serial8 links, respectively (Table 6.4).
Table 6.4: Area comparison of 64-bit 2mm long transmission links.









Generalized summary of the three bit-parallel and serial interconnects that
were presented in the previous three chapters has been discussed. Comparisons
of performance, energy per bit and area have also been carried out. Among the
bit-parallel interconnects dual-rail encoded differential current sensing inter-
connect achieves the highest throughput with lowest energy per bit dissipation.
The LEDR encoded current sensing interconnect has the poorest performance
and highest energy per bit dissipation. The dual-rail differential current sens-
ing interconnect takes slightly larger active area. The semi-serial link out-
performs the bit-parallel ones starting from 5mm communication distance in
terms of throughput, showing its potential for long-range communication.
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Circuit Techniques for PVT
Variation Tolerance
As part of an integrated circuit, on-chip interconnects experience two types
of variations: physical and environmental. A physical variation is due to the
manufacturing process imperfections. Whereas, environmental variations oc-
cur during the operation of a circuit and includes dynamic variations in the
supply voltage and temperature. Precise control of the manufacturing process
is worsening with technology scaling due to smaller dimensions, smaller num-
ber of doping atoms and aggressive lithographic techniques. This becomes a
major concern since it causes uncertainty in electrical characteristics of de-
vices and interconnecting wires which consequently affect the reliability of the
system. Variability in the operating environment also affects the reliability
of on-chip interconnects. As the variations increase, techniques which reduce
their impacts while providing the highest performance for a given power con-
straint are necessary at the system, architecture, and circuit levels [111]. In
this chapter, circuit level techniques which ensure signal integrity of a current
sensing on-chip interconnect in the presence of PVT variations are developed
and implemented. Since all the interconnects that are presented in this thesis
are delay-insensitive, the developed signal integrity technique considers only
the signal amplitude variation.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, signal integrity
problems of a current sensing interconnect due to process and environmental
variations are discussed. Brief discussion about post-manufacture variation
adaptation technique is presented in Section 7.2. Process variation tolerance
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technique along with its algorithm, methodology, and circuit realization is
presented in Section 7.3. The runtime environmental variation monitoring and
management technique is discussed along with its implementation in Section
7.4. Simulation results of the presented PVT variation tolerance techniques
as well as analysis of power, delay and area overheads are presented in Section
7.5. The summary of the Chapter is presented in the last Section.
7.1 Signal Integrity of Current Sensing Intercon-
nect
For convenience a current sensing interconnect can be divided into three parts:
driver, wire, and receiver. Figure 7.1 shows a current sensing interconnect
structure along with its electrical parameters which can be affected by PVT
variations. In a current sensing interconnect the receiver compares wire current
with a reference in order to retrieve the data transmitted from the far-end. If
the variation of input and/or reference current is out of the allocated margin
then it can lead to erroneous output. It can be possible to allocate large
current margins by considering worst-case variations, however; this has power
consumption costs associated, especially with the increase in the number of
variability sources. Thus, it is wise to deal with variations in these two currents
and devise techniques at the circuit level, which can tolerate their process
and environmental induced variations thereby enhancing the reliability of the
interconnect with low power overhead.
7.1.1 Effects of Process Variation
Both wire and reference currents may deviate from their nominal values due to
uncertainties in front-end and back-end manufacturing processes. The front-
end process comprises of manufacturing steps that are involved in creating










Figure 7.1: Variable parameters of current sensing interconnect
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devices, while the back-end is responsible for creating the interconnecting wires
between the devices. The primary causes of variations in device electrical
parameters are threshold voltage(Vth) variation, line-edge roughness (channel
length and width variations), oxide thickness variation and dopant fluctuations
[114], [115], [116]. These variations make the output current of the driver Iwin
to be different from its nominal value (Figure 7.1).
It is known that sub-100nm CMOS transistors are velocity saturated, i.e.,
there is a linear dependence between ID and VGS in the strong-inversion re-
gion [126]. Also, threshold voltage is strongly impacted by channel length and
operational voltage VDS . The output current of the driver Iwin under velocity
saturation can be expressed by the Equation 7.1 [126], [127]. EC is the critical
electric field at which the carrier velocity becomes saturated. From this equa-
tion it can be seen that variations in threshold voltage, channel length and





2 VDSat(VGS − VTH) (7.1)
where VDSat =
(VGS − VTH)ECL




In order to examine the effect of front-end process variations on signal
integrity of LEDRCm, PMCmFCD, and DualdiffFCD interconnects, Monte
Carlo process runs of 1000 are carried out using 65nm technology statistical
model from STMicroelectronics. The communication distance is assumed to be
2mm long. The variation of output current of (LEDRCm) interconnect driver
is shown in Figure 7.2(a). In this simulation, only the front-end variability in
the data encoder and the driver is considered. Its worst-case variation from its
mean is 20µA. The effect of electrical parameter variations of the termination
transistor on Iwin is also simulated and shown in Figure 7.2(b). Variability
in the termination load causes additional Iwin variation, taking the total Iwin
variation to 40µA. The variation in the receiver’s input current Irec,in due to
fluctuations in the data encoder, driver and termination transistors is shown
in Figure 7.2(c). Its worst-case variation is about 50µA, and hence requiring
a current margin greater than that, in between Irec,in and receiver’s reference
currents.
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(a) Iwin variation due to encoder and driver device pa-
rameters variability.
(b) Iwin variation due to encoder, driver and termination
device parameters variability.
(c) Irec,in variation due to encoder, driver and termina-
tion device parameters variability.
Figure 7.2: LEDRCm interconnect Iwin and Irec,in variations
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The variation of PMCmFCD Iwin considering the process variations of the
data encoder and the driver devices is shown in Figure 7.3(a). In this case
its Iwin worst-case variation is 40µA. Variations in its Iwin and Irec,in when
the termination transistor effect is included are shown in Figures 7.3(b) and
7.3(c), respectively. Worst-case variation of Iwin is 40µA, while Irec,in is about
50µA.
The DualdiffFCD interconnect’s Iwin and Irec,in variations due to front-
end variabilities were also examined. Its Iwin variation due to transmitter side
device parameters uncertainties is shown in Figure 7.4(a) and its worst-case
variation was about 50µA. Variations of Iwin and Irec,in due to manufacturing
variabilities of encoder, driver and termination transistors are shown in Figures
7.4(b) and 7.4(c), respectively. Iwin variation increases by 25µA due to the
termination transistor. The current variations in this interconnect were larger
than those in PMCmFCD and LEDRCm interconnects.
The fluctuations in the back-end processes cause variations in geometry
and material properties of the wire structure. Studies show that among the
back-end process steps, erosion and dishing during chemical-mechanical pol-
ishing (CMP) process has strong impact on wire parasitics. This is due to the
systematic pattern or spatial effects (metal density, width and space) [119]. In
general, dishing strongly affects wide lines, while erosion is worse for narrower
oxide and dielectric spacing between lines. In medium size features, the two
effects combine, so that both dishing and erosion contribute to overall copper
thickness reduction. The strong correlation between metal width and thickness
variation due to CMP has also been proved from test chip measurements in
[118]. The effect of line loss from dishing and erosion can be considerable and
directly impacts the resulting electrical parameters of interconnecting wires.
In [117], increase in resistance was observed on wide lines due to dishing and
on high pattern densities due to dielectric erosion. Parasitic resistance, ca-
pacitance and inductance of the wire vary because of variations of metal and
inter-layer dielectric (ILD) thickness and width as well as due to variations of
material properties such as resistivity. It has been shown, that a 10% increase
in width leads to about 10% increase in total capacitance, 12% increase in
coupling capacitance, and 10% reduction in resistance [125]. It is has been
demonstrated, that parasitic RLC variations affect circuit performance [120]-
[124].
In a current sensing interconnect, wire parasitics variation may impact
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(a) Iwin variation due to encoder and driver device pa-
rameters variability.
(b) Iwin variation due to encoder, driver and termination
device parameters variability.
(c) Irec,in variation due to encoder, driver and termina-
tion device parameters variability.
Figure 7.3: PMCmFCD interconnect Iwin and Irec,in variations
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(a) Iwin variation due to encoder and driver device pa-
rameters variability.
(b) Iwin variation due to encoder, driver and termination
device parameters variability.
(c) Irec,in variation due to encoder, driver and termina-
tion device parameters variability.
Figure 7.4: DualdiffFCD interconnect Iwin and Irec,in variations
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Figure 7.5: Interconnect model for analysis
signal integrity by causing variation in driver’s output current and receiver’s
input current. Driver’s output current Iwin, is affected by the variation in its
load (effective impedance which includes wire parasitics and termination load).
The receiver’s input current Irec,in, is usually different from the driver’s out-
put current due to the non-ideal behavior of the interconnecting wire. These
parameters are different from the ones estimated at design time due to vari-
ation of wire parasitics. The simple model of a current sensing interconnect
demonstrating the variation in Irec,in is shown in Figure 7.5. Let us assume
that the characteristic impedance of the lossy transmission line is Zo and the
current through the line is Iwin. The near and far-end voltages are Vwin and
Vwout, respectively where Vwout and Irec,in can be expressed as follows:





From these two equations, it can be seen that Irec,in can be different from
its nominal value determined at design time, because of variations of wire par-
asitics (Zo) and termination device parameters. It has already been demon-
strated from the Monte Carlo simulations that variations of termination tran-
sistor parameters cause additional variations in Irec,in. The receiver’s reference
current also deviates from its nominal value due to variation of its devices elec-
trical parameters. The conventional approach to ensure the reliability of the
interconnect is taking into account effects of all these variations at design time
and allocating large enough current margin. However, this has considerable
power consumption cost, this is especially significant for multilevel current
sensing interconnects. Hence, one has to further explore alternative power
efficient technique.
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7.1.2 Runtime Supply Voltage and Temperature Variations
The impact of delivering increasing currents to the huge number of active de-
vices on a chip, and the effect of parasitics on both on-chip and package power
delivery wires, leads to deviation of VDD and GND signals from their nominal
values. Increasing operating frequencies and power densities in sub-100nm
high performance ICs leads to an increase in voltage drops in the power grid.
For instance, a voltage drop of 18% of the nominal voltage has been reported
in POWER6TM dual-core processor fabricated in 65nm SOI processes [128].
In the multicore scenario, clock-gating, power-gating and other power sav-
ing techniques have undesired consequences like increase in the variations of
current drawn by different cores leading to additional supply voltage fluctua-
tions. The semiconductor industry has already moved to dynamic voltage drop
(DVD) analysis [129] in order to account for the contribution of power density,
variations in switching activity profile and impact of inductance and decaps.
DVD also captures the impact of spatial and temporal switching events. This
move shows the importance of taking into account the unavoidable temporal
and spatial voltage drop fluctuations which may lead to signal integrity prob-
lems for on-chip communications if they are not addressed well. Moreover,
temperature variability rises due to the distributed nature of an integrated
circuit, and due to the fact that some components dissipate more power than
others. In the silicon substrate, heat generated at one point spreads and causes
an increase in temperature at nearby points. Temperature variations also oc-
cur with time, as the subsystems switch between idle and active periods. While
designing the current sensing interconnects, temperature variations must be
considered as they affect the device and wire characteristics.
Runtime supply voltage and temperature variations cause fluctuation in de-
vice’s drain current. To characterize the drain current fluctuations induced by
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Where Ids, Ids0, Rds, Vdseff , Vgsteff , Abulk, µeff , VT , ESAT , and Leff are
the drain current with short-channel effects, drain current of a long channel
device, parasitic drain-to-source resistance, effective drain-to-source voltage,
effective gate overdrive (VGS - Vt), parameter to model the bulk charge effect,
effective carrier mobility, thermal voltage, electric field at which the carrier
drift velocity saturates and effective channel length, respectively. MOSFET
channel current is a function of both gate and drain voltages. Either of these
voltages, or both, are affected by supply voltage variations depending on the
circuit configuration. These variations in turn affect the drain current. Ab-
solute values of threshold voltage, carrier mobility, and saturation velocity
degrade with the increase in temperature [130], [131]. The degradation of
threshold voltage with temperature tends to increase the drain current due to
the increase in gate overdrive (VGS - Vt), whereas degradation in carrier mobil-
ity tends to reduce the drain current as can be seen from Equation 7.5. Hence,
overall variation of Iwin is determined from cumulative variation of VGS and
VDS caused by supply voltage fluctuation and the variation of the dominant
device parameter when the temperature varies. Furthermore, the resistivity of
a wire increases with temperature [132], increasing the parasitic resistance of
the interconnecting wires which in turn decreases Irec,in. It is also affected by
the supply voltage and temperature variations at the transmitter end (Figure
7.1).
As an example, the effect of voltage and temperature variations on PM-
CmFCD interconnect’s Irec,in and reference current have been examined in
Cadence Analog Spectre using 65nm CMOS technology from ST Microelec-
tronics. The voltage and temperature was swept by 25mV and 10oC, respec-
tively. In Irec,in analysis, supply voltage and temperature at the transmitter
end were varied, while in reference current analysis, voltage and temperature
at the receiver end were varied. Both analyses show that voltage fluctuation
has much more pronounced effect on current variation than temperature (Fig-
ure 7.6 and Figure 7.7). For instance, around the nominal operating point a
±100mV change in supply voltage at the transmitter end causes about ±40µA
variation in Irec,in whereas a temperature increase of 100oC causes only about
±13µA variation.
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Figure 7.7: Iref versus supply voltage and temperature
7.2 Post-Manufacture Variation Adaptation
Process variations may cause signal integrity problems in a current sensing
interconnect. This negatively impacts the manufacturing yield. Techniques
are needed to alleviate the effects of such variations. The traditional assump-
tion of worst-case variation and guard-banding technique which uses large
current margins has high power consumption costs. The other approaches can
be classified into two: circuit optimization techniques such as Vt modulation,
and post-manufacture circuit tuning techniques. In [133] post-manufacture
variation adaptation technique to keep the delay and leakage power of the
circuit within an acceptable range has been proposed. This technique relies
on a hardware framework that supports self-test and performs self-adaptation
using optimization algorithms of design parameters.
The process variation tolerance technique proposed in this chapter also uses
a post-manufacture self-adaptation mechanism. The receiver’s input and refer-
ence current variations are the result of manufacturing fluctuations which are
static. Wear-out and ageing also cause variation but they are time-dependent
on the scale of months and years. Hence, in the proposed technique, inter-
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connect’s signal integrity test and calibration are performed at every power
start-up of the system to tackle process, wear-out and aging related varia-
tions. If an error is detected then the receiver, driver or both are reconfigured
according to the developed algorithm and methodology. This makes the link
adaptive to the effect of variations and thus enabling continuous and reliable
operation of the interconnect. It also results in lower power consumption when
compared to the worst-case approach.
7.3 Calibration for Process Variation Tolerance
The post-manufacture calibration technique has two advantages. The first
and the most important one is ensuring tolerance to process variation and
reliable communication by making the link adaptive to the effects of varia-
tion. The second one is reducing power consumption. Rather than assum-
ing worst-cases and allocating large current margin which causes unnecessary
power consumption, the margin is adjusted at every power start-up during
the calibration phase by detecting the existing amount of variation. Based
on the detection, receiver and driver reconfiguration will be performed. This
is an efficient technique since it saves power by optimizing the margin and
at the same time guarantees reliability. An error detection scheme as well as
reconfiguration algorithms and methodology are developed. Furthermore, re-
configuration control and communication circuits are designed and simulated
for a multilevel current sensing interconnect.
7.3.1 Algorithm and Methodology
The interconnect’s signal integrity test is initiated by the receiver. When error
is detected, receiver reconfiguration will be carried out first; if it is not enough
to handle the variation then driver reconfiguration will be followed. Upon
successful completion of calibration processes, the interconnect will be ready
for data transmission phase. However, if both reconfigurations are failed the
link will be declared as ’faulty/do not use’. The flows of the interconnect
calibration process are shown in Figure 7.8.
The calibration process is formulated by considering a three-level current
sensing interconnect (0, I1, and I2) the same as in PMCmFCD and Dualdiff-
FCD interconnects. The reason for choosing three-level is that PMCmFCD
and DualdiffFCD interconnects have superior performance and better power
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Figure 7.8: Interconnect calibration flow chart
efficiency than the LEDRCm which uses binary current sensing signaling (see
Chapter 6). In fact, the formulated calibration process is scalable to any cur-
rent sensing interconnects including binary current sensing signaling (0 and
I). In a three-level current sensing interconnect Equations 7.6 to 7.8 should
be satisfied in order to ensure its signal integrity. Besides data wires, four ad-
ditional wires are needed to carry out the calibration (Figure 7.9). Calib_Ack,
Calib_Req, C1 and C2 wires are needed for handshaking and communicating
the results of reconfigurations between sending and receiving modules during
the calibration phase.
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Figure 7.9: Interconnect with calibration wires
Iref1 < I1 < Iref2 (7.6)
I2 > Iref2 (7.7)
Iref2 > Iref1 (7.8)
Reconfigurable driver and receiver current sources of a three-level current
sensing interconnect are shown in Figure 7.10. When the receiver is ready to
accept data it closes the switch of Imin2 and Imin1. These switches stay closed
all the time because to achieve the minimum required performance I1 and I2
wire currents must be greater than Imin1 and Imin2 currents, respectively.
From Equation 7.6 and 7.8, it can be deduced that I2 is always greater than I1
which in turn means that Imin2 is greater than Imin1. Initially the switches of
Ivar1 and Ivar2 will also be closed. These two switches are needed to tolerate
I1 and I2 wire current variation respectively. Depending on the variations,
these two switches might be opened as a result of receiver reconfiguration.
Additional current source Ivar21 is required in order to avoid an error wherein
a considerable increase (variation) in I1 could mislead the receiver to interpret
it as I2. In this case Iref2 will also be increased. If I1 increases it is more likely
that I2 also increases, because the drivers of I1 and I2 are placed closer to each
other making them highly spatially correlated. If I2 is not increased like in I1
then the driver reconfiguration can be used to increase it, if necessary. Initially
the switch of Ivar21 is open and will be closed when needed.
The receiver’s output signals are comp1 and comp2. In a reliable intercon-
nect, when I1 is being transmitted, comp1 should be high and comp2 should
be low. When I2 is transmitted both comp1 and comp2 should be high. These
two cases will be checked for all wires during the calibration process. In the
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Figure 7.10: Reconfigurable driver and receiver
driver, the switches SI1n and SI2n are always closed as they are the minimum
currents that are required to achieve the desired communication performance.
Initially, switch SI1dec is also closed and will be opened if the receiver requests
for decreasing I1. Switches SI1inc and SI2inc are open and will be closed when
necessary.
The calibration process will be initiated by the receiver when it sends a
request through Calib_Req wire to the sender. The sender sends an acknowl-
edgment through Calib_Ack wire and current I1 through all data wires imme-
diately after it gets the first request transition (low-to-high). Outputs comp1
and comp2 of all wires will be checked after the acknowledgment signal arrives
at the receiver. The algorithm for I1 calibration is presented as pseudocode
in Algorithm 1. There are three possible scenarios depending on the amount
of variation. In Case 1, I1 is in proper range. In Case 2, I1 becomes less than
expected and receiver cannot detect it. Finally in Case 3, I1 becomes much
larger than expected and receiver might detect it as I2.
Upon getting a high-to-low request signal transition, the sender drives
I2 through data wires and acknowledgment through Calib_Ack wire. The
algorithm for I2 calibration is presented as pseudocode in Algorithm 2. There
are also three possible variation cases for I2. In Case 1, I2 is in proper range.
In Case 2, I2 is less than expected and this causes error because the receiver
can detect it as I1. In the last case, I2 may even be less than I1 and the
receiver cannot detect any transmission in this case.
The success of calibration and the links reliability is confirmed when there
is a second low-to-high request transition through Calib_Req wire. A calibra-
tion failure is indicated by sending a second pulse either on C1 or C2 wire.
The calibration process can be classified into best, average, worst and failure
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Algorithm 1 Calibration of I1
Receiver : Req = 0 → 1; // request for start of calibration;
Sender : Ack = 0 → 1 and transmit I1 through data wires;
Receiver : gets acknowledgment;
Case 1:
Receiver : if (comp1 = 1 and comp2 = 0) then
reconfiguration is not required;
Req = 1 → 0; // I1 is reliable and request for I2
Case 2:
Receiver : if (comp1 = 0 and comp2 = 0) then
opens Ivar1 switch;
check comp1 and comp2 ;
if (comp1 = 1 and comp2 = 0) then
receiver reconfiguration is successful;
Req = 1 → 0; // I1 is reliable and request for I2
else // Receiver reconfiguration is not sufficient
sends a pulse on C1 wire; // request for I1 increase
Sender : Ack = 1 → 0; // sends acknowledgment
Receiver : gets acknowledgment;
check comp1 and comp2 ;
if (comp1 = 1 and comp2 = 0) then
driver reconfiguration successful;
Req = 1→0; // I1 is reliable and request for I2
else
sends a second pulse on C1 ; // I1 calibration not successful
Case 3:
Receiver : if (comp1= 1 and comp2 = 1) then
close switch of Ivar21 ;
check comp1 and comp2 ;
if (comp1 = 1 and comp2 = 0) then
receiver reconfiguration successful;
Req = 1 → 0; // I1 is reliable and request for I2
else
sends pulse on C1 and C2 // request for I1 decrease
Sender : Ack = 1 → 0; // sends acknowledgment
Receiver : gets acknowledgment;
check comp1 and comp2 ;
if (comp1 = 1 and comp2 = 0) then
driver reconfiguration is successful;
Req = 1 → 0; //I1 is reliable and request for I2
else
sends a second pulse on C1 // I1 calibration not successful
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Algorithm 2 Calibration of I2
Sender : Ack = 0 → 1 or 1 →0; // depending on previous state
transmits I2 ;
Receiver : gets acknowledgment;
Case 1:
Receiver : if (comp1 = 1 and comp2 = 1) then
reconfiguration is not needed;
Req = 0 → 1; // I2 is in proper range and calibration
completed successfully and link is reliable
Case 2:
Receiver: if (comp1 = 1 and comp2 = 0) then
opens Ivar2 switch; // receiver reconfiguration
check comp1 and comp2 ;
if (comp1 = 1 and comp2 = 1) then
Req = 0 → 1; // calibration completed successfully
else
sends a pulse on C2 wire; // request for I2 increase
Sender: Ack = transition; // sends acknowledgment
Receiver: gets acknowledgment;
check comp1 and comp2 ;
if (comp1 = 1 and comp2 = 1) then
Req = 0 → 1; // calibration completed successfully
else
sends a second pulse on C2 ; // calibration not successful
Case 3:
Receiver: if (comp1 = 0 and comp2 = 0) then
sends a pulse on C2 ; // request for I2 increase
Sender: Ack = transition; // sends acknowledgment
Receiver: gets acknowledgment;
check comp1 and comp2 ;
if (comp1 = 1 and comp2 = 1) then
Req = 0 → 1; // calibration completed successfully
elseif (comp1 = 1 and comp2 = 0) then
opens Ivar2 switch;
check comp1 and comp2 ;
if (comp1 = 1 and comp2 = 1) then
Req = 0 → 1; // calibration completed successfully
else
sends a second pulse on C2 ; // calibration not successful
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Figure 7.11: Best case : driver reconfiguration is not required
cases depending on the number of steps required and the final result (success-
ful or failure). In the best case either there is no need for reconfiguration at
all, or only receiver reconfiguration is enough (Figure 7.11). In the average
case only one driver reconfiguration either on I1 or I2 besides receiver recon-
figuration is required. There are three possible ways in which the average case
can be manipulated: by increasing I1, decreasing I1 and increasing I2 (Figure
7.12).
In the worst case, two driver reconfigurations are needed in addition to the
receiver reconfiguration (Figure 7.13). There are two possible ways in which
the worst case can be handled: by increasing both I1 and I2 and decreasing I1
and increasing I2. If both receiver and driver reconfigurations failed to make
the link adaptive to the variation, then the link is in failure state (Figure
7.14). At this stage the error will be reported to a higher level error controlling
system. This leads to a more power efficient error detection and correction
scheme, because higher level error controlling mechanisms will come into play
only when necessary. There are three failure scenarios: does not compensate
for the variation by decreasing/increasing I1 or increasing I2 besides receiver
reconfigurations. Upon completion of the calibration process successfully, data
transmission phase will start.
7.3.2 Reconfiguration Control and Communication Circuits
In general the circuits can be classified into two parts: driver and receiver side
circuits. The receiver side circuit detects the receiver’s outputs and performs
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Figure 7.12: Average case calibrations
the needed reconfiguration at the receiver by increasing or decreasing refer-
ence currents. It also sends requests for I1 and I2 transmissions, and for driver
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Figure 7.13: Worst case calibrations
reconfiguration when required. In addition, it communicates the calibration
results with the transmitter. The driver sends either the nominal or reconfig-
ured current through data wires and an acknowledgment signal through the
Calib_Ack wire depending on the state of handshaking signals. The input
and output signals of driver and receiver reconfiguration control circuits are
shown in Figure 7.15. The block level diagram is intended to provide a clear
distinction between reconfiguration control and communication signals.
The receiver and driver reconfiguration control circuits are shown in Fig-
ures 7.16 and 7.17, respectively. Immediately after power start-up, the re-
ceiver raises its Ready signal to high whenever it is ready to accept data, this
makes Reqin signal to have a transition from low-to-high. Upon getting Reqout
transition the sender transmits I1 and Ackin (low-to-high transition) through
data and Calib_Ack wires, respectively. The receiver checks its output signals,
comp1 and comp2, when it gets a transition in Ackout. Receiver reconfigu-
ration will be performed by controlling the reference current’s switches using
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Figure 7.14: Calibration failure cases
SIvar1, SIvar2 and SIvar21 signals (Figure 7.16). If the receiver reconfigura-























































Figure 7.15: Calibration control and communication signals
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it to the transmitter using Reqin signal transition. If not, it sends a request
for driver reconfiguration using signals C1pulse, C2pulse or both depending
on the required reconfiguration through their respective wires. Based on the
receiver reconfiguration result, transmitter sends either I2 or reconfigured I1.
The driver performs reconfiguration of I1 using SI1dec or SI1inc signals (Fig-
ure 7.17). When the receiver requests for I2 reconfiguration, it will do so
using SI2inc. In case both sides of reconfigurations fail, a second pulse will
be generated on C1pulse or C2pulse depending on the current level under the
reconfiguration process. Upon getting a second pulse the transmitter raises
Calibration_Failed signal to high, indicating the failure of the calibration to
adapt with the variation. The success of calibration, in other words process
variation tolerance of the interconnect is approved by the receiver when it
generates a second low-to-high transition in Reqin signal (Figure 7.16). The
Link_Reliable signal will be high when the transmitter gets a second low-to-
high transition on Reqout signal (Figure 7.17).
The d(latch) and d(comp) in Figure 7.16 are delay elements and their delay
correspond to the delay of latch and current comparator, respectively. The t2p
block in Figure 7.16 and p2t block in Figure 7.17 are transition-to-pulse and
pulse-to-transition converters, respectively and their implementation is shown
in Figure 7.18.
7.4 Runtime Management of Voltage and Temper-
ature Variations
In a global on-chip communication link, transmitter and receiver are placed
far apart from each other. At runtime, the supply voltage and temperature
of a transmitter can be different from the receiver depending on the spatial
switching activities and hotspot localities. These in turn deviate the trans-
mitter’s output current, and consequently the receiver’s input current from its
nominal value. In a current sensing interconnect, where a receiver compares
its input current with a reference current, this variation may affect reliability
if it is out of the allocated margin. The usual trend is assuming worst-case
variation and allocating large enough current margins between the receiver’s
input and reference currents which leads to additional power consumption.
An alternative power efficient technique, is monitoring the variation at run-
time and adjusting the interconnect circuits when a signal integrity problem is
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Figure 7.16: Receiver reconfiguration control circuit
detected. This enables power efficient, runtime error detecting and correcting
scheme. To do so, circuit level variation sensing mechanism along with its
implementation is devised and presented in this section. When an error is
detected due to runtime variation, reconfiguration of the interconnect circuits
and retransmission of the data will be carried out.
7.4.1 Sensing Effects of Voltage and Temperature Variation
Sensing is an important task of any adaptive system that compensates for
variation. A sensor monitors the runtime operating conditions of a system.
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Figure 7.18: Transition-to-pulse and pulse-to-transition converters
Here runtime variation of Irec,in along with receiver’s reference current will be
monitored. If the variation causes error, the error will be reported to both the
transmitter and receiver, besides reconfiguring the receiver to adapt with the
variation. The receiver output will be erroneous if Irec,in becomes lower than
expected or receiver’s reference current increases more than needed. There
are three causes for the error: large supply voltage drop at the transmitter
side, significant increase in temperature at the receiver or both. So, effects
of supply voltage fluctuation at the transmitter and temperature variation at
the receiver are considered in the design of the sensing circuit.
Runtime monitoring of Voltage and Temperature (VT) variations is carried
out using two additional wires which run adjacent to data transmission wires
(Figure 7.19). With every new data transmission, the same amount of current
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as in data wires will be transmitted through the sensing wires by changing the
direction of current. The sensor circuit at the receiver compares the sensing
wire’s current with the receiver’s reference current. If the sensing wire’s current
is greater than the reference, the sensor output stays low, indicating there is
no variation which causes error. If the sensing wire’s current is less than the
reference, then sensor output goes high, thus detecting error.
7.4.2 Sensor Circuit Implementation
The sensor circuit is based on current subtraction. It subtracts the receiver’s
reference current from the sensing wire’s current. The sensor circuit is shown
in Figure 7.20. The current direction changes in the sensing wires with every
new data transmission in the channel. For example, if Ivts1 flows towards
the receiver, then Ivts2 flows towards the transmitter and vice versa in the
next transmission. Due to this, there is current either in Mn1 or Mn2 at any
time. Current Ivts1 and Ivts2 are mirrored to Mn5 and Mn6, respectively. The
reference current is mirrored to Mp4. The current comparator, which is based
on current subtraction, compares Iref with either Ivts1 or Ivts2 depending on
the one which flows towards the receiver. The comparator output is buffered
to make the Cout signal full swing.
The purpose of the current direction sensor is to know the arrival of new
data and check for its reliability when it is valid and stable. The current
direction sensor circuit is shown in Figure 7.20 and was used as part of a
receiver in Dualdiff interconnect. Consider the top current direction sensor
in Figure 7.20. Transistor Mp1 provides negative feedback to transistor Mn3.
It switches the gate of Mn3 on and off as required and helps in modulating























































Figure 7.19: Interconnect with VT runtime variations detector
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Figure 7.20: VT variation sensor and reconfiguration circuit
thus regulates the transconductance of Mn3. The source terminal of transistor
Mn3 is connected to the Ivts1 wire. When current flows towards the driver,
Mn3 switches to on state and pulls the output of the current sensor to low.
When current is sourced by the driver, the source voltage of Mn3 rises thus
switching it off. In this case, current flows through the load transistor Mn4
to the output, making the output voltage of the current direction sensor high.
The output of the two direction sensors are used as inputs to the XOR gate.
The additional delay due to XOR gate and buffers, ensures the stability of
Cout before XOR_out becomes high. If either Ivts1 or Ivts2 is less than Iref ,
then Cout becomes high. This output will be latched to Sensor_out when
XOR_out makes a transition to high, thus detecting the error due to runtime
voltage and temperature variations.
7.4.3 Reconfiguration and Retransmission
The receiving block always checks the output of the sensor circuit Sensor_out
before it uses or forwards the received data. When Sensor_out becomes high
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it suspends the use of data until Sensor_out returns to low. Reconfiguration
of the receiver, more specifically decreasing the reference current Iref, will be
carried out when the sensor detects error. The latch will be enabled when
Sensor_out is high which in turn makes RecCtrl high and then switches Mp5
to a non-conducting state. In order to check the success of reconfiguration
in withstanding the variation effect, retransmission request will be sent to the
transmitter through the retransmission request wire (Figure 7.19). Sensor_out
signal is used as a retransmission request signal. When the transmitter gets a
retransmission request signal, it sends the data again and changes the current
directions in the sensing wires. XOR_out signal makes a transition to high
due to current direction changes in sensing wires, allowing Cout to be latched
to Sensor_out. If the reconfiguration is successful, Sensor_out becomes low
and the receiver and transmitter resume their normal data transmission phase.
Otherwise, the error will be reported to the transmitter, receiver and the higher
level error controlling system. When the reconfiguration fails, ErrHRx signal
becomes high, and then the receiver sends negative acknowledgment through
Ackwire, which in turn makes ErrHTx high, thereby informing the failure of
reconfiguration to the transmitter. The transmitter translates Ackout signal
transition as negative acknowledgment when SoutTx is high (Figure 7.19). If
there is a transition in Ackout signal and SoutTx is low then the transmitter
sends the next data. Whereas it retransmits the same data if there is no
transition in Ackout and SoutTx is high. When the reconfiguration has failed
to tolerate the effect of variations, the link will be labeled as temporarily
failed until the higher level error controlling system fixes the variation, for
instance by decreasing the switching activities to make the voltage drop in an
acceptable margin.
7.5 Simulation Results and Analysis
Simulations of PMCmFCD and DualdiffFCD interconnects consisting of the
calibration and VT runtime variation management circuits were designed and
performed in Cadence Analog Spectre using 65nm CMOS technology from
STMicroelectronics and 1V supply voltage. The interconnect length was set
to 2mm, the same as in inter router link length of Intel 80-Tile TeraFLOPS
processor [64]. The wire properties were set according to ITRS 65nm tech-
nology node for global wiring. The RLC values of the wires were extracted
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using field solvers for microstrip configuration. The resistance and inductance
values were extracted using FastHenry [45], while the capacitance values were
extracted using Linpar [46]. In calibration wires (Calib_Req, Calib_Ack, C1
and C2 ) voltage-mode signaling with repeater insertion was used.
The time taken and average power consumed during the calibration pro-
cess is listed in Table 7.1. The calibration delay for best-case, where driver
reconfiguration was not required, was 2.66ns. This is the minimum delay in-
curred due to calibration at every power start-up of the system. The best-case
requires five communications between the sender and the receiver. They are
separate request and acknowledgment for both I1 and I2 transmission besides
communicating the robustness of the link. The average-case delay, which re-
quires one driver reconfiguration in addition to receiver reconfiguration, was
4.19ns. The delay of the worst-case calibration was 5.72ns, which requires
both driver and receiver side reconfiguration for I1 and I2. The average power
consumed during the calibration process is low. However, its peak power is
high, (Table 7.1) but it occurs only for a very short period.
Table 7.1: Calibration delay and power consumption.




Best-case 2.66 164 1188
Average-case 4.19 179 1392
Worst-case 5.72 243 1345
In order to examine the power saving benefits of the presented calibra-
tion technique, three 64-bits wide PMCmFCD interconnects consisting of the
calibration circuits were designed. The first interconnect was designed by
guard-banding for worst-case variation. Let us quantify it as ±3σ variation
which accounts for about 99.7% of the overall variation range. The second in-
terconnect is designed by allocating current margins for ±2σ variations, which
covers about 95.4% of the variation. The third one is designed with current
margins for ±1.5σ variations. The second and third interconnects have saved
7.88% and 14.21% power, respectively over the interconnect with worst-case
margin allocation. This proves that allocating smaller margins and relying on
the proposed calibration technique will lead to a better power efficiency than
the conventional worst-case design.
The required additional area due to the calibration circuits was determined
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from the Cadence schematic. It requires 25µm2 active and 2940µm2 wiring
areas. The calibration area overhead for PMCmFCD interconnect has been
calculated and it decreases for larger bit width transmissions (Table 7.2). For
example, the active area overhead for 4-bits and 64-bits PMCmFCD intercon-
nects are 38.96% and 4.67%, respectively.
Table 7.2: Calibration area overhead.
Bit Width
[bits]








Simulation waveforms for an average-case calibration process is shown in
Figure 7.21. As it can be seen from the simulation waveforms, Reqin signal
goes high when it gets Ready signal from the receiver and Ackin goes high after
it gets a high transition on the Reqout signal. The receiver’s reconfiguration
control checks comp1 and comp2 and detects error, because both comp1 and
comp2 were low. Then it reconfigures the receiver by turning on the switch of
Ivar1, making SIvar1 signal high by decreasing Iref1. But this is not enough
to control the effect of variation. Then the receiver requests for an increase
in I1 by sending C1pulse. Upon getting a pulse on C1out, the transmitter
reconfigures the driver, increases I1 by closing switch SI1inc. It also transmits
the reconfigured I1 along with acknowledgment. The receiver checks comp1
and comp2 signals when Ackout makes transitions to low. Then both the
signals are in proper range, which confirms the reliability of I1 transmission.
The receiver requests for I2 transmission by sending a high-to-low transition
in Calib_Req wire. When Reqout makes a transition from high-to-low, the
transmitter sends signals I2 and acknowledgment (transition to high). The
receiver checks signals comp1 and comp2 when it gets a transition in Ackout,
both are high, indicating I2 is in proper range. The receiver then declares
the interconnects reliability by sending a low-to-high transition in Calib_Req
wire. The transmitter declares the link’s reliability upon getting a second
low-to-high transition on Reqout signal by raising the Link_reliable signal to
high.
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Figure 7.21: Simulation waveforms of average-case calibration
After the calibration phase is completed, normal data transmission along
with runtime VT variation sensing is performed. The delay of the VT varia-
tion sensor circuit was measured and it is 184ps. The power consumed due to
monitoring the variation was 489µW. This is the only power overhead if there
is no retransmission due to error. As can be seen from Table 7.3, this power
overhead decreases for larger bit width transmissions. For example, in Duald-
iffFCD interconnect 4 and 64-bit transmissions the power overheads are 17.2%
and 1.5%, respectively. The power overhead is reasonable and affordable for
16-bits and wider transmissions.
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Table 7.3: Power overhead of VT variation management.
Bit Width
[bits]







It is possible to have power saving rather than power overhead using the
proposed VT management circuits. For example, instead of the usual worst-
case guardbanding for 10% VDD variation (which is equivalent to 3σ according
to the ITRS roadmap [58]), allocating margin for 6.67% VDD variation covering
95% of the variations range can be sufficient. The rest will be relied on the
proposed runtime monitoring and reconfiguration. This approach results in
2% power savings in a 64-bit PMCmFCD interconnect instead of consuming
additional power.
The required active and wiring areas for this technique (including re-
transmission and reporting error to higher level error controlling system) are
5.83µm2 and 2100µm2, respectively. The portion of area taken by the VT
management circuits have been determined for PMCmFCD interconnect and
listed in Table 7.4. In 64-bit PMCmFCD interconnect, it requires only 1.13%
of the active area and 3.81% of the wiring area. The area overhead becomes
smaller for larger bit width transmissions, thus showing its appropriateness
for real life applications.
Table 7.4: VT variation management area overhead.
Bit Width
[bits]








Simulation waveforms are shown in Figure 7.22 for a nominal supply volt-
age of 1V, and assuming that there is a supply voltage drop at the transmitter
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Figure 7.22: Simulation waveforms of VT variation tolerance
which causes receiver’s input current variation that leads to an error. The sen-
sor then detects an error and it is flagged by making Sensor_out high. This
in turn leads to reconfiguration of the receiver by making RecCtrl signal high
and at the same time a retransmission request is sent to the transmitter, by
making SoutTx signal high. Sensing after reconfiguration and arrival of the
retransmitted data asserts the reliability of the link by making Sensor_out
signal low.
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7.6 Chapter Summary
In this Chapter, circuit techniques for PVT variations tolerance for current
sensing on-chip interconnects are presented. The technique for process vari-
ation tolerance is based on detecting signal integrity of the interconnect and
performing calibration at every power start-up of the system. If an error is de-
tected, the receiver’s reference and/or input currents will be adjusted through
receiver and driver reconfigurations. This makes the interconnect adaptive to
the effects of process, wear-out and aging related variations, thereby enabling
its continuous and reliable operation.
In a current sensing interconnect, using traditional worst-case guardband-
ing to tolerate environmental variations is costly and may not even be sufficient
as the amount of runtime variation in high performance ICs are increasing.
This makes runtime VT variation management technique an alternative and a
better approach. The presented technique for runtime VT variations tolerance
is based on monitoring the effect of their runtime variations and then recon-
figuring the receiver when an error is detected. After the reconfiguration,
request for data retransmission will be sent. The power and area overhead
of this technique is low especially for larger bit width transmissions. It has
been even proved that power can be saved compared to the worst-case ap-
proach. Therefore, the presented techniques are among the promising circuit





Global on-chip interconnects get slower with technology scaling and dissipate
more power. At the same time, parameter variations are increasing, causing
signal propagation delay to be uncertain, which in turn affects the perfor-
mance and reliability of communication significantly. These global on-chip
communication bottlenecks have been the primary focus of this thesis, and
to tackle these challenges several design techniques have been developed and
integrated. Based on these techniques, high performance, power efficient and
variation tolerant on-chip interconnects have been presented.
Through design of self-timed delay-insensitive data transmission schemes,
the reliability challenge due to delay variations has been addressed. Few delay-
insensitive codes have been selected to be used in the interconnects after ex-
amining many codes in terms of their delay and power overheads. To further
reduce the overhead, high speed and power efficient signaling techniques have
been introduced. Area and power efficient integration of delay-insensitive and
differential transmission has also been implemented in one of the presented
interconnects to boost its noise immunity in addition to delay variation insen-
sitivity. The feasibility and superiority of the designed interconnects have been
verified through simulations and comparison with conventionally implemented
delay-insensitive interconnects.
In bit-parallel delay-insensitive data transmission, the larger the channel
bit width is, the longer is the overall time spent in completion detection, be-
cause each detection circuit becomes a tree of logic elements. In order to
overcome this challenge, a novel high speed completion detection technique
along with its circuit realization has been designed. Its speed is independent
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of the channel bit width. This detection technique has been implemented in
two of the presented interconnects. Simulation results showed that significant
improvement in performance and energy dissipation has been achieved, espe-
cially for large bit width transmissions, compared to conventionally designed
interconnects.
As the number of cores integrated on a chip is increasing, high performance,
power and area efficient long-range communication links become a necessity.
Using fully bit-parallel communication in long-range links that traverse two or
more cores become costly because it takes a large chip area and causes routing
difficulties, severe crosstalk noise as well as considerable leakage power. In
order to address most of these issues, a high-throughput and low power serial
link has been designed in this thesis. This serial link design is based on a
combination of pulse dual-rail encoding, wave-pipelining, pulse signaling and
differential current-mode signaling besides formulating novel control circuits
for the serializer and deserializer. A semi-serial link which consists of eight
bit-serial links outperforms the fully bit-parallel link both in throughput and
energy efficiency as well as in active and wiring area when the communication
distance is 4mm and longer.
Furthermore, circuit level techniques to ensure signal integrity of the de-
signed interconnects in the presence of PVT variations have been devised and
implemented. To guarantee signal integrity despite process, wearout, and
ageing caused variations, interconnect calibration technique at every power
start-up of a system has been formulated. An error detecting mechanism as
well as a calibration algorithm and methodology have been developed and
verified through simulations. This technique has a delay, power and area over-
head. The delay overhead occurs only once at every power start-up. The
power and area overhead is low for large bit width transmissions. The run-
time power supply voltage and temperature variation tolerance technique is
based on monitoring the effect of runtime variations and then reconfiguring
the receiver when an error is detected. The power and area overhead of this
technique is low especially for large bit width transmissions. It has even been
proved that power can be saved compared to the worst-case margin allocation
approach. Therefore, these schemes make the interconnects adaptive to the
effect of both static and dynamic variations, enabling continuous and reliable




Intuitively it is known that using the presented interconnects on a NoC, which
consists of M nodes communicating with each other through the network, will
increase the overall network throughput and decrease the average latency per
packet. The network can also accept more traffic with congestion free commu-
nication and dissipates less power per packet than a NoC which uses conven-
tionally designed interconnects. In order to quantify these improvements, it is
necessary to develop a clockless NoC simulator since all existing open source
NoC simulators are cycle-based. Hence, one future direction of the work is
developing an event-based NoC simulator and examine network performance,
energy and other related parameters with synthetic and application specific
traffic patterns. Furthermore, analysis of different topologies’ performance
and energy efficiencies using the designed bit parallel interconnects between
neighboring routers and the semi-serial interconnect as long-range links will
be carried out. The other direction of the future work is integrating the devel-
oped PVT variation tolerance techniques of the interconnects with data link
layer tolerance schemes. Determining the advantages and limitations as well
as optimization and verification will also be performed.
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